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Skyline view at night from the window of Room 406 at the Union Hotel – Brooklyn, New York 

 
 For a wide range of reasons this trip was the result of my sister Margaret’s death 
from leukemia.  Originally Margaret and I had made plans to spend last Christmas in 
Chicago, where we would have seen a couple of shows (most notably the Joffrey Ballet’s 
Nutcracker).  Margaret had been battling what she thought was a nasty cold all fall, and 
about a week before we were scheduled to leave on that trip she went to the clinic and 
was quickly sent up to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester with a dangerously high white blood 
cell count.  She was diagnosed with a particularly nasty form of leukemia, and of course 
that meant we’d miss our holiday trip.  We had planned to travel on Amtrak, and while—
unlike air travel—train tickets can be cancelled, the refund comes as a voucher for future 
travel rather than a direct credit.  That meant either Margaret or I or both pretty much had 
to take some train trip in the coming year. 

 
 Margaret and I had talked about going to New York a number of times.  Honestly, 
though, it was never Margaret’s #1 choice for a travel destination.  While she’s enjoyed 
other big cities (Chicago, Los Angeles, and Toronto all instantly come to mind), Margaret 
always viewed New Yorkers with rather old-fashioned prejudices (the sort of stereotypes 
that might have applied when the city was Irish and Italian, but doesn’t fit as well with the  
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diversity of today’s city).  When it became clear that travel would not be an option for Margaret this summer, she suggested this would 
be a good time for me to travel to New York on my own. 

 
Map of the original settlement of New Amsterdam 

 
  While both she and the doctors made a valiant 
effort to fight the disease, Margaret had only a brief 
remission before the cancer charged back worse than 
ever.  She died at the end of May.  After she died I ended 
up with Margaret’s cell phone, which happens to be 
identical to mine.  I was able to use her phone to look at 
the genealogy research she had done through 
Ancestry.com.  While we already knew our ancestors had 
been in America long before it was a country, it was 
fascinating to see just how many different places she was 
able to trace them back to.  In particular there’s a 
remarkable amount of French ancestry, which I never 
knew we had. 
 
 While my mother’s side of the family (the Millers 
and   Pratts)  mostly  settled  in  Massachusetts  and  then 

made their way west from there, my father’s side largely settled in New York.  They came first to the city (which was still New Amsterdam 



when many of them arrived), moved to the Hudson Valley, and then made their way to western New York and finally to the Midwest—
settling in Iowa around the time it became a state.  Margaret discovered that among our ancestors were some very prominent early New 
Yorkers, so—beyond just being a fun vacation—this trip would be an opportunity to check out their old stomping grounds.  I also expanded 
it to look at a number of other places and things associated with history as well, which is why I titled it as I did. 
 

Tuesday, August 1 
Algona, Iowa to Princeton, Illinois 
 
 I spent part of the morning finishing up a few details around my apartment—making sure everything was in order and ready for 
me to be gone.  Then around 8:45 I set off—sort of.  Actually I first made a detour west to drop off two sermon broadcasts from my church 
at the local radio station.  Supposedly in the coming year KLGA will be relocating their studios (which for half a century have been three 
miles west of town, in the middle of nowhere) to an office building in downtown Algona.  I’ll be delighted to see that happen.  Between the 
church sermons and our school’s “Bear Facts” broadcasts, it seems like I’m forever going back and forth to KLGA.  It will be nice to be 
able to make those trips on foot. 
 
 After dropping off the sermon CDs I headed south to my brother Paul’s place in Rippey.  While they’re almost straight south of 
Algona, there’s really no good way to get there.  That’s especially true now, because there’s a bridge out near them.  Paul assured me 
that I could take highway 169 south to just west of Ogden and then turn west onto an officially closed section of U.S. 30.  Just before 
reaching the bridge, I turned south on a county road that led straight to Rippey. 
 
 I was mostly stopping by Paul’s to drop off some stuff I’d gotten while cleaning up Margaret’s house.  Paul is her executor, and 
Margaret had been less than well organized with her documents.  While I was cleaning, I tried to put aside things that looked particularly 
important, so I could take them down to him.  Interestingly, when I got there Paul was making a series of phone calls related to his duties 
as executor—updating the insurance on her house, for example. 
 
 We drove into the nearby town of Perry to have lunch.  That drive was surprisingly complicated, as they’re doing major 
construction on the main highway that passes through Perry.  It’s rather nasty construction, where they removed huge chunks of concrete, 
temporarily leaving big drop-offs just beside the driving lane.  Fortunately we did make it through all right. 
 
 Our lunch was at the Hotel Patee, an elegantly restored accommodation in downtown Perry.  The lunch menu at the hotel 
restaurant (Dave’s Milwaukee Diner) is an eclectic combination.  Some of it is the sort of thing you’d expect the farmers to eat at a small-
town café, while other items are fussy dishes you might find at a luncheon for elegant ladies.  Paul and Nancy had hot beef plates, while 
I had a southwest salad.  For no reason I could figure out, the salad came with ranch dressing on the side.  It also had a light vinaigrette 
on it.  The vinaigrette was fine, but I think ranch dressing would have overwhelmed the slightly spicy Southwestern taste.  I completely 
avoided the dressing, and the salad on its own was perfectly tasty. 
 
 After lunch I set off driving again.  There was construction at the northwest edge of the Des Moines area, but traffic moved 
through it without any issues.  Unfortunately that was not the case on Interstate 80.  I rarely drive I-80, since when I head south it’s most 
often via Cedar Rapids.  I’d forgotten just how busy that highway is.  It was pretty much solid traffic all the way from Des Moines to 
Davenport.  The only “good” part was the brief six-lane section around Iowa City.  The biggest problem on I-80 is all the trucks.  The right 
lane is pretty much perennially filled with semis, and unfortunately those trucks don’t have sufficient power to make it up a ll the hills at 
the speed limit.  They speed up on downward slopes, but then slow to a crawl whenever there’s a climb.  The traffic is heavy enough that 
it’s difficult to pass, which makes driving a complete mess. 
 
 I made one more stop in Iowa.  In honor of my ultimate destination, I chose to stop for gas in the town of Brooklyn, a place that 
appears to have nothing at all in common with its namesake.  I pulled into a Kwik Star convenience store that appeared to be one of the 
oldest, dirtiest outlets in that chain.  They did have gas, though, and at $2.179 it was quite a bit cheaper than the price in either Perry or 
Des Moines. 
 
 I was very glad when I got to the Quad Cities.  While interstate 80 is pretty in Iowa (with lots of gorgeous wildflowers), it had 
been an awful chore to drive.  At Davenport the highway splits to form a true beltway, and the section I chose (I-280) carried very little 
traffic.  In Illinois the most direct route to Chicago is Interstate 88, so a good part of the traffic takes that road.  Traffic was light beyond 
Rock Island, and I had a very pleasant drive the rest of the way. 
 
 The last time I’d driven I-80 in Illinois they were doing major construction along it.  That construction is mostly done, and the 
result is a truly beautiful road—a smooth asphalt surface and bright lane markings the whole way.  They were repairing two bridges, but 
even the construction was no big deal. 
 
 I got to Princeton, Illinois around 4:45pm and quickly found my hotel, the Super 8.  I’d never stayed at this particular hotel before 
and chose it mostly because it was cheaper than the Econolodge where I usually stay in Princeton.  I’d definitely stay at the Super 8 
again.  It’s far from luxurious, but it’s certainly as nice as the Econolodge.  Unless Choice Hotels (Econolodge’s parent) are doing a point 
special the next time I travel by train, I’ll likely choose the Super 8. 
 
 The check-in process took surprisingly long, but the woman at the desk was pleasant.  My room was fairly large and better lit 
than many budget hotels are.  It also had a shower with good pressure, which is always a plus for me.  The main negative was too soft 
of a bed, but that’s often a problem in motels. 
 



 I rinsed off in the shower and then changed into nicer clothes.  Then about 6:15 I left for the evening.  I knew that Princeton had 
a summer theatre.  Margaret and I had always talked about going there at some point, but we never did see a show there while she was 
alive.  As much on a whim as anything, I checked out the theatre’s website just before leaving on this trip.  I found out the show Sweet 
Charity was playing tonight, and I figured that would be a more fun way to spend the night than just watching TV in the motel room. 
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 Before the show, though I had to have dinner.  Even before I’d 
thought about going to a show, I’d decided to have dinner at a place that 
ended up being right next door to the theatre—Monical’s.  This is a chain of 
Italian restaurants (basically pizza and pasta) based in Kankakee with 
locations all over Illinois.  I’d never heard of them before, but when I was 
looking at places to eat in Princeton they came up.  Being right next to the 
theatre was a nice bonus.  I ordered lasagna, which turned out to be an 
enormous portion made to order in an individual crock.  I remember getting 
that same thing at a restaurant called Marc’s in Burlington each time I’d visit 
my mother in the hospital there.  The lasagna came with a nice little tossed 
salad and breadsticks.  The salad came with what is supposedly their 
“famous house French dressing”.  They serve that dressing in red plastic 
dispensers, and the thick dressing looks almost identical to catsup.  It has an 
odd tang to it, though, and actually wasn’t bad on the salad.  The breadsticks 
were also supposedly a feature of the restaurant.  They come sprinkled with 
Parmesan cheese and thickly slathered with garlic butter, a coating so thick 
that it didn’t even fully melt.  They were good, but I’d hate to think how many 
calories were in even one of the things. 
 
 Ordering pasta was a good choice because cooking it to order 
meant that they were already seating people in the theatre when I’d finished 
my meal.  I still had plenty of time to read through the program, but I didn’t 
have to dawdle before even heading inside.  I wish my timing were that good 
for every show I attend. 

 

 Princeton’s theatre is called Festival 56, taking its name from the town’s location at Exit 56 on the interstate.  It’s a sort of semi-
pro theatre somewhat like the one in Nebraska where one of my former students worked.  My sense was that Princeton was a step up 
from that one, though.  While it’s not an equity house (paying union wages to the actors and technicians), most of the actors have 
performed professionally—mostly in off-Broadway shows in New York.  The technicians are from various colleges around Illinois.  Almost 
all the performers are fresh out of college and at the start of their careers.  When a child or an elderly person is needed, they apparently 
supplement the cast with local community theatre people. 
 
 Sweet Charity turned out to be a really delightful show.  I’d never seen it before and really knew nothing about it.  It follows the 
romantic misadventures of a woman whose primary job is being a “dance hostess” (often a cover for prostitution) at a seedy night club in 
New York.  It’s a musical and features well-known numbers like “Big Spender” and “If My Friends Could See Me Now”.  It was kind of 
weird to see a large chorus on a small stage in a very intimate theatre (which apparently used to be the printing plant for the local paper).  
They managed to pull it off, though, and the make-up and costuming were appropriate for the theatre—not overdone like they did in 
Nebraska.  My only real complaint would be about the set, or rather lack thereof.  They’d basically just splotched some random colors of 
paint on the backdrop in no particular pattern and had a couple of minimal props to set the scenes.  It didn’t detract from the show, but it 
certainly didn’t add anything either. 
 
 I was the first one out of the parking lot after the show ended, and I got back to the hotel right at 10pm.  I watched a bit of TV 
and then got a decent night’s sleep. 
 

Wednesday, August 2 
Princeton, Illinois to Toledo, Ohio 
 
 
 I was up around 6:00 this morning.  There was no rush at all, though, so I just got ready for the day in slow motion.  Eventually 
I showered and made my way to the breakfast room.  The breakfast was pretty minimal, not much more than classic “continental” fare.  I 
tried a bit of everything, though, and in the process managed to fill my stomach.  I had a packaged cinnamon roll, a bagel, a mini toaster 
waffle (something I really prefer to the big Belgian waffles most hotels have), and a little cup of yogurt.  It wasn’t haute cuisine, but it was 
all perfectly edible. 
 
 About the only negative at breakfast was the coffee, which was weak and had an off taste to it.  It was also strangely cold, barely 
even lukewarm.  After checking out I stopped by a nearby McDonalds and got a decent cup of brew.  I was pleasantly surprised that they 
had large coffee for just $1—though that rose to $1.12 with tax, since even downstate Illinois has high sales tax. 
 
 I arrived at Princeton station about forty minutes before my train was scheduled to depart.  I was surprised to find that the station 
was not yet open.  Like most smaller stations, Princeton is staffed by volunteers rather than railroad employees.  They’re now reduced 
the hours so they’re only open half an hour before the morning departure, rather than a full hour as was once the case.  I managed to kill 
ten minutes on the platform, and when they unlocked the doors I made my way inside. 



 Princeton station is undergoing renovations.  They’re completely re-laying the brick surrounding the historic building, and I think 
in the process also making the place fully accessible.  It’s rather a mess at the moment, but hopefully the work will preserve things for the 
future. 
 
 The Illinois Zephyr arrived about five minutes early.  There were about forty people boarding at Princeton, and they had everyone 
make their way into a single car.  I had a business class ticket, and their method of entry meant I had to lug my bags three cars back and 
then through the lounge area before finally getting to my seat.  There were exactly three empty seats in business class, and three business 
class passengers boarded at Princeton.  Except on holidays, I don’t know that I’ve ever seen the car entirely full before. 
 
 While there are “singleton” seats in business class on the Illinois trains (one of the nicest things about paying the small fare 
supplement), the full load meant I had to share a pair of seats with one of the passengers who had boarded earlier.  My companion was 
an elderly black woman from Macomb who spent most of the trip watching a DVD of stand-up comics on her computer, listening to it via 
headphones. 

 

 I spent this leg of the trip reading on my Kindle.  While Margaret was in the 
hospital, I’d downloaded Mary Travers’s autobiography.  My sister was very fond of 
Peter, Paul, and Mary, and as fate would have it, Miss Travers also died of leukemia.  
Mary was born eight years before Margaret, and (largely thanks to a timely bone 
marrow transplant) she lived a couple years longer than my sister.  They both kept 
their hair long and straight, far after that was a popular look, and they both believed in 
religion in theory but had issues with established churches.  Like many people of their 
era they combined staunchly liberal politics with the practicality their parents learned 
from the Depression.  Both Margaret and Mary became adults back when 
discrimination against women was still open and obvious, and while they both resented 
that discrimination until the day they died, neither was beyond using their femininity as 
a tool if it would help them.  Both were avid readers and left library-sized book 
collections when they died.  One other thing they had in common was that both claimed 
to hate modern technology (computers, cell phones, and the like), but both used it 
almost constantly.  Reading about Mary Travers’ life—particularly in her own words—
was fascinating.  It made the miles past more quickly, and it brought back pleasant 
thoughts of my sister. 
 

 
Mary Travers 

 The trip across Illinois was uneventful, and we got into Chicago about fifteen minutes early—around 10:20am.  For a couple of 
years now, business class tickets on the Illinois trains have provided access to the Metropolitan Lounge in Chicago, so I made a bee-line 
there.  The woman at the desk was quite pleasant, but she was a bit confused by my ticket.  I think that’s because it involved a double-
transfer, the second of which was a day later than I was in Chicago.  She noticed that date first and thought the ticket was not valid for 
lounge access today.  When she looked through the whole thing, though, she caught her error, made the appropriate mark on my ticket, 
and let me in. 
 
 I noted in last year’s travelogues that they’d moved the Metropolitan Lounge at Union Station.  Now they’ve completely changed 
most of the Amtrak’s other passenger facilities as well—almost entirely for the better.  Most of the cramped underground area they used 
to occupy has been abandoned.  They hallways have been widened, and I think they’re going to transform the former ticketing area and 
the old Metropolitan Lounge into retail space.  Amtrak has now moved their main facilities into the Great Hall and its side parlors.  That 
provides a much more pleasant face for the public, and it’s good to make use of the grand old station.  The only real problem is that now 
the main waiting area is quite a hike from the platforms, and Amtrak passengers have to cross the path of commuters on Metra trains to 
get there. 
 
 I dropped my bags in the storage room and then made my way northward on Clinton Street to the ‘L’.  I noticed the same mess 
of free newspaper boxes on every corner that I expect in Chicago, but—unlike on my previous trips—most of them were empty.  Red 
Eye, which used to be what everyone read on their way to work, has gone from daily to weekly, and a lot of the ethnic papers seem to 
have ceased publication all together.  I suppose that was bound to happen in an era when people go through life staring at their cell 
phones, but it really is kind of sad.  I did pick up the couple of free papers I saw, but there was far less to look through than on previous 
trips. 
 
 I took the ‘L’ just one stop west to Clark and Lake, the big downtown mixmaster.  Apparently the State of Illinois wants to replace 
the James R. Thompson Center, which is mostly filled with state offices.  A major bone of contention, though is that the building also 
houses the largest transit station in the city, and the CTA doesn’t plan to foot the bill for replacing it—nor does anyone want to 
inconvenience millions of passengers during construction. 
 
 There was a major back-up on one of the stairwells at Clark and Lake.  While I avoided it by taking another stair, I later found 
what was causing the problem.  The police had what I presume was a bomb-sniffing dog on the platform, and it had reacted to a woman’s 
suitcase.  It was a false alarm, but they had to detain the woman long enough to sort things out. 
 
 Signs on the platform said all the ‘L’ lines had “normal” service.  That meant the frequencies of trains were normal, but not 
necessarily the trip length.  I transferred to the brown line at Clark and Lake.  A train came quickly, but most of the ride was in slow motion.  
That was because of track work on the century-old viaduct north of downtown.  They understandably do that at midday rather than rush 
hour, but it nearly doubled the length of what should have been a twenty-five-minute ride. 
 



 There were a few noteworthy passengers on the train.  Directly in front of me were two young black men who apparently worked 
in marketing for a computer services company.  They were basically glorified telemarketers, and they did their job from their cell phones 
while riding on the train.  They called current clients and tried to get them to upgrade their services, and they called prospective customers 
as well.  I’d think the loudspeaker announcements would get in the way during their phone calls, but it didn’t seem to phase them. 
 
 Another interesting passenger was a middle-aged Mexican woman who also spent the entire trip on her cell phone.  I have no 
idea who she was talking to, but she screamed loud enough that I think the entire city could hear her conversation.  It wasn’t really an 
argument, but everything she said was at maximum volume. 
  
 I took the brown line to the end of the line at Kimball.  I lucked out there and immediately transferred to a bus on Lawrence 
Avenue.  I rode about a mile west and reached my lunch destination, Pollo Campero.  This is a fast food chain based in Guatemala whose 
name basically means Country Chicken.  I had been to one in New York several years ago, and found it interesting if not outstanding, so 
I figured I’d check out what their Chicago location had to offer. 
 
 I’ll almost certainly be back to the Chicago Pollo Campero, and at some point I’ll probably also check out their location in St. 
Paul.  I hadn’t disliked my experience in New York, but this time I rank it among the best fast food places I’ve been to.  The difference 
was what I ordered.  In New York I had chicken, and except for some unique side dishes, it wasn’t much different than Colonel Sanders 
would offer.  Today I ordered empanadas, and they were exceptional.  The little pocket pies had a thin, flaky crust that added to the flavor 
rather than overwhelming it.  I ordered two savory empanadas.  Both were filled with shredded chicken and vegetables.  One had what 
they called “green Peruvian” flavor (mild and citrusy), while the other was chipotle (spicy, but not too hot).  I also had a dulce de leche 
empanada for dessert, and it was excellent as well.  The trio was about $7 (including tax), which isn’t too bad for lunch these days.  They 
even automatically gave me a free cup of water when I didn’t order a drink.  The restaurant was bright and clean, the employees were 
friendly, and it made for a fun little lunch.  Pollo Campero is a long ways from downtown, but I’ll definitely be back. 
 
 After lunch I caught a bus south to the Irving Park station on the blue line.  While announcements in the station said there were 
delays on that line, a train quickly came.  I rode south to Western and Milwaukee, where I stopped at a Walgreens store to pick up some 
snacks for my train ride.  While I was in there the intercom repeatedly announced, “Assistance is needed at the photo counter”.  I must 
have heard that announcement at least a dozen times.  I do hope an employee eventually showed up to help there. 
 
 After buying a few snacks I walked north to the California station, which is about half a mile north of Western.  I like the 
neighborhood along Milwaukee Avenue in northwest Chicago.  On the surface it’s run-down, but beneath that the old buildings feature 
some gorgeous architecture.  The mostly Hispanic neighborhood is also lively at all hours, which makes it fun to walk through.  It was 
warm this afternoon, but also windy, so it made for a pleasant stroll. 
 
 At California I caught another blue line train, this time to the downtown mixmaster at Clark and Lake.  I thought I’d use the 
restroom, so I caught a brown line train one stop north to Merchandise Mart.  There’s a mall there where I’d used the restroom before.  
They’ve apparently had problems, though, because they now require a code (which you can get from the nearby stores or restaurants) 
to unlock the door.  I didn’t need to go that badly and really didn’t want to buy anything there, so I just made my way back to the ‘L’. 
 
 Since I had nothing in particular I needed to do this afternoon, I spent fifteen minutes or so just riding all the way around the 
elevated loop that surrounds the southern part of downtown.  The ‘L’ gives a close-up view of the second floor of all the surrounding 
buildings, and it’s fun to look at the ornate terra cotta details.  They’re doing major construction on the loop structure at the moment, 
merging two stations (Madison and Randolph on the east side of the loop) into one (which will be called Washington).  The eventual plan 
is for the new station to directly connect to the subways via a pedestrian tunnel next to the old Marshall Field’s store.  That will make 
transfers easier, and it should also reduce the time it takes for trains to circle the loop.  The construction is nearly done, and the new 
station really looks quite impressive. 
 
 I walked back to the blue line and caught a train back to Clinton, which is just south of Amtrak’s Union Station.  I used the 
restroom in the Metropolitan Lounge and then spent a while doing a bit of work on my computer—mostly getting started on this travelogue.  
I also just relaxed for a while in the air conditioning. 
 

I had an early dinner at a place I’d read about called Pierogi Heaven.  It’s not hard to figure out they specialize in pierog is, 
Eastern Europe’s answer to ravioli.  I’d read several good reviews of the place, and its prices were quite reasonable, so I decided to check 
it out.  My dinner wasn’t terrible, but it’s unlikely I’ll be back any time soon.  I got the feeling these pierogis had been in the steam table 
since lunchtime.  They were tough and chewy.  I enjoyed the bacon and fried onions they topped them with, but I can say as much for 
the dumplings themselves. 
 
 I killed some more time just bumming around on the ‘L’.  I was intrigued to find they’ve changed the service pattern on the red 
line (by far the busiest line in the city).  Apparently, though, the Dan Ryan expressway tracks can’t accommodate the additional trains, so 
every third train instead heads for 63rd and Ashland on the south side elevated tracks (normally the green line).  I caught one of those 
trains and made my way to the new Cermak/McCormick Place station.  From there I walked a couple blocks west to the Cermak/Chinatown 
station on the “real” red line.  That turned out to be a mistake.  There was apparently a Cubs game tonight, and the train was packed with 
baseball fans.  I was glad when we got downtown and I could transfer to another line. 
 
 Something that’s really grown in Chicago in recent years is bike sharing.  They’ve painted green bike lanes on major streets all 
over town, and there’s bike sharing stations every few blocks (and near all the major attractions and ‘L’ stations).  I have no idea what 
bike rental costs, but lots and lots of people appear to take advantage of it.  It was right at rush hour as I walked along Clinton Street back 
to Union Station, and the green lanes were solid with downtown workers riding blue rent-a-bikes. 
 



 Back at the station I enjoyed some sesame snacks that were honestly more flavorful than the pierogis had been.  I also sipped 
a mixture of orange juice and 7-Up that was delightful.  Business class on the Illinois Zephyr costs about $10 more than coach, and 
between luggage storage and complimentary drinks, I think I got my money’s worth. 

 
News photo of the derailment near Hyndman, Pennsylvania 

 

 As I waited word spread through the lounge that 
there was an issue with our train.  Apparently yesterday 
there had been a major derailment of a freight train on the 
Pennsylvania—Maryland border.  The train was hauling 
hazardous cargo, and it forced the evacuation of a small 
town in Pennsylvania.  The accident had not been cleared, 
and it was on the tracks normally used by this train.  
Because of that the train (which normally goes to 
Washington, D.C.) would be terminating at Pittsburgh.  
That didn’t affect me at all, because Pittsburgh was where 
I’d be changing trains anyway.  A couple hundred people 
would end up being bused to their final destinations, 
though, and many of them were not happy about it. 
 
 They began boarding at 6:05pm.  As a Pittsburgh 
passenger, I was directed to the first car.  The car 
attendant there wanted to assign me to Seat #64.  I pointed 
out to him that I had a lower level ticket, and he then said I 
could sit wherever I wanted downstairs. 

 
 I’d gotten a lower level ticket because I suspected it would be quieter (and thus easier to sleep) there than it is on the main level.  
On a night train across the Midwest, it’s not like it matters that there’s less of a view, and my fellow passengers in the smaller compartment 
were mostly elderly and handicapped people.  My instincts were right, and I’m glad I made the choice I did. 
 
 I made a bee-line for the very back row, as far away from the doors as possible.  That was also a good choice.  It was the 
quietest part of the car, and being far from the door no one who boarded chose to sit there.  I ended up having two seats to myself for the 
whole trip. 
 
 Most of my fellow passengers on this trip were not noteworthy, but one definitely stood out.  She was blind and apparently also 
hard of hearing.  She had apparently been in Chicago getting a new guide dog, and that dog was beside her throughout the trip.  The 
woman’s hearing problem showed in that she was extremely loud whenever she talked, presumably creating a volume loud enough that 
she could hear herself.  My sister Margaret was very sensitive to sound, and she would have absolutely hated being in a confined space 
with this woman.  Fortunately I was able to tune her out fairly easily. 
 
 We departed at 6:39.  As we did the first announcement that the conductor made was that the first smoke break would be in 
Toledo.  That stop wasn’t scheduled until 11pm, and as it turned out it would be closer to midnight when we got there.  While it didn’t 
make a bit of difference to me, five hours is a long time for the smokers to go between cigarettes.  The blind woman was also concerned 
about the length of time before that break.  Her dog hadn’t done his duty before leaving Chicago, and she was concerned about waiting 
that long before taking him outdoors. 
 
 It had been clear throughout the day in Chicago, but I noticed it was raining on the south side as we made our way through 
there.  The rain let up, though, as we made our way past the refineries in Indiana. 
 
 Almost every time I’ve headed east on Amtrak we’ve gotten behind schedule in Indiana.  There’s tons of freight trains that pass 
through there, and the mainline railroad is only two tracks wide.  Since the freight companies own the tracks, that invariably means Amtrak 
trains seem to be forever pulling off on sidings.  We had to stop for freight trains four different times between Chicago and South Bend 
and twice more east of there.  They desperately need another track across northern Indiana. 
 
 I took off my glasses around 11pm, which was right around the Indiana/Ohio border.  I was still awake until about midnight, when 
we finally reached Toledo.  I was just drifting off to sleep when the blind woman raised a big fuss about going out to walk her dog.  That 
kept me awake for quite a while longer. 
 

Thursday, august 2 
Toledo, Ohio to New York City 
 
 You pretty much never sleep well on a train, but I didn’t do too badly tonight.  The train was crowded enough that I wanted to 
make sure the seat next to me was available, so even though I theoretically had two seats to myself, I confined myself to the window 
seat.  I slept in spurts throughout the night.  It seemed that I woke up just before we reached each stop.  That’s probably because the 
train slows down as it arrives, and my body was aware of the gradual change.  The strangest occasion was at Cleveland.  Seemingly in 
the middle of nowhere I woke up and had the sense we should be in Cleveland any time now.  Not five minutes after that I looked out the 
window and saw a station for the “rapid”, Cleveland’s subway.  For the next ten minutes or so we passed a whole string of rapid stations 
before we finally stopped right next to the big football stadium on Lake Erie. 



 While it was quiet on the lower level, it was almost annoyingly hot.  I’d worn long pants and even brought along a coat, since 
most of the time I’ve found train cars to be cold at night.  That was definitely not the case with the Capitol Limited, though.  I never dug 
out the coat (though in retrospect, I probably should have used it as a pillow), and I was literally sweating at some points. 
 
 As we neared Pittsburgh I declared it morning and dug out some of the snacks I’d gotten at Walgreen’s yesterday.  These were 
pastries from the Mexican company Bimbo.  They were uniquely Mexican snacks (like guava filled sponge cake), but they were actually 
made in America.  That’s because Bimbo bought the bankrupt Hostess Corporation, so the factories that make Twinkies and Ho-Hos now 
also make snacks that appeal to Hispanic Americans.  The Bimbo cakes were of about the same quality as Ding-Dongs or Sno-Balls, 
and I’m sure I got a year’s supply of trans-fats from them.  They made an amusing breakfast, though. 

 
Amtrak station – Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

 

 We got into Pittsburgh at 5:39am, about half an hour behind 
schedule.  That meant I had about an hour and a half to kill before catching 
my train for New York.  Pittsburgh is not a large station, and because the train 
was terminating here, it was overcrowded with people.  Fortunately everyone 
was resigned to their fate, so things were calm rather than chaotic. 
 
 There were some strange people among those waiting in the 
station.  Perhaps the strangest was a raggedy old geezer who for some 
reason was wearing a U.S. Marines polo shirt inside-out.  He spent nearly 
fifteen minutes trying to buy coffee from a vending machine.  I know this 
because I was in line behind him at the same machine.  His first issue was 
that he had put in too little money.  The machine didn’t say the cost, and I 
suspect the amount he inserted was what coffee might have cost when he 
was in the Marines.  Once he did put in sufficient coins, he was faced with 
what he seemed to find a bewildering number of choices:  the size of cup, 
the strength of coffee,  and the quantities  of sugar  and  “whitener”  desired.   

Once he finally got his cup I spent about thirty seconds getting coffee for myself.  Except for not having the prices displayed, it really 
wasn’t that complicated of a machine. 
 
 I ended up sitting next to what appeared to be a large trash barrel, and there was also some entertainment provided by that.  
There was a huge sign on it that said it was for recyclables only, but there was no indication of exactly what sort of recyclables were 
supposed to be placed in it.  Many people pondered it at great length, but most eventually decided to just treat it like a trash can and 
throw whatever they wanted in there.  If they’re not going to bother with labeling the thing, they probably do deserve what they get. 
 
 Promptly at 7:00 they announced that business class passengers could board the Pennsylvanian train.  Strangely they had the 
one escalator in the station set for “down”, while the platform was above the waiting area.  I started to lug my bag up the staircase but 
then noticed a young businesswoman heading toward an elevator that was hidden behind the escalator.  I darted over there and was 
pleased to get to the platform with minimal effort.  It appeared they never did change the escalator to “up”, and I’d bet dozens of people 
did strain to get their luggage up the steps. 

 
Empty business class car on the Pennsylvanian 

 On the short-distance Midwestern trains 
business class occupies half of the lounge car and always 
has a 2 – 1 seating configuration.  I think they expect more 
business class customers in the East, because the 
business class cars there are basically standard coaches 
with the seats configured to provide just a bit more legroom 
than usual.  The business car on the Pennsylvanian was 
about one-third full leaving Pittsburgh, and it never did 
come close to filling up.  I spent the entire trip with a pair 
of seats to myself. 
 
 The ride across Pennsylvania is really quite 
pretty.  Pennsylvania is a surprisingly mountainous state, 
and we wound through various river valleys all day long.  
While it covers nearly 400 miles, the Pennsylvanian is 
considered a short-distance train, much like the Illinois 
Zephyr I’d been on yesterday.  The stops are quite 
frequent, and it mostly shuttles people between small 
towns and from the country to the cities. A lot of Amish 
people ride this train, which goes through the heart of the 
Pennsylvania Dutch country.  It also serves lots of college 
students—or  in summer kids who are doing campus visits  

at places they’d like to attend a year from now.  Many of the business class travelers were government workers, going from al l over the 
state to Harrisburg. 
 
 The most noteworthy site along the Pennsylvanian’s route is the Horseshoe Curve, which was constructed more than a century 
ago to provide a gradual pass over very rugged mountains.  There’s also beautiful river valleys near Johnstown (where the river produced 
an infamous flood) and Harrisburg. 
 
 



 At Harrisburg we crossed the Susquehanna on the world’s longest 
stone arch bridge.  At the east end of the bridge is a city that can only be 
described as hideously ugly—definitely not a capital to which the rest of the 
state can point with pride.  Even Albany (which I’ve described harshly in other 
travelogues) looks beautiful compared to Harrisburg.  Passing through I 
remembered an episode of Forensic Files that followed a gruesome murder 
there.  They managed to solve the case because the victim lived in a house 
with peeling plaster that matched plaster found on the victim’s body.  Looking 
around Harrisburg I could imagine every building in the city had peeling 
plaster.  It’s just an old, ugly city. 
 
 The train switches to an electric engine at Harrisburg.  Beyond there 
the tracks are owned by Amtrak (inherited from the old Pennsylvania 
Railroad) and are considered a branch of the Northeast Corridor.  Frequent 
trains (basically every two hours) make the “U” from Harrisburg to 
Philadelphia and on up to New York.  Imagine if we had the infrastructure to 
do that kind of service elsewhere in the country. 

 
 I thought of Margaret again around Harrisburg.  A middle-aged man 
boarded there who was the spitting image of her husband Brian—or at least 
how Brian looked before he died three decades ago.  He had the same 
pattern of hair loss and the same glasses Brian had, and he came across as 
equally well educated.  It was fascinating to see him. 

 
 Beyond Harrisburg we reached the mostly agricultural region near 
Lancaster.  After a day of forests, it was nice to see some farms. I was 
surprised to hear this stop pronounced much as they would in Britain (LANK-
uh-stur), since I’d always thought that in American usage it was lan-cas-tur, 
with roughly equal stress throughout the word.  Unlike Harrisburg, the heart 
of Pennsylvania Dutch country comes across as tidy and prosperous.  It was 
probably the prettiest place we went through. 

 
 Soon after Lancaster the weather app on my phone showed we 
were in Coatesville.  This stood out because of a trip I took with my father 
and my brother Paul the summer before I started teaching.  Paul went to an  

 
Horseshoe Curve – near Altoona, Pennsylvania 

 
“Selfie” on the Pennsylvanian 

NEA convention in Philadelphia that summer.  We went out there in my dad’s motorhome, towing a car behind.  We ended up camping 
in Coatesville.  Each day we’d drive Paul to the convention center in Philadelphia and then spend the day exploring the nearby area.  It 
was one of the most fun trips I’ve ever taken, and I’m glad to have gotten the chance to know my father better right before he died. 
 
 Just beyond Coatesville we entered what locals call the Main Line suburbs.  This term refers to a string of towns that follow the 
old Pennsylvania Railroad Main Line northwest from Philadelphia.  Wealthy people have lived here for 150 years, and the Main Line 
remains a center of “old money” today.  Interestingly, much of the far north side of Chicago was developed by real estate moguls from 
Philadelphia, and to this day the major streets on there are named after the Main Line suburbs.  The places we passed through (Thorndale, 
Rosemont, Berwyn, and Bryn Mawr, among others) share their names with the red line stops on the Chicago ‘L’ heading north toward 
Evanston.  These leafy suburbs look completely different than Chicago, but the names are identical. 
 
 The last stop before Philadelphia was Paoli, and that was the first place that a significant number of actual business people 
boarded to ride in business class.  A number of people in suits and ties boarded there to ride into New York.  I overheard one remarking 
that he was changing trains in New York to go to Boston tonight.  Some of the business people spent the trip on their phones, but most 
of them used the time to sleep. 
 
 We switched engines again in Philadelphia, since apparently the one we’d gotten in Harrisburg had brake problems.  There was 
a long wait as we did so, which got us well behind schedule.  During the switch the power on board the train kept going on and off.  Each 
time it switched off the internet would disconnect, and I’d have to sign in again to Amtrak’s wi-fi to continue using my computer online.  
Amusingly, the computer frequently tried to connect to the wi-fi on other trains that were in the station.  It was kind of amusing to get the 
message “Welcome aboard the Acela” when I wasn’t paying anything close to what the express train costs.  (In case you’re wondering, 
it cost me about $150 to go all the way from Princeton to New York—mostly in business class.  On the Acela it costs more than that just 
to ride from Philly to the Big Apple. 
 
 We switched train crews at Philadelphia also, and the new conductor had everyone get out their tickets again.  In addition he re-
wrote all the seat tags, putting new tags up with a different color of cardboard than what had been there before.  That struck me as 
completely pointless, but nobody asked me. 
 
 The new engine they added ended up being at the opposite end of the train, and because of that I (and just about everyone else 
on the Pennsylvanian) ended up riding backwards for the remainder of the trip into New York.  Fortunately there’s only two stops between 
Philly and New York, so that’s not a very long trip. 
 



 Business class on trans is not nearly as nice as it is on airplanes, but it does offer a few perks.  Among those is free non-alcoholic 
drinks.  On the trip from Princeton to Chicago I normally have one drink (usually cranberry juice), but on this all-day trip I ended up with 
five free drinks.  I think the lounge attendant got sick of me, but I figured I might as well get my money’s worth. 
 
 Beyond Philadelphia we entered the true Northeast Corridor, which is the sort of major infrastructure they need in Indiana.  
Owned by Amtrak, all the way from Washington to New York it’s a minimum of six tracks across.  That allows commuter trains making 
stops in every suburb to go on the outside track, semi-express trains that stop in the more important places to travel in the middle, and 
Amtrak trains that stop only at major cities (in our case Philadelphia, Trenton, Newark, and New York) to take the inside track.  In many 
places there’s four or even five tracks in each direction, which allows freight trains and passenger trains to travel together at their normal 
speed.  The whole Northeast Corridor is electrified, which also allows the trains to go faster.  The Acela trains cross New Jersey right at 
100mph, and even our rather insignificant train did nearly 90. 
 
 The view along the Northeast Corridor is nothing special.  The worst part in northeast Philadelphia, which is one of the bleakest 
areas of abandoned industry I’ve seen anywhere.  There’s some grimy old suburbs between there and Trenton, a state capital that rivals 
Harrisburg for charm.  Between there and Newark it’s basically endless suburbia:  warehouses, rows of condominiums, and endless big 
box stores.  Just south of Newark (in Linden and Elizabeth) it switches to grimy but active industry and gritty brick apartments.  Finally 
there’s the industry-filled swamp that’s euphemistically named the Meadowlands right before the tunnel into New York City.  It rained 
fairly heavily much of the way across New Jersey, and the weather certainly did nothing to brighten the look of the area. 
 
 Almost everyone in the car (it may literally have been everyone but me) spent this stretch of the trip on their cell phones.  Some 
were texting, some playing games, and still others making and receiving phone calls.  I was surprised when a woman across the aisle 
from me had her phone ring.  What was odd about it was that her ring tone was a classic bell like you’d hear on an old dial telephone .  
That certainly stood out amid all the chirps and musical bars.   
 
 We pulled into New York’s Penn Station at 5:39pm, about forty minutes late.  A lot of the business class customers thought that 
was horrible, but being used to the delays that routinely happen on long-distance trains I didn’t have much problem with it.  I grabbed my 
bag quickly and—thanks to the convenient position of the business class car—ended up being the first person from our train up the 
escalator and into the station. 

 
Teremok on 7th Avenue – New York 

 Since I’d really only snacked for the past twenty-
four hours, the first thing on the agenda was to have 
dinner.  I fought my way through the mob of people on 7th 
Avenue and made my way to a restaurant I’d read about 
called Teremok.  This is one of the biggest restaurant 
chains in the world, though they have exactly two 
American locations—both in New York City.  Teremok is a 
Russian fast food chain that serves traditional Russian 
foods.  They specialize in blini (which is technically a plural 
word in Russian, though it’s often written “blinis” in 
English).  Blini are essentially crepes, though they’re made 
with buckwheat rather than regular flour.  I remember my 
grandparents eating buckwheat pancakes, and I suppose 
blini are just a thicker version of the same thing. 
 
 I ordered two blini.  First I had what they called 
the “traditional” blini, which was filled with ham and a 
flavorless white cheese and then topped with sour cream.  
I  liked  it  a lot.    Less  enjoyable  was the  sweet  crepe  I  

ordered, which was filled with a cherry jam called varenye.  It was far too sweet and honestly could have used a dollop of sour cream to 
tame things a bit.  I was here for the experience as much as anything, though, and it was actually a pretty good dinner. 
 
 While being Russian and a chain make it different in two ways from the majority of New York restaurants, for the most part 
Teremok was very similar to the thousands of eateries that line the streets of the city.  New York’s restaurants are almost a lways small.  
In particular they’re narrow, with a frontage of just a few feet along the street.  They’re typically owned by immigrants who serve the native 
food of their homelands.  The staff is also immigrants, but usually not from the country whose cuisine is featured.  At Teremok, for 
instance, most of the staff were Caribbean blacks.  Most restaurants have very little seating.  Teremok had exactly five tables and twelve 
total chairs, and that was pretty typical.  Most people get their food to go and take it back to their apartments to consume.  Sometimes 
they’ll also take food with them and eat it as they walk.  New York is not a place you linger over a leisurely meal. 
 
 After having my blini I walked east on 28th Street, passing lots of overpriced hotels.  A Fairfield Inn was offering “new low rates 
from $259 a night”, and other chains were similarly expensive.  I’d considered staying in Manhattan (which is by far the most convenient 
base for a trip to New York), but there’s no way I could have justified the kind of money they wanted for hotel rooms there.  The places I 
considered were about a hundred dollars less than the ones I passed on 28th Street, but it was still more than I wanted to pay. 
 
 I made my way to the subway station at 28th and Broadway, where the next order of business was to buy a Metrocard.  New 
York is one of the few places left that still uses magnetic fare media for their transit, rather than switching to smart cards.  They were 
talking about phasing out the Metrocard when I was in New York a decade ago, and they’re still talking about it today.  Of course some 
New Yorkers still think it was a mistake to get rid of subway tokens, so change obviously doesn’t come quickly here. 
 



 There are two types of Metrocards.  Apparently the majority of New Yorkers use “pay as you go” cards, which debit $2.75 for 
each ride you take.  The only way that would be good value would be for someone who exclusively commuted—that is they just rode to 
work and home again each day, never going anywhere else on the subway or bus.  They also have unlimited time-based cards, which 
provide all the trips you want to make for either seven days or a month.  The seven-day card was easily the best value for me, and I would 
think it would be cheaper for local people to pay weekly or monthly as well. 
 
 My pass cost $33.  Technically the price was $32, but there’s also a charge of $1 to get a new Metrocard.  I put two twenty-dollar 
bills into the vending machine and got back a new Metroczrd and seven golden dollar coins.  I’m not a great fan of dollar coins, but I 
suppose it is the most efficient way for a vending machine to make change.  I scanned my card, heaved my suitcase over the turnstile, 
and entered the subway. 
 
 I knew it would be a chore to get from downtown to my hotel with luggage, and I made a few decisions that proved to be wise.  
Fist, taking time to have dinner before leaving made the crowds slightly less dense.  Second, I purposely chose to go to 28 th Street (a 
comparatively small local station) rather than to the big transfer hub at Herald Square (which is just east of Penn Station).  New York has 
fast express trains and much slower locals, and I’d chosen to take a local.  I knew it would be less crowded, and it also would go directly 
to my destination without requiring a transfer.  Finally I noticed when I got to the platform that two local trains in the same direction would 
be leaving just a couple minutes apart.  I purposely waited for the second one, figuring (correctly) that the first would be crowded and the 
one behind would have far fewer people.  Waiting allowed me to find a seat and not be in the way of other passengers. 
 
 While it was exactly what I intended, taking the local train is definitely not the most efficient way to get from midtown Manhattan 
to Brooklyn.  New Yorkers call these trains “slo-cals”, and on the R train we slowly made our way south and east, passing 23rd Street, 
14th Street—Union Square, 8th Street—NYU, Prince Street, Canal Street, Church Street, Cortlandt Street, Rector Street, Whitehall 
Street—South Ferry, Court Avenue (the first stop in Brooklyn), Jay Street—Metro Tech, DeKalb Avenue (pronounced rather like DE-cob, 
as if someone were shelling corn), Atlantic Avenue—Barclays Center, and finally Union Street. 
 
 It was just a short walk from the subway station to my hotel.  Technically I walked two and a half blocks, but between streets (as 
opposed to avenues), blocks in New York are ridiculously short.  While the hotel (a converted warehouse building) was not well marked 
from the street, I found it with no problem and made my way inside. 

 
Union Hotel 

Brooklyn, New York 
(At right you see pretty much all  

of Room 406 at the hotel.)  

 A large family was checking in when 
I arrived, and all of them spoke only Chinese.  
The desk clerk was of Asian descent, but 
Chinese was not a language he knew.  It didn’t 
help that the woman who appeared to be 
leading the family was paying with a credit card 
that belonged to someone else in the group 
(her husband, I think).  Then there was an 
additional complication in that the tiny elevator 
had a small load limit, while the family seemed 
to have brought a steamer trunk for each 
person.  The communication problem was 
finally solved when a Chinese college kid just 
happened by.  He was truly bilingual and was 
able to do the translation necessary. 
 
 There are tons of Chinese tourists in 
New York, many of whom speak no English at 
all.  Most are part of tour groups, but some (like 
the ones at the hotel) are trying to travel on 
their own in a place where they don’t speak the  

language.  I can’t even imagine doing that.  Many service people in New York are multilingual, but their other languages are typically 
Spanish and French.  Japanese and German are also fairly common, but outside of Asian neighborhoods pretty much no one speaks 
Chinese. 
 
 A middle aged black man cut in front of me in line.  I was definitely there first, but I wasn’t in any particular hurry, so I didn’t 
complain.  We’d both waited forever for the Chinese family to finish checking in, and a couple more minutes wouldn’t matter. 
 
 I was a little concerned about how the check-in process would go at this hotel.  I’d booked the place back in January, getting a 
fairly good deal (less than half the “cheap” hotels in Manhattan) through the Choice Hotels website.  The AAA rate I’d booked  wasn’t 
supposed to be billed until arrival, but somehow the reservation had gotten goofed up, and they’d charged the entire stay at the time I 
booked it.  Since that was several hundred dollars, I definitely didn’t want to be double-billed for the stay.  The guy at the desk assured 
me that I had a zero balance, and while he needed to scan a credit card for incidental expenses (which is typical at most hotels these 
days), it shouldn’t actually be charged. 
 
 Because of the mix-up, I’d e-mailed the hotel several times in the winter and spring.  They’d suggested that because of the 
problem they’d be happy to offer a complimentary upgrade to a larger room.  Somehow that offer disappeared when I showed up to check 
in, though.  I got the room I’d originally booked, which was the smallest and cheapest they had. 
 
 Hotel rooms in big cities are small in general, and New York has some of the smallest anywhere.  This room was tiny even by 
the standards of the Big Apple, though.  They called it a “cozy queen”, with “cozy” being their euphemism for “claustrophobic”.   They’d 



really have done better to put a double bed in it rather than a queen, because the bed took almost every inch of space in the room.  There 
was about eight inches of space on the right side of the bed.  I could put my leg there if I was careful, but I really wouldn’t have wanted 
to get up from bed on that side.  To the right of the bed there was maybe a foot and a half of space, though part of that space was taken 
by the air conditioner.  There was about two feet at the foot of the bed, though for part of the way a folding table took up about half that 
space.  There was a small stool that could be used at the table, and I had to move the stool out of the way (putting it on the bed or table) 
to pass at the foot of the bed and get to the bathroom.   
 
 They could have used this space more wisely by for instance placing the bed against a wall. Then a small end table could have 
gone next to it.  Instead they had an enormous headboard unit that rendered the bed essentially unmovable.  There was storage space 
above the headboard, but I had to stand on the bed to access it.  There was also no light near the bed.  The only light in the room was 
controlled by a switch by the door.  That meant that when I went to bed at night I had to get up, go over to the door, turn off the light, and 
then finagle my way through the narrow passageway back to bed.  I just laughed at the whole set-up.  It was definitely the strangest hotel 
room I’ve had in quite a while. 
 
 Oddly the bathroom comparatively large, with a huge shower and plenty of wasted space in front of the toilet and sink. It appeared 
that the wall separating the bathroom had been added, so why they didn’t put more space into the living area and less into the bath, I 
have no clue. 
 
 One good aspect of this room was its large window and the view it provided.  The room faced north and afforded a lovely view 
of downtown Brooklyn.  If I looked a bit left I could also see the towers of Manhattan.  Also out my window I could see a rooftop garden 
that was part of the hotel.  They told me at check-in that I had access to that garden, but I never did figure out how to get there.  It looked 
like the entrance was right next to my room, but I think I may have had to go down one floor and then go up steps from there. 
  
 The Union Hotel stresses its trendy design, and on the surface it does look like the restored loft apartments that people pay half 
a million dollars for on the HGTV home-buying shows.  Beneath the surface, though, the place seems sort of cobbled together.  The 
covers on the electric outlets didn’t fit right, for instance, nor did the door properly fit in its frame.  Everything functioned, but it just came 
across as cheaply built.   
 
 One thing that wasn’t cheaply built, but that stressed trendy design over practicality, was the shower.  It was surprisingly large, 
occupying about twice the space a standard tub would.  The door was all glass, and the walls were lined with long rectangles of white 
ceramic tiles in the shape of bricks.  Designers call these “subway tiles”, though the tiles in the actual subway are rarely brick shaped and 
not usually white.  All that glass and tile had to be a chore for the maid to keep clean.  I can’t say I cared for the clear glass door, either.  
It didn’t really matter when traveling by myself, but I have to wonder who wants to put themselves on display in the bathroom. 
 

Instead of a normal shower head, they had a huge fixture mounted high overhead.  I’ve seen those on the home improvement 
shows, too, and they apparently call them “rainforest showers”.  I’m not sure who thinks that drops of water gently trickling down their 
back is a good thing, but it’s not me.  There’s no way to get good pressure from this kind of shower, so simple things like washing shampoo 
out if hair are almost impossible.  They make good low-flow showerheads these days, but these rainforest fixtures are just silly. 

 
 I dumped my stuff and then went out to explore 
the neighborhood.  While it claims to be in Park Slope 
(probably the poshest section of Brooklyn), the hotel is 
actually in a neighborhood called Gowanus.  From the 
1850 to the 1950s this was an industrial area, but today it’s 
mostly residential.  The old factories and warehouses have 
been converted into thousands of apartments.  The area 
looks more than a little gritty on the surface, but it’s uber-
trendy and rapidly gentrifying.  It’s very diverse, though the 
bulk of the residents appear to be white newlyweds who 
work at entry-level white collar jobs in the Manhattan office 
towers.  Gowanus is a desirable neighborhood because it’s 
comparatively close-in, relatively safe, and more 
affordable than most other areas.  Affordable is a relative 
term in New York, though.  Studio apartments in Gowanus 
start around $2,000 a month, and a two-bedroom unit will 
go upwards of $4,000. 
 
 Gowanus is named after the Gowanus Canal, 
which for decades was polluted by industrial sewage.  
Those industries are long gone, and while you still wouldn’t  

 
Fake postcard from Gowanus, Brooklyn 

want to drink water or eat fish from the canal, they’ve cleaned it up into a fairly attractive body of water.  There’s a walkway a long the 
waterfront, and the residents seem to have no problem pushing their baby strollers through what is technically still a Superfund toxic 
waste site. 
 
 My ultimate destination tonight was the Gowanus location of Ample Hills Creamery, a chain of snooty ice cream shops with half 
a dozen locations in trendy neighborhoods around the city.  I’d read tons of reviews that implied they had the best ice cream ever, so it 
seemed to be a nice place for an evening treat.  Ample Hills has very expensive ice cream (six bucks for a small dish), and they offer 
unusual and creative flavors.  I had a dish of their featured flavor, salted caramel crack.  It wasn’t bad, but it was far from the best ice 
cream I’ve ever had.  It was too sweet and had a slightly grainy texture.  I wouldn’t go out of my way to find Ample Hills again. 



 
View of the Gowanus Canal today 

 I made my way back to the hotel and settled in for the 
night.  I read through a bunch of free papers (which New York still 
has many of), put my away my stuff, and watched a bit of TV.  
Then it was time to go to bed. 
 

Friday, August 4, 

2017 
New York City and 

Edison & Asbury Park, 

New Jersey 
 

 I was intentionally up before 6:00 this morning.  
Theoretically the hotel provided vouchers to get breakfast at a 
nearby restaurant.  In reality, though, those vouchers were pretty 
much worthless to me.  That’s because the restaurant didn’t open 
until 7:30  on weekdays and not until 8am on the weekend.   A lot  

of things in New York are closed in the morning.  They call this “the city that never sleeps”, but I think it’s really more l ike “the city that 
sleeps in late”. 
 
 I walked north on 4th Avenue to Atlantic—Barclays, the next station north of Union Street.  Atlantic is about a ten-minute walk (at 
least for me), and it’s a major transfer station with lots of travel options.  I’d taken the R-train yesterday, but today I took the N-train.  Both 
appear yellow on maps, but the R is a local train, while the N runs express.  On the N it’s only three stops (Canal, 14th, and Herald Square) 
to midtown Manhattan.  Those stops are far apart, so it takes about fifteen minutes to cover the distance, but that’s still less than half the 
time it takes on the R-train. 
 
 At Herald Square I transferred to the Q-train, yet another line that’s colored yellow on the subway map.  When lines are the 
same color, you can usually make a transfer by just walking across the platform or waiting for the next train.  Transferring between lines 
of different colors usually require more complex transfers.  It can be particularly complicated to transfer between lines identified by letters 
and those identified by numbers.  That’s because the letter and number lines were originally two competing systems, and the companies 
that owned them purposely made it difficult to use each other’s lines.  Going from the N to the Q was an easy transfer, and I  probably 
waited less than a minute for the train to arrive. 
 
 I took the Q-train partly so I could check out the newest part of the subway network, a section that was opened on New Year’s 
Day this year.  The Second Avenue Subway has been in various stages of planning since 1919, but they’d never before had the money 
or will to complete it.    In the late 20th Century the lines became more and more crowded, though, which left them with few options but to 
expand the system.  Eventually the new line (which will apparently be called the T-train) will run most of the length of the east side of 
Manhattan.  So far only the first phase of the project is open, from 63rd to 96th Streets.  They’re building tunnels north of there now, and 
the project to the south is still well into the future. 
 
 The Second Avenue Subway definitely looks shiny and new.  The tunnels don’t yet have graffiti, and the stations are almost 
disconcertingly clean.  Unusual for New York but typical for most new transit systems, the stations are spread fairly far apart.  That makes 
for faster operation without the need for express trains. 
 
 I’d read reviews that raved about how beautiful the new stations were.  I don’t know that I agree with that.  What is different 
about the Second Avenue stations compared with most of the New York subway is that they’re big and airy.  Tunneling techniques have 
advanced a lot in the last century, so it’s much easier to build a big, airy station deep underground.  The new stations are much less 
artistic than the old ones, though.  Instead of tile mosaics, they feature plain white walls with decorations applied in the form of plastic 
stickers.  There’s nothing wrong with them, but they are far more utilitarian than beautiful. 

 
Fifth Avenue in the rain (from the entrance of Central Park) 

 
 I was surprised to find that it was dripping rain 
when I emerged from the subway, and I dodged raindrops 
as I made my way west toward Central Park.  It’s hard to 
avoid rain in New York.  Most of the buildings don’t have 
awnings or overhangs, so there’s basically nowhere to 
take shelter when it rains.  It mostly stayed dry until I made 
it to the park itself.  Just as I reached the entrance it began 
pouring.  I took shelter under a large tree, but I still 
managed to get completely soaked. 
 
 I’d been to the edge of Central Park several times 
before, but I’d never actually been inside the park.  Once 
the rain reduced to drizzle, I took a long walk this morning, 
and I thoroughly enjoyed it.  I was honestly expecting 
Central Park to be overrated, but it really is a lovely public 
space. 

 



 
Cleopatra’s Needle 

Central Park – New York 

 My ultimate destination was the Egyptian obelisk they call 
Cleopatra’s Needle (though it has nothing whatsoever to do with the famous 
queen).  I knew approximately where the obelisk was, but not the exact 
location.  Because of that I figured the Google Maps directions feature on my 
phone might offer help.  While the directions were incredibly complex and I 
suspect it took me in a round-about way, I did end up finding the thing.  It was 
kind of cool to see a monument I’d always read about. 
 
 I made my way to 72nd Street and Lexington Avenue and went back 
down into the subway.  I was still completely soaked, but so were most of the 
other people riding the train.  I took the 6-train south to 57th Street and 
transferred there to the E-train, which I rode to the end of the line at the World 
Trade Center.  The E-train had very good air conditioning, and fortunately 
that was able to get my clothes reasonably dry. 

 
 Aside from the new Freedom Tower and the 9/11 memorial (which 
I’ll be describing later) the most noteworthy feature of the WTC site is called 
the Oculus.  This bizarre building mostly houses an enormous shopping mall 
with lots of expensive stores I couldn’t have cared less about.  The reason I 
was there was to head to the basement, which is the pretentious World Trade 
Center station for PATH trains that head to New Jersey.  I’d taken PATH 
when the original World Trade Center still stood, and I remember coming 
back when the underground station was an eerie open-air space after the old  

towers fell.  The PATH station is once again underground (mostly beneath the 9/11 Memorial, and endless escalators at Oculus feed into 
it. 
 
 PATH, which stands for Port Authority Trans-Hudson, is run by a different government agency than the main subway.  You can 
use a Metrocard to pay PATH fares, but only the pay-per-ride kind works.  PATH’s main form of fare payment is called SmartLink.  This 
is a thick plastic smart card that works just like Ventra in Chicago or TAP in Los Angeles.  Why they can’t come up with a single card that 
transit agencies around the country can jointly use, I don’t know. 
 
 I added value to a SmartLink card and made my way to the turnstile.  Unfortunately I held the card too long there, and it registered 
two rides instead of one—which meant I was out $2.75 for no reason.  At least I made it through the gate, though. 
 
 The train I got on was nearly empty, and I had an uneventful ride under the Hudson River and over to Newark, New Jersey.  
Newark is the second largest city in the New York metropolitan area—about the size of Omaha.  It’s a dumpy old rust belt city that’s trying 
to re-invent itself in the post-industrial age.  It’s actually more prosperous than a lot of similar places, but it still comes across as forlorn. 
 
 PATH’s western terminal is track H at Newark Penn Station (not to be confused with New York Penn Station—or any of the 
dozens of other stations that were originally built by the Pennsylvania Railroad).  It’s designed so that you can exit PATH and immediately 
transfer to any of the New Jersey Transit commuter trains that fan out around the state.  While I was taking NJ Transit and a train on the 
line I wanted was boarding, I needed to wait for the next one and buy a ticket first.  So I made my way past a beggar and down to the 
station lobby. 
 
 There are NJ Transit vending machines all over Penn Station, but pretty much everyone seems to buy their tickets from a person 
at a window.  I joined the line and got the exact same computer-printed ticket the machine would have given me.  Basically she just has 
a vending machine in front of her that she operates instead of the customer.  Why they even continue to employ sales people, I have no 
clue. 
  
 I’ve noted in previous travelogues that when I travel people often ask me for directions.  This trip would be no exception.  In 
Newark an Asian woman with limited English skills asked me where the platform for Trenton was.  Fortunately that was also the platform 
I wanted (though I wouldn’t be going quite so far), so I was able to confidently direct her to Platform 4. 
 
 NJ Transit runs trains along the Northeast Corridor roughly every half hour in the morning, and after buying the ticket and getting 
a cup of coffee I had about a fifteen minute wait for the next one.  I rode just a few stations south, getting off at Metropark, an enormous 
park-and-ride adjacent to an office park next to the New Jersey Turnpike. 
 
 I’d written down quite detailed directions to my destination, but unfortunately many of the street signs were missing in this 
neighborhood.  Combined with the fact that most of the streets didn’t go through, I soon got lost.  I once more tried to get help from Google 
Maps, but this time it wasn’t as helpful as in Central Park.  I’d find later it was directing me to an alternate entrance, much farther away 
than where I was actually headed.  I gave up on the phone app and walked back toward the station, oriented myself, and trusted my 
instincts.  Eventually I did get where I wanted to go. 
 
 My destination was Edison State Historic Site (which is not to be confused with Edison National Historic Site, a place I visited 
on that trip with Daddy and Paul decades ago).  The state site is located at the location of Edison’s Menlo Park laboratory.  The great 
inventor actually had three different labs in New Jersey.  The first was in downtown Newark, but he was evicted from there by his landlord.  
He then came to Menlo Park, which was a bankrupt real estate development in what was then a distant suburb.  Edison liked that the 
location had easy access to the railroad, so he bought up about half the neighborhood and essentially established a company town at 
Menlo Park.  He was widowed, and his second wife felt Menlo Park was “the great barren wilds” and refused to live there.  So he moved 



to the then posh suburb of West Orange (just west of Newark), which is where the National Park Service property that honors him is 
located.   
 

It’s interesting given Mrs. Edison’s opinion of the place that in the 21st Century Menlo Park (which is now officially called the 
town of Edison) is considered a much nicer area than West Orange.  The area near the state historic site is mostly ‘60s homes  with big 
yards, and further from the train station are row on row of enormous “McMansions”.  West Orange, on the other hand has decrepit 
industrial buildings and run-down houses from the 1920s that have been subdivided to house two or three families. 
 

There is basically nothing left of Edison’s Menlo Park lab.  The lab itself was moved to Greenfield Village in Michigan, and the 
surrounding company town was leveled.  At the site today there’s a small museum, a big tower honoring the inventor, and an ar tificial 
stand of forest where I saw deer just wandering around oblivious to the fact that they were in the nation’s largest metro area. 

 
 If I’d gone through the museum on my own, it would probably 
have taken about ten minutes.  Instead they give guided tours, and the 
tour took the better part of an hour.  That was okay, though, because it 
really was quite fascinating.  The guide operated many of Edison’s 
inventions and he let us handle many of them as well.  He also gave a 
good background on the inventor and the place. 

 
Edison Tower, New Jersey 

 

 The tower 
next to the museum 
lights up at night and 
houses what they 
describe as an 
eternal light in honor 
of Mr. Edison.  The 
guide first talked 
around just what the 
eternal light was and 
then explained its 
secret.  While it’s 
shaped like a light 
bulb, that bulb isn’t 
actually the source of 
the light it displays.  
Instead there are 
other lights 
underneath which 
can be swapped out 
so that something is 
always shining.  
Today all the lighting  

 

 
Tour guide showing various types of phonographs 

Edison State Historic Site, New Jersey 

in the tower is done by LEDs, a technology unknown to Edison and completely different than what he used. 
 
 The area immediately surrounding the museum and tower serves as a wildlife sanctuary.  While seeing the tower I saw at least 
a dozen deer no more than a hundred feet away.  They were just peacefully going about their business in the heart of the suburbs, less 
than a mile from a major railroad and the New Jersey Turnpike. 
 
 It was not surprising that I’d just missed a train when I got back to Metropark station.  I killed some time by buying a newspaper 
and some candy, but there was still nearly half an hour before the next northbound train would leave.  Technically the connection NJ 
Transit suggested wouldn’t leave for a full hour, but I decided it was better to split up the wait in two places. 
 
 The ticket I had was from Meropark to Asbury Park via Rahway and Long Branch.  Long Branch and Asbury Park are on a 
different train line (the North Jersey Coast Line) than Metropark, and those lines happen to cross at Rahway.  Rahway is just one stop 
north of Metropark, and the conductor didn’t even collect my ticket before I left the train. 
 
 The only thing I really knew about Rahway prior to this trip is that it was the home of a rather infamous state prison that was 
featured in the movie Scared Straight back in the ‘70s.  Rahway apparently had the same reputation on the East Coast that Joliet did in 

Illinois.  Unlike Joliet, though, the town of Rahway actually seems quite nice.  The area around the train station is freshly sandblasted 
buildings filled with coffee bars and tax accountants.  There were posters advertising the community theatre in the station, and a major 
hospital appeared to be the only institution of note nearby. 
 
 I had about a forty-five minute wait at Rahway, and it honestly got kind of boring.  I bought another newspaper, and I also nursed 
a can of ginger ale.  I walked the length of the platform several times and watched trains on the other platforms come and go.  It was 
particularly interesting when the Acela zoomed by on the express track, creating enough wind in its wake to practically knock me down 
on the platform. 
 
 I was surprised that the train I boarded at Rahway was nearly full, though I really shouldn’t have been.  It was Friday afternoon, 
and people were going to the beach for the weekend.  While a few people got on and off at intermediate stops, the vast majority had 



boarded in New York and were headed to the resort towns on the Jersey Shore.  It’s the train equivalent of the mobs of people that clog 
Midwestern freeways on weekends heading from Chicago to the Wisconsin Dells or Minneapolis to their lakeside cabins. 
 
 The people who stood out most on this train were three college-aged boys across the aisle from me.  They were black, and they 
were also stereotypically gay.  That’s a combination you don’t often see, but these guys were both black and flamboyantly proud. 

 
 For most of its length the North Jersey 
Coast Line doesn’t actually run particularly near 
the coast.  The exception is in Perth Amboy, 
where there’s a lovely view of the water, looking 
out toward Staten Island in the east.  Mostly, 
though, this is a train line through suburbia.  I saw 
lots of rows of condos, lots of business strips, and 
lots of cul-de-sacs filled with “little houses made 
of ticky tacky”. 
 

 Most New Jersey Transit train stations 
have extremely long high-level platforms.  The 
trains are about eight cars long, and almost every 
station can accommodate them comfortably.  
There are a few exceptions, though, and most of 
them seem to be near Long Branch.  We went 
through a series of three stations in a row that all 
had    shorter   than   standard   platforms.    They  

 
View from NJ Transit near Perth Amboy, New Jersey 

announced that at one station only the doors on the front two cars would open.  At another only the very back car would open, and at the 
third you had to be in the middle four cars to exit.  Why they don’t just stop in the same place at all three stations, I have no clue. 
 
 Most of the North Jersey Coast Line is electrified.  However the southern part that connects the resort towns isn’t.  Because  of 
that, at Long Branch you have to switch from the main train to a diesel-powered shuttle that runs down the shore.  The trains are across 
the platform from each other, and I’d imagine at most times it’s a very easy transfer.  On Friday afternoon, though, I had the sense that I 
was part of the running of the bulls in Pamplona as the huge herd raced from one train to the other.  To make matters worse, they tried 
to funnel everyone into the first two cars, but there wasn’t nearly enough space in those cars to accommodate the crowd.  Eventually 
people moved back to the other cars and everyone did find seats, but it was quite an ordeal. 
 
 The shuttle train is also well out of view of the coast.  All of its frequent stops, though, have easy connections to the beaches 
along the Jersey Shore.  By far the most popular stop on this train was the one I got off at, Asbury Park.   
 
 Asbury Park was built as a resort for the wealthy in the middle of the 1800s, and it saw its biggest boom in the Depression era.  
It went downhill rapidly after World War II and was all but a ghost town when Bruce Springsteen recorded Greetings from Asbury Park, 
N.J. back in the ‘70s.  They made a big push for tourism in the 1990s, and today the town is enjoying a major renaissance.  It’s one of 

the most popular beach towns in the East, and it made a pleasant place for a quick visit. 
 
 My first stop in Asbury Park was at another restaurant I’d read 
about, a place called the Windmill.  This is a chain of fast food places with 
locations all along the coast—one of which is just a block from the Asbury 
Park station.  They started as a hot dog stand located in an old windmill in 
Long Branch.  Windmill hotdogs are supposed to be a Jersey Shore tradition, 
and I thought it might be fun to see what all the hype was about.   
 

Of all the food I sampled on this trip, this was probably my last 
favorite, and it was definitely the most overpriced and overrated.  I ordered a 
chili dog and a shake, and that added up to nearly $10.  While neither was 
disgusting, there was nothing about them that stood out in any way.  I may 
return to the Jersey Shore, but I won’t be back to the Windmill. 
 

After downing my hot dog, I made my way into downtown Asbury 
Park.  While most of the buildings are occupied, you can tell this area is a 
shell of its former self.  There’s very little in the way of real stores here—just 
touristy restaurants and antique shops.  I did make a point of snapping a 
photo of the now-empty building that housed the club where Bruce 
Springsteen played his first concert.  Aside from that there wasn’t much to 
see in downtown Asbury Park. 
 

Downtown isn’t the reason for coming to Asbury Park, though.  This 
is a beach town, and the beach and boardwalk are really spectacular.  You  

 
Inside the Windmill – Asbury Park, NJ 

have to pay a $7 access fee to actually go onto the sand, but walking along the boardwalk is free.  I walked most of the length of it, 
pausing periodically to gaze out at the ocean. 
 
 



 

 
LEFT:  The classic Bruce Springsteen “postcard” greeting 

from Asbury Park 

RIGHT:  View of the Atlantic Ocean from the Boardwalk – Asbury Park, New Jersey 
 

 I hadn’t cared much for my Windmill hot dog, but I had much better success with the other beach tradition I tried in Asbury Park.  
I stopped at Ralph’s Water Ice, a stand that’s dispensed glorified slushes for generations.  I opted to get orange ice rather than the 
traditional lemon, and it was a good choice—refreshing and full of citrus flavor. 
 

 
Wonder Bar – Asbury Park, New Jersey 

 I saw some other Asbury Park 
landmarks like the old convention center (now 
mostly a concert venue), a famous music club 
called the Stone Pony, and the Wonder Bar that’s 
mostly famous for its cartoon mascot on its sign.  
Then I spent an hour or so just wandering around 
the town.  While there’s lots of new condo towers 
right by the beach, away from the water Asbury 
Park is full of beautiful Victorian houses and 
stately old churches.  Most of the houses have 
been meticulously restored, and many function as 
bed and breakfast inns.  Others are rooming 
houses that provide lodging for the service 
workers who spend the summer here.  A lot of the 
rest have been subdivided to house multiple 
families, but almost all are still in very good 
shape. 

 
 The churches were also memorable.  There’s dozens of churches in Asbury Park; it seems as if every other corner has one.  
Interestingly, given the name of the town, the only Methodist church I saw was an AME chapel.  I saw just about every other Protestant 
denomination you could imagine, though, plus multiple Catholic churches and the Mid-Jersey Zen Center.  Most were beautiful works of 
architecture, and they definitely added to the town. 

  
 While I had a vague idea where the train station was, it seemed to take 
longer to get there than I thought it should.  So, once again I sought help from the 
Google Maps app on my phone.  This was another time that the phone wasn’t 
particularly helpful.  It didn’t recognize “Asbury Park Station” as a destination that 
existed, and when I asked for “New Jersey Transit” it gave me the location of every 
single bus stop in town.  Eventually I trusted my instincts and used the direction of 
the sun to guide me.  Fortunately Asbury Park has straight streets that mostly go 
through, so I did make it back without a problem. 
 
 The Asbury Park Transportation Center (which is probably the name I 
should have searched for on Google Maps) appears to be the place where the 
local bums like to hang out.  I stepped inside only briefly and then headed out 
toward the platform.  I bought a ticket from a vending machine there and then 
bought another ticket I’d be using at the end of this trip.  Then I waited for about 
ten minutes before the northbound train showed up. 
 
 The train back to New York was just as crowded as the one going to the 
beach had been.  It was already very crowded when we left Long Branch, and it 
just kept filling up as we headed north—to the point that some customers were 
standing when we got to Newark.  Most of the passengers were young adults who 
were appeared to be  headed to  clubs in New York City.   There are  southbound  

 
David Burrow, holding NJ Transit ticket 

trains on this route at 1am and again at 4:30am, and I’d imagine some of my fellow passengers headed back on both of those trains.  
Many had been “pre-partying” before boarding, and others were drinking on the train (which is permitted on NJ Transit—apparently a lot 



of commuters drink on their way home from work).  I was theoretically in the quiet car, the first car behind the engine.  They supposedly 
enforce a quiet car policy during commuting hours in both directions on all the NJ Transit lines.  The conductor made an announcement 
to that effect on this train, but she didn’t actually do anything to keep anybody quiet.  With all the drinking, it was a very boisterous crowd 
on board. 
 
 When we reached the Woodbridge stop (about two-thirds of the way north), we had a very long stop.  After about ten minutes 
the conductor got on the intercom to explain why we were delayed.  Given the rowdiness in the quiet car, it wasn’t exactly surprising when 
she announced that we were “waiting for police to escort a passenger off the train”.  Obviously someone in another car was behaving 
even   worse  than  the  passengers   up  front.     We  ended  up   waiting  on  an embankment overlooking a Walgreens for about twenty 
minutes before the police finally came.  After that we continued as if nothing had happened. 
 
 I exited the train at Newark and transferred to PATH.  There are two multiple PATH routes which intertwine between two 
destinations in New Jersey and another two in New York.  At different times the trains run on different parts of the network.  Sometimes 
you can go directly, and sometimes you have to make connections in the middle.  Tonight I took one train from Newark to Journal Square 
in downtown Jersey City and another train from there to Herald Square (33rd Street) in New York. 
 
 The transfer between PATH and the New York subway is very easy at Herald Square.  Both PATH and the orange colored trains 
run under Sixth Avenue, one on top of the other.  Basically you just exit PATH through one turnstile and enter the subway through another.  
It’s a much easier set-up than the transfer at the World Trade Center.  While I was actually transferring to the yellow-colored lines (which 
run under Broadway), the subway lobby easily serves that line as well.  It’s even a handicap-accessible transfer, which is almost unheard 
of in the century-old New York subway system.  (PATH is almost entirely accessible, thanks partly to renovations after 9/11 and Hurricane 
Sandy.  Almost none of the subway welcomes the disabled, though.) 
 
 I took the R-train south just two stops to 23rd Street and emerged at the entrance to Madison Square Park.  My destination was 
the original location of what has now become a global restaurant chain:  Shake Shack.  The restaurant started as gourmet hot dog cart 
operated by one of New York’s top restauranteurs (serving the vegetable-topped Chicago-style hot dogs, rather than the wimpy “dirty 
water dogs” for which New York is famous.  The cart was part of a renovation of the park in the year 2000, and it proved popular enough 
that they expanded into permanent stand that served sandwiches (mostly hamburgers) and milkshakes, the source of the name.  The 
original “shack” is still there, though it’s been expanded and remodeled, and pretty much the whole park serves as seat ing for the 
restaurant.  Shake Shack has since become a trendy and rapidly-expanding chain.  If I wanted, I could eat at Shake Shack in Minneapolis 
or Chicago, but I figured I’d go to the original to see what the fuss was about. 
 
 The original Shake Shack is an extremely popular restaurant.  Apparently there’s almost always a line, even in bad weather.  I’d 
heard the wait could be as long as an hour, though fortunately I didn’t have to wait anywhere near that long.  I waited about fifteen minutes 
to place my order and another ten minutes or so before getting my food (which is cooked to order).  The fill the wait time in line by giving 
you menus to peruse as you wait, and standing in line in a park is much more pleasant than queuing at an indoor counter. 
 
 Many people describe Shake Shack as having the best burgers anywhere.  That same praise has been given to other chains, 
among them L.A.’s In and Out and Fatburger, Denver’s Smashburger, and Washington’s Five Guys.  I’ve even heard people say that 
much more mainstream chains like Culver’s had the best burgers around.  I’ve had some decent burgers at those other chains (Fatburger 
and Five Guys in particular stand out), but I’ve mostly found them overpriced and over-hyped.  I was really expecting dinner at the original 
Shake Shack to be more about the entertainment value than the food. 
 
 Fortunately, the burger I had at Shake Shack really was one of the best I’ve ever eaten.  I chose their “SmokeShack”, a barbecue 
bacon cheeseburger that features a sweet pepper jam that really adds to the flavor.  It’s cooked on an old-fashioned grill and otherwise 
augmented with pretty simple condiments.  There’s not much pretentious about it, but it tasted outstanding. 
 

Since this is Shake Shack, I had to have a milkshake.  I chose their featured flavor, which was dulce de leche cinnamon.  It 
seems like every restaurant these days serves dulce de leche (basically Mexican caramel made with condensed milk), and it’s o ften 
sickeningly sweet.  The key to this shake was the cinnamon.  It cut the sweetness and provided a deep, spicy flavor.  It made a wonderful 
shake. 

 
The other thing I ordered I didn’t care for as much.  They serve “gourmet” lemonades, and I chose strawberry mint lemonade.  

To my mind it had too much strawberry (or red kool-aid) and not much at all of the other two flavors.  It was far too sweet and really not 
very flavorful.  I wish I’d just ordered something like ginger ale or 7-Up. 

 
 So aside from the lemonade, the food was excellent.  It almost seemed worth its premium price tag—and the cost is indeed very 

high.  The burger was seven bucks (and I could have gotten a double for $10 if I’d wanted), the shake was another six, and the lemonade 
was four.  So with tax I parted with almost twenty bucks for a fairly light dinner.  I’m pretty sure this was the most expensive meal I had 
on this trip.  Fortunately the food was good, and it was a fun experience.  I probably won’t be stopping at the Shake Shack at Mall of 
America (where the prices are the same, but the atmosphere wouldn’t be), but I’m glad I went to the original at Madison Square Park. 
 
 The park, by the way, is an oddly shaped little plot of green space that occupies about the footprint of one skyscraper.  It is one 
of many small parks located at the awkward intersections where Broadway (the lone diagonal street in the main part of Manhattan) 
crosses the tight grid of the city’s streets and avenues.  It was the site of the original Madison Square Garden, which confusingly is now 
located ten blocks further north at Herald Square.  Unlike in many cities, most of Manhattan’s skyscrapers don’t really incorporate plazas 
at street level.  That means the towers tend to form tall canyons, and little parks like Madison Square are among the few reliefs from that 
overwhelming density. 
 



 
Flatiron Building – New York 

 Just south of Madison Square is one of New York’s most famous 
buildings, which takes its name and shape from the same strangely 
configured intersection.  The Flatiron Building is wedge-shaped building that 
fills the triangular lot where Broadway intersects Fifth Avenue.  There are at 
least three other buildings with similar shapes in New York, but the Flatiron 
is the oldest and most famous. 
 

 I had to make my way past a line of homeless people on the 
sidewalk to get back to the subway.  Of course a city of New York’s size will 
have a lot of beggars, but it seems that it’s proportionally even more than are 
found in other large cities.  There’s also less of a pattern to where you’ll find 
them.  In Chicago you basically see beggars near the big tourist spots.  If you 
visit residential areas or secondary business strips (like I usually do in the 
Windy City), you rarely encounter the homeless.  In New York, though, I saw 
street people all over the city. 
 

 I took the N-train to Atlantic Avenue kin Brooklyn.  Above the station 
there is a huge development complex that includes the Barclay’s Center 
arena and a major shopping mall.  I stopped at a Target store in the mall, 
where I mostly bought juice that I’d use to take my blood pressure medicine.  
I then took the R-train back to Union Street and made my way to the hotel.  
When I went to my room I found the key didn’t work.  I went down to the desk, 
and the clerk told me they’d re-programmed all the locks “for security”.  It 
would have been nice if they’d bothered to tell guests about that.  He gave 
me a new key, and fortunately that one worked for the rest of my stay. 

 

Saturday, August 5, 2017 
New York City & Mt. VERNON, NEW YORK AND COS COB, 

Connecticut 

 
 I was up early again this morning.  After showering I went down to the basement, where they had a Keurig coffee machine.  I 
made myself two cups and carried them like a double-fisted drinker to the subway station. 
 
 I took the N-train again today, but it was a different experience than it had been yesterday.  They do construction on the subway 
on weekends, and that re-routes many of the trains.  The N-train today ran on the local tracks in Brooklyn, which meant I could catch it 
right at Union street.  It ran sort of semi-express, skipping some, but by no means all of the stations it had yesterday.   
 

Today I took the N-train up to Times Square (one stop north of Herald Square), the biggest transfer station in the network.  Times 
Square really comes across as three or four separate stations with long underground passageways connecting the different parts.  Today 
I transferred from the N to the E train.  To do that I had to go upstairs from the platforms at Broadway and 7th Avenue, walk through the 
mezzanine and then make my way to the connecting hallway.  That hallway runs below ground at a severe angle, a slope severe enough 
that there are signs pointing out it isn’t safe for wheelchairs.  I walked west to the 8th Avenue platforms.  That doesn’t sound like much, 
but avenues in New York are three or four times as far apart as streets.  I felt like I’d gotten a work-out by the time I finally made it down 
to the other platform. 

 
I took the E-train to Steinway Street, which is in Astoria, Queens.  I’d been through this area on an earlier trip, and it’s actually 

one of my favorite parts of New York.  It looks much like the downtown area of a small town.  The streets are mostly lined with two-story 
brick buildings that have businesses at street level and apartments upstairs. As in all of Queens, there’s a great diversity of people here.  
Astoria is traditionally Greek, but today the majority is probably Latin American, and there’s also people from such diverse places as India, 
Pakistan, Korea, Ukraine, Malaysia, and Nigeria. 

 
I made my way from the subway to a bus stop near a Greek diner and a McDonalds.  It seemed like I waited forever, but when 

I checked the schedule, the bus I caught was right on time.  It’s scheduled just every half hour on weekends, and judging by the number 
of people on board, they really don’t need service more often than that. 



 
Entrance to Riker’s Island, New York 

 
 I rode Bus Q-101 north on Steinway Street, 
mostly passing middle-class brick duplexes on tiny lots.  
Just before we reached the piano factory for which the 
street is named, the bus turned east to head to its ultimate 
destination, 19th Avenue and Hazen Streets.  Pretty much 
everyone except me crossed the street there and boarded 
a shuttle bus to Riker’s Island.  They were visiting friends 
or relatives at the main New York City Jail. 
 
 I also exited at the end of the line, but I headed 
the other way from the crowd.  Margaret’s genealogy 
research had revealed that one of our ancestors was the 
man for whom Riker’s Island was named, a Dutch settler 
and merchant named Abraham Rycken.  While he 
originally settled in lower Manhattan, Rycken was given a 
tract of land that included much of northwestern Long 
Island, the area just west of LaGuardia Airport.  The island 
with that is now a correctional facility was part of that land 
grant. 
 
 In 1656 Rycken built a home on the mainland part 
of their grant.  That house still exists today and is in fact 
the oldest occupied residence in the United States.  When 
planning this trip I searched for “off the beaten path” 
attractions in New York, and the Riker house seemed 
interesting because of its history.   When  I  found out that 

it was built by an ancestor of mine, I absolutely had to see the place. 

  

 
Views of the Riker-Lent-Smith 

Homestead – Queens, New York 
 

 There was a sense of accomplishment in actually finding 
78-03 19th Road, the address of the house.  That said, I must 
confess there really wasn’t much to see there—at least in summer.  
The house is well hidden by a canopy of trees and shrubbery, 
making it very hard to see from the street.  There is a plaque on the 
fence that identifies its significance, but otherwise there’s not a lot 
that makes it stand out.    I included Wikipedia’s picture of the house 
at right.  That picture was rather obviously taken in fall or winter, 
since the tree branches are mostly bare.  The advantage of that is 
that you can see what the place actually looks like.  In summer the 
property looks like it belongs along a country road in Alabama, the 
sort of place the people who end up at Riker’s Island might hide out.  
The house itself looks old, but I don’t know that I’d have guessed it 
dated from the 17th Century.  Since the place is still a private 
residence, I didn’t want to be too intrusive in my snooping.  So I just 
snapped a few pictures and was again on my way. 
 

 
Wikipedia’s view of the house 

 By the way, for those who may be interested (which probably is few no one outside the immediate family), I’ll list how the Burrows 
happen to be related to the Rikers.  Abraham Rycken moved to New Amsterdam in 1635 and then to what is now Queens in the 1650s.  
He would be my great great great great great great great great grandfather.  His son, also named Abraham, grew up in this house.  The 
name was changed to Ryker starting with John (born in 1690), the third generation in America.  John moved to New Jersey and had a 
son named Gerardus who changed the spelling to Riker.  He married Rachel DeMaree, whose grandfather was among the first settlers 
in New Jersey.  In 1770 Gerardus and Rachel had a son named Jacob who was later listed in census records as living in New Jersey 
and working as a baker.  Jacob had a daughter named Diana Catherine Riker who moved to the Buffalo area.  She married Moses Ferrin, 
who had come from New Hampshire to western New York state.  In 1832 they had a son named Moses Miles Ferrin, who came to Iowa 
around the time of the Civil War.  His son was John Irving Ferrin, and his son was Mabel Alice Ferrin, my grandmother.  Her son George 
was my father. 
 



 Margaret had documented much of this lineage herself, but there was a gap in her work.  Since the Rikers are a prominent New 
York family, though, there’s lots of well-documented research on them.  I was able to fill in the gap and actually trace them back some of 
the ancestors back much further still.  In particular Rachel DeMaree came from a French noble family (originally spelled Des Marets there, 
though that would be pronounced exactly the same way in French) that included people who fought in the Crusades.  It would be unlikely 
that such interesting roots would be uncovered if we had ancestors named Smith (which happens to be the name of the family that owns 
the Riker house today), but there’s hundreds of years worth of research on the Rikers. 

 
 The Riker home is by far the oldest thing in a neighborhood that mostly dates 
to the mid-20th Century.  The subway through Queens was a WPA project, and I’d 
guess most of this neighborhood also dates to the Depression era.  It’s a combination 
of enormous single-family homes on tiny lots and block-long “garden apartments” 
mostly built in fake Tudor style.  It’s a pretty neighborhood, with one main exception—
the garbage.  Something a visitor to New York can’t help but notice is that there’s 
pretty much always bags of garbage on the sidewalk all over the city.  The main reason 
for this is that New York doesn’t have alleys.  In other big cities (Chicago, for instance) 
people pile their refuse in the alley behind their home or business.  That keeps the 
street looking comparatively nice.  With no alleys to put the garbage, New Yorkers 
have no choice but to pile it on the sidewalk.  Trash is collected daily in New York, so 
every morning there’s new piles of garbage bags waiting to be picked up.  I suppose 
the people who live here get used to it, but all those trash bags really look unsightly to 
a visitor. 
 

 
Garbage on 77th Street – Queens, NY 

I walked about a mile south through this neighborhood to the corner of 77th Street and Astoria Boulevard.  Astoria Boulevard 
serves as the access road for the Grand Central Parkway, a six-lane thoroughfare that runs in an open cut across the northern part of 
Queens, providing the main highway access to LaGuardia.  At the intersection of Astoria and 77 th is a stop for the M-60-SBS bus, which 
was my next mode of transportation today. 
 
 The “SBS” suffix on this bus route stands for “select bus service”, which means it’s an express bus that operates differently from 
the normal routes around the city.  Instead of scanning your Metrocard at a farebox (which is what I did on the Q-101 earlier this morning), 
you have to get a permit to ride the select bus.  These are little slips of paper that look like cash register receipts.  I had to go up to a 
special machine and scan my Metrocard there.  The machine then issued the permit at no additional cost.  The advantage is that all the 
bus doors can be used for boarding, rather than just the front.  They operate the SBS routes under “honor system” proof of payment.  If 
an officer asks for your permit, you need to have it ready to display.  I got the feeling that they don’t patrol these routes very often, though, 
and I suspect a lot of people ride without paying. 
 
 Most of the SBS routes (including M-60-SBS) use double-length articulated buses that bend in the middle.  They make far fewer 
stops than regular buses, so in most cases they are able to cover long distances fairly quickly.  Most of the SBS buses also have recorded 
announcements of what stop is next, which makes them much more user friendly than the bulk of New York’s buses.  Their real purpose 
is to provide speedy connections between places where there are gaps in the subway network, and they do a pretty decent job of that. 
 
 The “M” in bus M-60-SBS means most of the bus’s route is in Manhattan.  Other buses have the prefixes “Q” (Queens), “B” 
(Brooklyn), “S” (Staten Island), and “Bx” (Bronx).  There are also buses with an “X” prefix that run express between very distant points.   
Those require additional fare and are designed pretty much exclusively for commuters.   The M-60-SBS bus does run in Queens as well 
as Manhattan, but only from LaGuardia Airport to Randall’s Island in the East River.  It then crosses into Manhattan and runs the length 
of 125th Street in Harlem. 

 
 I rode the bus to 125th Street and 5th Avenue in Manhattan, which is 
where the bulk of the passengers got off.  Most went down to the subway 
station there, where the 4, 5, and 6-trains stop.  I instead entered a different 
station that serves the elevated tracks of the Metro North Railroad.  I had 
ancestors who lived in Harlem, too, back when it was a Dutch settlement 
separate from New Amsterdam to the south.  As I looked out over the busy, 
multicultural landscape that Harlem is today I tried to imagine what things 
were like almost 400 years ago when the place was first settled. 
 
 I made my way to a vending machine, where I bought a ticket for 
my next destination.  I was a bit annoyed that Metro North’s prices are quite 
a bit more expensive than NJ Transit.  I was going a shorter distance than I’d 
travelled to get to Asbury Park, yet the cost would be about $5 more.  Once 
I had my ticket I went to a little café in the station where I got another coffee 
and some juice.  I then settled in on the platform and waited for about ten 
minutes before the train arrived. 

 
East 125th Street – Harlem, New York 

 Someone at the station asked me how to get to White Plains.  I wasn’t certain, but I knew she was on the wrong platform.  The 
train I was boarding would be headed northeast toward Connecticut, and White Plains would be due north of this station.  Fortunately 
someone else was able to help her. 
 
 I rode northeastward through the Bronx and on through a bunch of rather dull suburbs.  Eventually I reached my destination:  
Coss Cob station in Greenwich, Connecticut.  My only real purpose in making this trip was to be able to say I’d set foot in Connecticut.  



I’d passed through the state on an Amtrak train from Boston to New York, but Connecticut is the only state I’d never actually set foo t in.  
After today, though, I could honestly claim to have set foot in all fifty states. 
 
 Cos Cob is actually the second station beyond the Connecticut border.  I’d chosen to come there (rather than downtown 
Greenwich, which would be slightly closer) because of a recently opened park right next to the station.  The park occupies an abandoned 
industrial site that was the location of a power plant.  They’ve done a really nice job of transforming it into a pleasant and quite heavily 
used recreational space. 

 
View of the harbor, looking toward Long Island Sound from Cos Cob Park – Greenwich, Connecticut 

 

 Cos Cob itself was originally developed as an artists’ colony in the late 1800s.  It merged with the town of Greenwich and today 
is basically a bedroom community.  In addition to the railroad I-95 provides for easy commuting south to New York and north to Stamford 
and New Haven.  This is a very wealthy area.  The average home price in Greenwich is $1,350,000.  The local high school has a polo 

team.  There weren’t many vehicles in the train station parking lot on Saturday, but those that were there included a Land Rover and  a 
Rolls-Royce. 
 
 There was a weird little café inside the Cos Cob station, and I bought my third coffee of the day there.  I also got a croissant, 
though oddly they didn’t have anything (butter, jelly, or the like) to put on it.  It was rather dry with nothing on it, so I waited for the coffee 
to cool and used that to wash down the croissant. 
 
 They were doing track repair near Cos Cob station, and it was fun to watch the workers as I waited for a southbound train.  I 
was also amused by the piece of equipment they were using to work on the electrical wires.  It was called a “Burro Crane”.  The spelling 
may have been wrong, but I still felt properly welcomed to the place. 
 
 I bought another train ticket at Cos Cob.  Technically I wouldn’t have had to do that.  No one bothered to collect my northbound 
ticket, so I could have used it for the return trip.  I wasn’t going as far on the southbound trip, though, so I figured I should have a ticket 
for the correct destination.  Besides, the ticket they never collected made a nice souvenir. 
 
 The ticket I bought was for Mt. Vernon East, the first station north of New York City.  Like a lot of inner suburbs, Mt. Vernon has 
changed a lot in character over the years.  When the Metro North Railroad first went through, this was a largely rural area where wealthy 
people had estates.  In the mid-20th Century it became a “white flight” suburb, with middle class Jews and Catholics moving in from the 
Bronx.  In the 1970s a large black population moved to Mt. Vernon, mostly trying to escape gang violence in the city.  More recently there 
have been immigrants from Mexico, Guatemala, and the Dominican Republic.  It’s still a leafy suburb, but the character is quite different 
than it has been in the past.  A lot of the people today commute eastward towards places like Greenwich, where they work as maids and 
gardeners.   
 
 While I could have taken a bus, it was much quicker to walk from the Mt. Vernon station to my next destination.  I stood out like 
a sore thumb as the only white person in the area, but no one seemed to care one way or another.  I walked south about a mile and a 
half on Fulton Avenue, past decrepit houses from the 1920s that have been subdivided into apartments, tacky cement block business 
strips, and warehouses surrounded by razor wire.  It’s far from a friendly-looking area, though the people were pleasant enough.  The 
one thing that saves the place from looking like a total slum is an abundance of trees.   
 



 I turned west at the corner of Fulton and Columbus and walked about one more block from there.  My ultimate destination was 
St. Paul’s Church National Historic Site, which has to be just about the least visited National Park Service property—at least among those 
in major metro areas.  By midday on Saturday they’d only had two other visitors, and the ranger seemed very surprised to see me at the 
door.  He let me in, but then disappeared to a back office and completely ignored me—leaving me to explore the museum, grounds, and 
graveyard entirely on my own.   

 
 St. Paul’s was founded as the Church of Eastchester in 1665, 
though the current stone building dates to just after the American Revolution.  
Lots of important people have worshipped here, including Presidents from 
George Washington to Franklin Roosevelt. 
 
 Eastchester (which included part of modern Mt. Vernon and part of 
the Bronx) was home to a lot of loyalist Tories, and people here fought on 
both sides in the Revolution.  The original church building was used as a 
military hospital during the war, which treated victims from both armies. 
 
 In front of the church is the old Eastchester Village Green, which 
was the site of two events that helped establish the freedoms we know in 
America.  The first was the Election of 1733.  Prior to that election men had 
to swear that they were property owners who were faithful to the king in order 
to vote.  In 1733 a group of Quakers argued that it was a violation of their 
conscience to swear an oath.  The New York legislature granted them the 
right to affirm rather than swear the oath, a distinction that remains in legal 
oaths today.  The other major event that took place on the village green was 
the 1734 trial of John Peter Zenger, who was accused of libel by William 
Crosby, the Governor of New York.  Zenger was acquitted after his lawyers 
(among them Alexander Hamilton) were able to show that the statements he 
printed were true and argue that truth was a defense against libel, a milestone 
in freedom of the press.   
 
 St. Paul’s was also significant during the Civil War.  Though officially 
politically neutral, the church did harbor escaped slaves and help to recruit 
soldiers for the Union army.    
 
 In the late 20th Century the surrounding area became  industrial and  

 
St. Paul’s Church National Historic Site 

Mt. Vernon, New York 

church attendance rapidly declined, to the point that by 1977 they averaged just a dozen in church each week.  The Episcopal Diocese 
closed the church and (thanks in large part to help from the Roosevelt family) they successfully petitioned the Carter administration to 
make the place a National Park Service site.  There is a lot of history here, and I’m glad I decided to stop by. 
 
 From the church I walked southward another half mile or so.  This area, which is right on the border of Mt. Vernon and the Bronx, 
is very dumpy.  I passed a Salvation Army thrift store, which was doing a very brisk business.  Then I made my way past countless auto 
repair shops, mini-storage facilities, and storefront churches.  Eventually I made my way to 233rd Street and the Dyre Avenue—
Eastchester subway station. 

 
East 180th Street Station 

Bronx, New York 

 I knew ahead of time that I wouldn’t actually be boarding the subway 
at Dyre Avenue.  I’d checked out the MTA’s website before this trip and found 
that they were doing construction on this branch of the subway all weekend.  
Five stations were entirely closed, and they had a shuttle bus running 
between them.  Fortunately a bus pulled up just as I arrived at the station, so 
I had no wait at all. 
 
 The train-replacement bus took a long and circuitous route.  There’s 
little choice but to do that, because most of the streets in this part of the Bronx 
don’t go through.  The diagonal train viaduct blocks their path.  I couldn’t 
begin to say exactly what route we followed, but we got a very thorough tour 
of the north end of the Bronx.  Surprisingly, of all the places I’ve been, this 
area looked most like Los Angeles.  That’s partly because many of the signs 
were in Spanish.  Beyond that, though, were how the housing and businesses 
looked. Like in L.A., the northern Bronx is an endless collection of min-malls.  
There’s also lots of cheaply built boxy, squat apartment buildings that date to 
about the 1950s.   
 

 Adding to the California feel was the station the bus ultimately headed to, East 180th Street.  Completely out of character for the 
NYC subway, this station features an enormous above-ground station house built in faux Spanish colonial style complete with towers 
capped by red tile roofs.  Apparently the building was originally the headquarters of a commuter railroad that went from New York to 
Boston.  After that railroad’s bankruptcy, the portion in the city was absorbed as part of the subway.  It was certainly surprising to see 
such an elegant subway station in a rather hardscrabble neighborhood. 
 



 I caught a 2-train and rode south to 135th Street and Lenox Avenue (also called Malcolm X Boulevard) in the heart of Harlem.  
Just west of here there’s supposed to be a Harlem Walk of Fame, with stars of famous people in the sidewalk.  I looked for it, but I never 
found anything.   
 
 It was fairly easy to find my next real destination, though.  I walked west on 135th to St. Nicholas Avenue and then north to 141st 
Street.  At that corner is a city park inside of which is another National Park Service property, the Hamilton Grange.  This elegant old 
home was the home of Alexander Hamilton in the two years immediately prior to his death.  The home was originally located about for 
blocks from its present location.  It was moved twice—first to make room for a newly constructed street and later to make room for an 
apartment building.  For much of its history the building actually served as an Episcopal church.  It was restored as a historic home in the 
1960s and then given to the park service. 
 

 
Hamilton Grange – New York 

 Unlike St. Paul’s Church, the Hamilton Grange is a very popular attraction.  
That’s probably mostly due to the musical Hamilton, which is one of the most popular 
shows on Broadway.  Several people asked me if I was planning to see that show in 
New York.  The answer is no.  First it would have been far too expensive, with tickets 
starting around $100 each.  Second, I’m not a fan of hip-hop music, which is a major 
part of the show.  Finally, I have mixed feelings about the race-conscious casting 
(putting people of color in the roles of the Founding Fathers), though I actually think I 
prefer in a show consciously written for that purpose to the multi-racial versions of A 
Christmas Carol I’ve seen.  When Hamilton becomes a movie (which I’m sure it will 
someday), I’ll probably watch it on video, but I don’t plan to pay big bucks to see it on 
stage. 
 

 Because of the mobs of visitors they get at the Grange, it was not surprising 
that their tours were booked for the rest of the day.  I did spend some time going 
through their museum, and I circled the outside of the house and had a pleasant walk 
through the park.  I’m not sure I really missed all that much not going inside, anyway.  
I’ve seen homes of the era elsewhere (and would again tomorrow), and I gather most 
of the furnishings are from the colonial period but not specifically associated with 
Hamilton himself. 

 
 After seeing the Hamilton Grange I made my way up St. Nicholas Avenue to 145th Street.  I stopped briefly there at a hole-in-
the-wall place called New Millennium Pizza, which mostly attracted me because of their unique name.  There’s certainly nothing 
particularly outstanding or ultra-modern about their pizza.  It’s the standard New York slice, which is far from my favorite pizza.  The 
problem with New York pizza is that the crust is soft and flabby.  New Yorkers typically eat it by folding it over like a sandwich, with the 
cheese and meat in the middle.  I have no problem with thin pizza, but I far prefer the texture of a crunchy, cracker-like crust.  I’m definitely 
not a fan of a crust that’s soft enough to fold.  New York pizza also is pretty skimpy with its toppings.  In particular, it always seems to be 
lacking in cheese.  That’s how they can sell a slice for just $1 (or $2 with meat on it), but it certainly doesn’t make for much of a meal. 
 
 After eating a slice of pizza I made my way to the 145th Street subway station, which serves the A, B, C, and D trains.  This 
station is unique in that its two platforms are stacked one on top of the other, rather than side by side.  That makes for a very noisy station, 
especially on the bottom platform.  I caught an express train and rode south to 59th Street—Columbus Circle, though I never went up to 
street level.  Instead I went into a relatively new shopping center called TurnStyle.  This is an underground mall located in a formerly 
abandoned subway passageway.  It features an interesting variety of shops and restaurants, and they seem to attract quite a lot of people 
there.   
 
 I’d come to TurnStyle mostly to check out another restaurant I’d read about, a place called Bolivian Llama Party.  Operated by 
South American immigrants, this restaurant specializes in a dish called salteñas.  They make a big deal about the fact that these little 
pockets of filled dough are not empanadas, though to anyone unfamiliar with Bolivian cuisine it’s not an important distinction.  The main 
difference is that salteñas are filled with a liquidy stew rather than solid meats and vegetables.  I had a pork salteña and also a cup of 
homemade ginger ale.  The soda was actually very good, but I doubt I’ll ever be ordering a salteña again.  Both the dough and the stew 
were oddly sweet, and the liquid filling made it difficult to eat.  I’m always up to try unique things, but I just didn’t care for this. 
 
 I took the A-train down to Times Square and walked the opposite way through the long transfer tunnel there.  Some weird 
Christian group was handing out leaflets in the tunnel with the headline “God is a terrorist!”  The leaflet itself had pretty much nothing to 
do with that headline and referenced some passage in II Corinthians that referred to the fear of the Lord.  It wasn’t really surprising that 
dozens and dozens of the leaflets had been littered all through the passageway. 

 
 I next caught the 7-train and checked out the other new part of the subway network.  
The 7-train used to end at Times Square, but just a couple years ago it was extended south 
and west to a new terminal just west of Penn Station called 34th Street—Hudson Yards.  The 
new terminal reminded me of some of the grandiose subway stations in Los Angeles.  It’s 
enormous and glitzy, and it’s surrounded by a park-like plaza at street level.   

 
 Something I had to check out at the Hudson Yards station were the incline elevators.  
The underground part of the station is well west of the entrance plaza, and existing infrastructure 
(I think Amtrak’s tunnels) restricted where they could build things.  Because of this the 
“elevators” at the station are actually funiculars  that go up at a severe angle.  They also  have  

 
Inside the incline elevator 



escalators that parallel the incline elevators, and the escalators go quite a bit faster.  They’re not as fun, though—and, of course, they 
need to have the elevators to provide access to the disabled. 
 
 There was a Mobil service station just outside the subway, one of the few gas stations in Manhattan.  They had regular fuel 
available for $3.999.  I have no idea why anyone would pay that, because in Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx, the going rate was $2.459, 
and across the river in New Jersey it was $2.399.  They seem to manage to stay in business, though. 

 
 Just south of Hudson Yards station is the northern end of 
the High Line, the abandoned elevated freight railroad that has been 
turned into a park.  The High Line was only about half finished when 
I’d hiked it before, so I figured I’d check out the completed trail.  I 
probably should have chosen a different time than Saturday 
afternoon, because it was extremely crowded today.  It was packed 
with people to the point that I couldn’t pass anyone if I’d wanted to.  
It was just a long line of people moving at the pace of the slowest 
person up front.  There’s really not much to see at the northern end 
of the High Line, either.  It’s obviously attracted a lot of real estate 
developers, because it’s lined with block after block of brand new 
high-rise condos.  The only good thing about that was that they 
provided some shade in the afternoon heat. 
 
 There are food and drink vendors all along the High Line.  
Most of them are horribly overpriced and offer nothing special to eat.  
I did  find one place, though,  that had what was  probably the best  

 
New residential towers under construction near 

34th Street—Hudson Yards Station 

single thing I ate on this trip.  A stand called “La Newyorkina” (local Spanish for “the girl from New York”) sold paletas, Mexican popsicles 
made of real fruit.  She had a wide range of flavors, and the one I got (lime and basil) was out of this world. 
 
 I exited the High Line at 14th Street and made my way east to the subway station at Eighth Avenue.   Then I took the 1-train 
down to Sheridan Square, where there’s a National Park Service property that’s yet to be developed.  Sheridan Square is the s ite of 
Stonewall National Monument, the site of the 1969 riots that led to the modern gay rights movement.  More than a year ago President 
Obama proclaimed the national monument.  It’s likely to remain undeveloped for some time, though, because the Stonewall Inn is still a 
privately owned active bar.   

 
 Since there’s literally nothing to see other than the outside of a bar, I didn’t even pause 
at the new national monument.  I did go to another gay-themed attraction in Greenwich Village, 
though.  That was the Big Gay Ice Cream Shop.  While the couple who founded the company 
are in fact gay in the modern sense, they make a big deal of the fact that the classical sense of 
the word also applies; they want to make people happy through ice cream.  It really was a fun 
place to visit. 
 
 They take simple vanilla soft-serve and make unusual creations with it.  Their best-
known creations have either kitchy or suggestive names (like the Salty Pimp), but they have a 
very wide menu.  I ordered what they call the blueberry gobbler, which is a sundae that 
supposedly mimics the essence of blueberry pie.  It was outstanding.  Their “pie filling” 
combined blueberries and balsamic vinegar, with the latter cutting the sweetness and making 
for a more complex flavor.  The sundae also featured the sort of crumb topping you’d fine on a 
Dutch apple pie, which gave a nice texture to the dish.  The $4.95 price tag was a bit steep, but 
I’ve certainly paid more for things I liked less. 

 
 I took the 1-train down to South Ferry at the tip of Manhattan.  There I transferred to 
the R-train, which I rode back to the hotel.  I dropped my stuff and cooled off a while in the air 
conditioning before setting out for the evening. 
 
 I took the subway back up to Harlem, to the 125th Street station on the A-train.  Not far 
from there was a Checkers burger stand.  I didn’t buy a burger, but I did notice they had a deal  

on frozen beverages.  I bought a watermelon slush, which had a surprising amount of flavor.  I was glad I’d gotten that liquid refreshment, 
because in front of me was a long, long walk. 
 
 My ultimate destination was 113th Street and Riverside Drive.  Unfortunately this was one of those “can’t get there from here” 
situations.  Part of the problem was that between the subway and Riverside Drive was Columbia University, and the other problem was 
that there was a neighborhood party taking place for which they’d blocked off a bunch of the surrounding streets.  I ended up having to 
walk down to 110th and Broadway and then back north and west.  A walk I was expecting to take about fifteen minutes ended up taking 
the better part of an hour. 
 
 My reason for going here was based on where I live.  Algona is the county seat of Kossuth County, Iowa, and at 113 th and 
Riverside there’s a statue of Lajos (or Louis) Kossuth, the Hungarian President who was exiled to the United States and for whom our 
county is named.  The 1928 statue has a pedestal declaring it was “erected by a liberty-loving race of Americans of Magyar origin to this 
great champion of liberty”.  Interestingly, there is a similar (though newer and much smaller) statue outside the courthouse in Algona.  It 
was funded by donations from Kossuth County residents, most of whom probably don’t even know their namesake was Hungarian. 



 
Kossuth Monument 

Riverside Park – New York 

 It was dinnertime, though I honestly wasn’t all that hungry.  I did 
need to use the bathroom, though, and to satisfy that need I decided to head 
to a chain restaurant.  The place I ended up was a Chipotle restaurant just 
across the street from Columbia.  I like the food at Chipotle, but their portions 
are more than I really want.  It’s another place where I wish they’d offer half-
sized portions at two-thirds the price.  I had a chicken bowl filled with brown 
rice, pinto and black beans, two kinds of cheese, and two kinds of salsa.  It 
was delicious, but I couldn’t finish the thing.  I wish I could have given the 
excess to the homeless people who were begging outside the subway 
station. 
 
 As I ate my pseudo-Mexican dinner it occurred to me that my cousin 
Ceil’s daughter was a student at Barnard, the women’s college associated 
with Columbia.  Barnard’s campus was about three blocks north of Chipotle, 
and I wondered if Annie might have eaten at this particular restaurant.  
There’s a very good chance she did, since pretty much everybody there 
tonight was a college student. 
 
 As I waited for the subway at 110th Street I stared up at the 
underside of a ventilation grate.  I’ve walked over these grates (the sort of 
thing that made Marilyn Monroe’s dress rise in The Seven-Year Itch) any 
number of times in several different cities, but I’d never thought about the fact 
that you could look up at them from below.  I could see people’s shoes 
shuffling by above, which was really quite fascinating. 

 
 I took a slow ride on the 1-train down the west side of Manhattan, 
ending up once again at South Ferry.  I transferred to the R-train and this 
time rode over to DeKalb.  Just outside that station (though I took the wrong 
exit and had trouble finding it) is what is probably the most famous restaurant 
in Brooklyn, Junior’s.  There has been a diner at this location since 1929, and 
since 1950 it’s had the name Junior’s.  I was reminded of Juniors by an 
audiobook I listened to while driving on the first day of this trip, Doris Kearns-
Goodwin’s autobiography Wait Till Next Year.  She recalled her family going 
to Junior’s to celebrate the Brooklyn Dodgers winning their first World Series. 

The Dodgers haven’t been in Brooklyn for generations, but Junior’s is still at the corner of Flatbush and DeKalb.  At one point I’d thought 
about eating an actual meal at Junior’s, but that would have been absurdly expensive.  (Breakfast runs $12 - $20, and dinner entrees are 
$35 - $40.)  Junior’s also has a take-out counter, though, where they mostly sell the cheesecake for which the place is famous.  I stopped 
there to add yet another dessert to my day of over-eating. 

 
 While there was only one person in front of me at Junior’s 
take-out counter, it took quite a while to order.  That’s because the 
elderly black woman ahead of me had an endless series of 
complaints.  First she felt she had been given too small a piece of 
cheesecake.  “They’re all the same,” said the harried Hispanic guy 
at the counter.  “No they’re not,” she snapped.  “That one’s bigger!”  
She pointed at a slice that looked pretty much identical to the one 
she was refusing.  She had ordered strawberry cheesecake, and 
only after the counter guy got her piece did she ask if she could 
have the strawberry sauce on the side rather than atop the 
cheesecake.  There was then a lot of back-and-forth between them, 
which was mostly a misunderstanding of what she actually wanted.  
What she should have ordered was plain cheesecake with a side of 
strawberry sauce.  Having ordered strawberry cheesecake and then 
asking for strawberry sauce on the side, the clerk construed that as 
meaning  she wanted  double  strawberries—which  would incur  an 
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additional charge.  When she finally figured out what she should have ordered, again she felt the portion was too small.  Then she felt 
the serving of strawberry sauce was too small.  She just kept complaining and complaining and complaining, and the poor clerk just 
smiled through it all. 
 
 My transaction went much more quickly.  I ordered a slice of apple crumb cheesecake, and I got what I wanted almost 
immediately.  If anything I’d say the portion was too big rather than too small.  There’s a reason most restaurants serve delicate slices of 
this extremely rich dessert.  Junior’s is definitely not stingy, though, and the portion I got would be two or three slices at most places. 
 
   I took the subway back to Union Street and stopped briefly at a deli just outside the station.  There I picked up a bottle of 
grapefruit juice to wash the cheesecake down.  I was surprised that the juice was surprisingly inexpensive—just $2.79 for a full quart of 
the stuff.  I was expecting convenience store prices (like the $5 the same thing would cost at Casey’s), but it was nowhere near that high. 
 
 I relaxed back in the room and watched a bit of TV.  I ate the cheesecake in slow motion, since I was still full of Mexican food 
and ice cream.  It really was delicious, though, and it made a delightful end to a very nice day. 



Sunday, August 6, 2017 
New York City and Jersey City, New Jersey 
 
 I slept in a bit later than the past couple of days, but I was still on my way around 7:00.  After showering, I dressed a bit better 
than I had the past couple of days, choosing a dress shirt and long pants.  I got some more coffee in the basement and then set off for 
the day. 
 

This time I made a fairly long walk through Gowanus, which is a very quiet neighborhood on Sunday morning.  The majority of 
those who were up were the people involved in running the open double-decker tour buses that ply their way around New York.  Those 
buses are based in Brooklyn.  They park overnight in gravel lots enclosed by razor wire, and they fill up their big tanks at the gas station 
at Union & DeGraaw, right next to my hotel.  There’s at least two dozen of the big buses based in Gowanus, and they were all getting 
ready to cross the bridge and try to nab the tourists this morning. 
 
 My first destination today was the Smith/9th subway station.  This is the highest elevated station in the city, and I thought I’d look 
out at the view from there while I waited for a train.  That idea didn’t work out so well, for a number of reasons.  First, just as I got to the 
station I realized I didn’t have my Metrocard with me.  I had no idea where it was, and I really didn’t want to walk back to the hotel over a 
mile) and spend the morning searching for it.  So I hauled out a credit card and bought a replacement Metrocard.  That’s a complete 
waste of $33, but I needed to get into the subway somehow.  I’m too honest to just jump the turnstile (though there’s remarkably little 
security in the stations in New York), so another pass it was. 
 
 Once I was in the station there was the problem of how New York’s elevated stations are constructed.  In Chicago, Los Angeles, 
and most other places with elevated trains, the el stations are mostly open air.  In most places there’s just a fence at the side, so you can 
stand on the platform and look out at the neighborhood.  New York’s above-ground stations all have windscreens walling them in, though.  
I suppose it may make things more comfortable in bad weather, but it also means you’re staring at often graffiti-covered walls rather than 
having an actual view.  There are a couple of windows installed in the windscreen at Smith/9th station, and I made my way over to one of 
those to check things out.  Once I did, that was of course the cue for a train to arrive.  There does appear to be a nice view of the lower 
Manhattan skyline from Smith/9th, but I only got a quick glance at it. 
 
 Today I took the G-train north a few stops.  This is sort of the poor step-sister of the subway lines.  It only runs between Brooklyn 
and Queens, and because it never goes into Manhattan, it seems to be forgotten by the powers that be.  The stations are neglected, and 
they run shorter than standard trains with some of the oldest cars in the system.  It got me where I needed to go, though. 
 
 I rode north to Jay Street/Metro Tech, and there I transferred to the A-train.  I took that a few stops into Manhattan, getting off at 
Fulton Center.  Fulton is a huge complex in the financial district that connects stations on six different lines and is in the process of 
expanding to connect with the Oculus complex at the World Trade Center.  Above ground at Fulton Street there’s an enormous glass 
building that is apparently supposed to be a mall.  At the moment there appears to be little in it besides escalators, though .  I think it’s 
mostly business people who pass through here, and aside from restaurants I don’t know what sort of retail would flourish in the area. 
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 I made my way to the northwest corner of the mall and exited 
to the street.  Fulton Center is one of the newest buildings in 
Manhattan, but my ultimate destination—diagonally across the 
street—was one of the oldest.  I had been to St. Paul’s Church 
yesterday, and this morning I was headed to worship at St. Paul’s 
Chapel.    This church building dates to 1766, which makes it the oldest 
church in Manhattan.  The interior has been gradually modernized over 
time (most recently just last year with the addition of air conditioning), 
but it’s been in continual use as a church since before the American 
Revolution. 
 
 The church is famous for two reasons, from two entirely 
different eras.  George Washington worshipped here regularly, most 
notably as part of his Presidential inauguration in 1789 (when, of 
course, the U.S. capital was New York).  In the modern era it was 
dubbed “the little chapel that stood” after the 9/11 attack.  St. Paul’s is 
just a block away from the World Trade Center site, yet the chapel 
remained undamaged when the towers were in rubble.  In the 
aftermath of the attack, the church welcomed thousands of emergency 
workers who took breaks in their sanctuary. 
 
 St. Paul’s today is part of a joint Episcopal parish led by the 
much larger Trinity Church, which is just a few blocks away at the foot 
of Wall Street.  Both churches remain active, and I thought it would be 
interesting to go to church at St. Paul’s this morning. 
 
 I made my way to the front door, which was overseen by a 
man  who came across  more like a  guard  than  an usher.  He let me  

past  with no problem, though,  and I grabbed a bulletin from a table in  the back of the sanctuary.  Around the perimeter of the sanctuary  



 
Interior of St. Paul’s Chapel – New York 

is a small museum that describes the history of the church, 
and I gave it a quick once-over as I selected a seat.  The 
Seating inside is all in wood chairs with wicker seats, rather 
than in pews.  About 150 of those chairs are arranged in a 
semi-circle facing he altar.  Nearly all were empty when I 
arrived, so I selected one on the aisle about halfway back.  
I could have had my choice of seats even if I’d been late.  
Even after all the stragglers arrived, there were just 21 
people in church this morning—less than we normally get 
on Sunday morning at my little church in Algona. 
 
 The interior of St. Paul’s is simple, but really very 
beautiful.  The windows are all clear glass, and they’re 
enormous.  That makes it much brighter inside than many 
old churches.  Additional lighting is provided by elegant 
chandeliers, and whitewashed walls also add to the 
brightness. 
 
 Trinity and St. Paul’s offer a wide range of 
services every Sunday.  I was attending the early service 
at St. Paul’s (which is likely why it was so poorly attended), 
which used Rite II from the Book of Common Prayer.  This 

is essentially a spoken mass, with the shortest possible liturgical dialog between the priest and the congregants.  Today was the Feast 
of the Transfiguration, which lengthened things slightly.  Even with a fairly long homily, though, the service lasted only about forty-five 
minutes. 
 
 The Trinity/St. Paul’s parish employs eleven ordained clergy, representing men and women from all over the Anglican 
community.  Our celebrant today was Rev. Frank Hakoola, a recent seminary graduate from Tanzania.  He was just a bit difficult to 
understand.  In a way that was good, though, because it made me pay closer attention to what he said.  He did a very nice homily on 
recognizing God in our lives. 
 
 While the congregation was small, it was quite diverse.  The largest number of people were black, but there were also whites 
and south Asians in attendance.  About half were single people who had come on their own.  There were at least a couple of other tourists 
on hand, plus others who were clearly not regular members of this congregation. 
 
 I liked most of the service, but the passing of the peace and communion were awkward.  They did the peace much like we do in 
my own church—with literally everyone shaking hands with everyone else.  That’s possible in a small congregation, but it’s time-
consuming and not very friendly to visitors.  I far prefer just quickly greeting those who are nearby. 
 
 After passing the peace, the usher gestured everyone forward.  At first only those who were clearly regular attendees (mostly 
the black people) did so, which prompted him to say, “Come up here, everyone.”  They had everyone in the congregation stand in a semi-
circle at the front for the consecration and to receive communion.  That is a more intimate setting than having twenty-one people scattered 
in individual seats around the sanctuary, but it would have been good if they’d noted what that tradition was.  While I made a point of 
bringing my bulletin with me, several people left them in their chairs and weren’t able to join in the prayers at communion. 
 
 Also awkward was the process of receiving the elements themselves.  In modern times the Episcopal Church has open 
communion, so there’s no problem with anyone partaking.  What was awkward here was the method of distribution.  Instead of kneeling 
at the altar rail (which of course was part of the design in this old church), the priest and usher made their way around the semi-circle, 
offering first the bread and then the wine to each person.  There were no instructions on what to do or how to receive the elements.  Since 
they were offered separately, I first consumed the wafer I was offered and then took a sip of the wine (the same extremely dry white wine 
Episcopal churches always use).  It appeared that the regular members saved their wafer and then dipped it into the chalice, though—a 
process I’ve never seen Episcopalians do.  A surprising number of people (three or four) held up closed arms like the Protestant kids at 
Garrigan do at mass, signaling they would not be receiving the elements.  That seems odd to me in a church that welcomes everyone to 
the table, but I’m certainly not going to tell anyone else how to handle their religion.  Interestingly the priest spent much more time with 
them than he did with the people who were communing, giving personalized lengthy blessings to each person with folded arms. 
 
 They also passed the offering basket around while we were standing in the semi-circle up front, making it very clear who had 
and hadn’t contributed and—given that almost everything was cash—just how much had come from each person.  About half those 
present didn’t give anything (though, of course, the regular members may contribute monthly or seasonally), with almost everyone else 
throwing in either a $5 or $10 bill.  This morning’s haul would certainly not support the church, but I assume they take in quite a bit more 
at Trinity. 
 
 They invited people to stay for coffee and rolls afterwards, and in back of the sanctuary was a huge spread of doughnuts and 
muffins that had been catered by a nearby restaurant.  There were literally dozens there, enough that everyone at church could have had 
four or five each.  I hope that they either use the same rolls following the later services at Trinity or that they give the leftovers to hungry 
people in the neighborhood.  I still felt stuffed with cheesecake from last night, so I passed and just made my way to the back door. 
 
 The back door leads out to St. Paul’s Churchyard, one of the oldest cemeteries in New York with numerous graves from the 
colonial era.   Interestingly, the cemetery suffered much more damage in the 9/11  attacks than the church itself.   The tombstones were  



covered in a thick, corrosive dust, and most of the grass 
was covered in two inches of ash.  Some of the trees in the 
cemetery were also damaged, though it is thought that 
those trees are what kept the chapel from being destroyed.  
They’ve done a beautiful job restoring the churchyard, and 
today it comes across as much like a pleasant park as a 
burial site. 
 

 St. Paul’s is just across the street from the World 
Trade Center Site, so of course I made my way over there.  
That was easier said than done, since even today much of 
the WTC site is a construction zone.  While One World 
Trade Center (formerly Freedom Tower) and the Oculus 
are complete, they’re still working on many of the buildings 
that surround the plaza.   Between construction barriers 
and security, it’s a bit of a chore to get around in the area.  
I did manage to find my way through, though, and I’m glad 
I took the time to do it. 

 
St. Paul’s Churchyard – New York 

 

 

 
LEFT:  One World Trade Center 

RIGHT:  September 11 Memorial – New York City 

 The new World Trade Center building really is quite striking, and it certainly looks nicer 
than the twin towers it replaced.  The boxy old towers loomed over the city, while the new blue 
glass tower seems to blend in with the sky.  I chose not to spend $37 to go up to the observatory, 
but it was nice to see the building itself. 
 
 I  also  passed on  spending $24 to visit the 9/11 Museum.   Several people I know have 

spoken highly of that museum, but the price was just too much for me.  Instead I made my way to the 9/11 Memorial, which is a free 
public park.  I was glad I’d chosen to go there early in the morning.  It was busy, but not overcrowded at 9am.  I’d pass by later in the day 
and find it crowded enough that it would have been difficult to get up close and see things. 
 
 The memorial primarily consists of two artificial ponds, marking the location where the twin towers originally stood.  Water runs 
down the sides of the ponds and drains through the bottom, presumably to be recycled.  Around the edges of each pond are marble 
panels inscribed with the names of those who died in the attack.  It’s a very stark memorial, but beautiful and moving. 
 
 After seeing the memorial I made my way to the Oculus and caught a PATH train to New Jersey.  I went just one stop and 
surfaced again at Exchange Place in Jersey City.  There’s a lovely waterfront promenade at Exchange Place that offers some of the best 
views of the New York skyline there are. 
 
 After snapping a couple pictures I stopped at a food truck that was parked near the Exchange Place PATH station.  Food trucks 
are big in the New York area.  They’ve definitely replaced the pushcarts that used to ply their way down the sidewa lks.  You can get 
almost anything from a food truck in New York, but the majority are various types of Middle Eastern cuisines.  The lunch menu at the one 



I stopped at this morning featured various kabobs.  Like most trucks, though, this one also offered breakfast.  I ordered a breakfast 
sandwich and was amused to find it featured “halal bacon”.  Halal means it meets the Moslem dietary code, which is remarkably similar 
to the kosher rules for Jews.  The concept of halal bacon is almost an oxymoron, since Moslems are forbidden from eating pork.  The 
“bacon” in my sandwich was actually cured turkey meat.  Whatever the source, it was tasty.  It was comparatively cheap, too—just $3, 
which is less than an Egg McMuffin goes for these days. 

 
Lower Manhattan skyline from Exchange Place in Jersey City, NJ 

 
 While I ate the breakfast sandwich I made my way over to the Exchange Place light rail station.  My intention was to take the 
Hudson—Bergen Light Rail south to Liberty State Park.  Unfortunately the station was closed off with security tape, and signs announced 
there was no light rail service this weekend.  An employee directed me to a nearby street corner where I’d have to catch a substitute bus.  
I waited a while, and eventually a bus showed up.  It wasn’t a standard city bus, but a charter bus with “Coach USA” on its side.  A piece 
of paper taped to the door said it was headed to the Jersey Avenue light rail station, though. 
 
 It was just downtown they were doing light rail work, so when I got to Jersey Avenue I needed to transfer to a train to continue 
my journey.  Hudson—Bergen light rail is operated by New Jersey Transit, so I’d need a separate ticket from the subway or PATH.  It 
costs $2.25 for a light rail ride, and there appear to be no discounts or passes.  NJ Transit uses the same ticket machines for light rail 
that they do for their commuter trains.  Theoretically these machines accept all coins, and I thought I’d get rid of a bunch of nickels and 
dimes I’d accumulated to buy the light rail ticket.  Unfortunately, it didn’t seem to like the nickels at all, rejecting literally all of them.  The 
dimes did work if I inserted them very slowly, but I mostly ended up paying in quarters. 

 
Something weird is that the tickets not only need to be 

purchased, but they also need to be separately validated.  Unlike 
in the Twin Cities, where the time of validity is automatically 
printed on the ticket when you buy it, in New Jersey you have to 
have your ticket stamped by a separate machine before boarding 
your train.  The fare is only works for an hour, so most people wait 
until the last possible second to validate their ticket. 
 
 Unsurprisingly I’d just missed a train when the bus 
arrived.  Service on Sunday morning is infrequent, so I had to wait 
eighteen minutes for the next one.  Once the train left, I rode just 
one stop further south.  It would have been impossible to walk 
there, though, since the train route was mostly underneath an 
elevated expressway. 
 
 I got off at Liberty State Park station.  While the station is 
adjacent to the park of that name, it mostly exists as a commuter 
park-and-ride.  The park is named after the Statue of Liberty, but 
it took me a good twenty minutes to walk from the station to the 
shoreline.  After that it was another twenty minutes or so (mostly 
walking past Ellis Island) to get up to the statue itself. 
 
 There has been a long legal battle between the states of 
New York and New Jersey  over which  state controls Liberty and 
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Ellis Islands.  Both islands are much closer to the New Jersey coast than they are to New York.  There’s even a bridge that connects 
Jersey City to Ellis Island, which is how the park service employees get there.  They don’t let tourists use that bridge, though, since the 



company that runs Statue Cruises has the exclusive right to transport visitors to the islands.  I passed on paying $21 for a boat trip and 
figured I’d see what I could from the shore in Jersey City.  You really do get a good view (much better than in the selfie I included here).  
The main issue is that you’re looking at Lady Liberty’s backside.  She’s designed to face New York, so she shows her rear end to Jersey 
City. 
 
 I don’t know that there’s much to be gained by seeing taking the boat tour to see the Statue of Liberty.  I would, however, like to 
see the museum at Ellis Island sometime in my life.  It’s an important part of American history, though I must say it has no  association 
whatsoever with my own ancestors.  While not all of them date back quite as far as the Rikers, even the latest branches of our family to 
come to America were here before the Civil War. 

 
Sign in front of the Hudson County Courthouse 

Jersey City, New Jersey 

 
 I cut through the middle of the park on my way 
back to the light rail station, which made for a duller, but 
quicker walk.  I had another long wait for a train, but 
eventually I made it back to Jersey Avenue.  The shuttle 
bus there was just a mini-bus, the sort of thing they use for 
airport shuttles at hotels.  It couldn’t come close to holding 
everyone who got off the train,   I decided it wasn’t worth 
waiting for the next one, so instead I made my way through 
downtown Jersey City on foot. 
 
 While longer than I cared for, my walk was really 
quite pleasant.  Jersey City is an old industrial town that 
became very seedy but is now rapidly gentrifying.  The 
housing stock is a nice mix of restored brick rowhouses, 
single family homes of various sizes, and glass towers with 
luxury apartments.  The storefronts all seem occupied, and 
there’s a wide range of types and price ranges among the 
businesses.  There’s a good diversity of people—notably 
more Asians than many cities, but a wide range of people 
of all races.  It seems like a very family-oriented town, and 
it struck me as very livable. 
 

 I stopped briefly at a Dunkin’ Donuts in downtown 
Jersey City, where I picked up a mango smoothie.  Then I 
made my way down to the Grove Street PATH station, 
which is located in a plaza right in front of the Hudson 
County Courthouse.  I had a long wait for a train, but 
eventually I was back at the World Trade Center. 
 
 From the PATH station I followed a bike path 
around lower Manhattan to my next destination, Battery 
Park.  One hint to those who may be headed to New 
York—if you plan to do the Statue of Liberty cruise, head 
to New Jersey and board the boat there.  There are lines 
at the docks in Jersey City, but they’re not nearly as long 
as those in Battery Park.  I  counted the  people in a small 

part of the line, estimated the total length, and multiplied to get an estimate of how many total people there were.  There were well over 
a thousand waiting to board boats, and I’d bet closer to 2,000.  One sign said there was a 90-minute wait just to get to the front of the 
ticket line, and the lines for security and boarding looked longer than that. 

 
 I was not here for a statue cruise.  Instead I was hoping to find more 
connections to my ancestors.  Among the more interesting ancestors Margaret had 
uncovered in her research was Jesse DeForest, a Huguenot (French Protestant) who 
fled to Belgium.  There’s an extensive Wikipedia article about DeForest, and those who 
are interested can read about him there.  The short version is that he organized an 
expedition of fellow Huguenots to travel to what is now the United States.  DeForest 
never made it to this country.  He died in what is now Guyana and is buried in England.  
His party, though (including his children, from whom another branch of our family 
descends), were integrated as part of the New Amsterdam colony.  That lineage goes 
Jesse DeForest  Issac DeForest  Philip DeForest  Maria DeForest  Isaac 
Winne  Joseph Winn  Johnson Winn   William Winn  Nancy Winn   Reuben 
Burrow  William Burrow  Leo Burrow  George Burrow  me.  (The Winns will 
come up again in one more look at genealogy later in this trip.)    I knew that DeForest  

 
1924 postage stamp honoring the 300th  

anniversary of the Walloon settlers 

and his party were honored by the Walloon Settlers Monument in Battery Park, and my goal this afternoon was to find that monument.  I 
scoured what seemed like every inch of the park, crossing and re-crossing the lines of people waiting for statue cruises.  There are dozens 
of monuments in the park, many of them honoring various groups of immigrants.  Try as I might, though, this afternoon I never did locate 
the Walloon monument. 
 



 I had more success with another monument I’d hoped to find.  Just east of Battery Park is Peter Minuit Plaza (basically an 
entrance to the subway and the Staten Island Ferry), and one of the artworks in that plaza is a bronze re-creation of the Castello Plan, 
the earliest surviving map of the New Amsterdam settlement.  The map shows not only the layout of the streets and pathways, but also 
the houses where the early settlers (including Abraham Rycken) lived.  Tourists apparently  often ask what is left of  New Amsterdam in 

  
The Castello Plan in bronze – Peter Minuit Plaza – New York 

modern-day New York.  The answer is the Castello Plan.  The streets 
of lower Manhattan (which meet at odd angles like those in a 
European city) are in exactly the same places they were four centuries 
ago.  The buildings that line those streets have changed many times 
since colonial days, but they still follow the exact same paths.  The 
bronze rendition of the plan is fascinating, and I tried to imagine my 
ancestors wandering around the streets of this compact little 
settlement. 

 
 Next I made my way to the Staten Island ferry terminal.  I 
waited about fifteen minutes (downing another smoothie to escape 
the heat while I waited) and then boarded a southbound boat.  Unlike 
the Statue of Liberty cruises or the Circle Line tours that make a ring 
around Manhattan, the Staten Island Ferry is free.  (It apparently used 
to cost a nickel to ride, but back in the 1980s they discovered it cost 
more to collect the fare than they took in.)  While it’s public 
transportation rather than an official tour, the ferry gives excellent 
views of the city and many of its landmarks.  I’d highly recommend 
that anyone who visits New York include the ferry as part of their trip. 
 
 I went to the bathroom toward the end of the ferry trip, and I 
was at the urinal when a young black guy came into the room.  He 
startled me a bit when he got my attention, but I’m glad he did.  It 
turned out that when I’d gone to the restroom I’d left my cell phone on 
the bench where I had been sitting.  I hadn’t even realized it was gone, 
and if the kid hadn’t found it and then found me, it would have been 
gone forever.  I’m certainly thankful to this young man for retrieving 
the phone and getting it back to me. 
 
 Most tourists just ride down to St. George (the north end of 
Staten Island), turn around, and come back to Manhattan.  There’s 
nothing wrong with that, but my destination today was further south.  
Once we’d docked, I transferred to the Staten Island Railroad.  This 
is essentially part of the subway (and the fare is the same Metrocard 
swipe that works anywhere else in the city).  It has a different name, 
though, because it doesn’t connect directly with the rest of the subway 
network.  When the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge was built in the 1960s 
there were plans to run subway tracks along it.  That plan never came 
to fruition, though, and to this day the only rail connection from Staten 
Island is to New Jersey.  There’s actually a current plan to extend the 
Hudson—Bergen light rail to Staten Island, but it will likely be at least 
a decade before that happens.   
 
 The Staten Island Railroad  has just a single line.   It runs for 
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fourteen miles from St. George in the north to Tottenville in the south.  With twenty-one stops it takes about forty minutes to cover that 
distance.  Most of the line runs in an open cut, and it’s not especially close to most of the business or points of interest on Staten Island.  
It’s an important commuter route, though, and it serves to connect what were once a collection of small towns on the east side of the 
island.   
 
 Staten Island is very different from most of the rest of New York City.  Locals describe it as suburban, and it certainly is the 
greenest and least dense of all the boroughs.  While there are public housing towers and blocks of low-rise apartments, by far the majority 
of housing is single-family homes.  Most of those homes are on spacious lots that would look more at home in a Midwestern town than 
in the nation’s largest city.  The business is focused on shopping centers with large parking lots.  The occupants of those shopping centers 
have turned over many times, but they still look like they were built in the ‘50s. 
 
 I took the train all the way to Tottenville.  I exited there and had about a fifteen-minute walk to my ultimate destination, the 
Conference House.  I’d tried to visit this place back in 2005 when I came to New York on a 4th of July weekend trip.  I never did find the 
Conference House on that trip, and it turns out it’s not an easy place to find.  Not only do Staten Island’s roads not run straight (essentially 
they incorporate the separate grids of all the little towns that used to be there), but the Conference House is buried in the woods on a cliff 
above the ocean.  Fortunately they now have detailed walking directions on their website, and I was able to get there from the station 
without much problem. 

 
Conference House – Staten Island, New York 

 
 Built in the late 1600s, the Conference House 
was the home of Christopher Billopp, a captain in the Royal 
Navy.  It’s a fairly typical wealthy home from the colonial 
era.  The main significance of the house is that it was the 
site of a peace conference that was held September 11, 
1776 between delegates from the Continental Congress 
(among them Ben Franklin and John Adams) and Lord 
Howe, the commander of British forces in America.  The 
goal was to stop the American Revolution from happening.  
Obviously the conference was unsuccessful, but the very 
thought of it is fascinating. 
 
 During most of the Revolution Staten Island was 
in British hands, while Perth Amboy, New Jersey (just 
across the bay) was held by the Patriots.  British troops 
lodged  at  the  Billopp  house  during  the  war,  and  after  

Tottenville fell to the Americans, the house was seized and  troops of the Continental army lodged there as well.  This use of the house 
was part of what led to the Third Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which prohibits the quartering of soldiers in private homes. 
 
 A very nice lady gave me a tour of the home, carefully pointing out what was original (almost nothing), what were antiques dating 
to the 18th Century, and what were reproductions.  She also described the residents and important people associated with the house and 
told of its restoration.  She was surprised to hear I was from Iowa, but pleased that I was a teacher.  Apparently the bulk of visitors to the 
Conference House are student groups, and she was pleased to describe the types of programs they do for students. 
 
 While I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to the Conference House, it’s really not a destination I’d urge others to visit.  It’s far out of 
the way, taking much longer to get to than it does to see.  It was interesting, though, and there was a sense of satisfaction in finally finding 
the place. 

 
View of Raritan Bay and New Jersey from the Conference House 

Staten Island, New York 

 



 In addition to the railroad, a couple of city buses also serve Tottenville.  Unfortunately these run infrequently on Sunday, and I 
saw the one I wanted leaving as I made my way out of the Conference House.  I knew it would be half an hour before the next bus, so I 
started walking northward on Hylan Boulevard, figuring I’d either wait until the next bus caught up or stop when I found a pleasant place 
to wait.  I ended up walking about a mile north and waiting by a city swimming pool.  Eventually bus S-78 showed up, and I boarded.  I 
rode north a couple miles on that bus and then transferred to bus S-79-SBS, the express bus that serves most of Staten Island. 
 

 The S-79-SBS bus runs along Hylan 
Boulevard.  It roughly parallels the Staten 
Island Railroad, but is a bit closer to the coast 
than the train is.  At a couple of places I could 
even see the water.  The express bus leaves 
Staten Island south of St. George, heading 
over the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge into 
Brooklyn.  I remember driving across this 
bridge that summer I went east with my father 
and Paul.  It’s both extremely high and very 
long, and it was quite a thrill for a young driver 
to cross the thing.  There wasn’t quite that thrill 
in crossing the bridge on the express bus.  
That’s mostly because the bus follows the 
lower level of the double-deck bridge.  It’s 
rather claustrophobic, and the whole way I 
kept imagining the California earthquake 
where the top lanes of a bi-level freeway 
tumbled down on top of the other level.  I must 
say that even from the bottom level there were 
some nice views of the harbor.  It also 
provided good variety to take the freeway in 
one direction and the bus in the other. 

 
Website view of the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge from Bay Ridge, Brooklyn 

 
 The bus terminated at 86th Street and 4th Avenue in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.  Bay Ridge was once a mostly Italian enclave, the 
place where Saturday Night Fever was set.  Today there’s large Hispanic and Asian populations, and there’s no real ethnic majority in 
the neighborhood.  It’s a grungy, but hardworking area that reminded me of the neighborhoods along Milwaukee Avenue in Chicago. 
 
 I caught the subway at 86th Street and zipped up to Union.  I relaxed a bit in the hotel and spent some time online carefully 
tracking the location of the Walloon monument I’d been trying to find.  Then I set out for the evening. 
 
 I rode the N-train to 14th Street—Union Square and transferred there to the L-train, which I rode just one stop to Third Avenue.  
Just up the steps from the subway station was my dinner destination, Vanessa’s.  You probably wouldn’t guess from the name that 
Vanessa’s was a Chinese restaurant, but in fact it’s a small chain of dumpling houses with their flagship in Chinatown and a handful of 
other locations (including this one) scattered around the city.  I’d read any number of reviews that described Vanessa’s as both cheap 
and good, so I figured I’d check it out. 
 
 Cheap is definitely an accurate description of Vanessa’s.  It would be hard to eat for less anywhere, and all but impossible to 
find a cheaper meal in New York City.  I had four fried pork dumplings and a sesame pancake, and the total was just $3.28.  The most 
expensive thing on their menu (a shrimp teriyaki platter) is $10.49, which is the price of an appetizer at many New York restaurants. 
 
 I might go to Vanessa’s again if I’m back in New York, but I definitely wouldn’t order dumplings again.  The dumplings were 
described as “pan-fried”, and they looked crispy and brown in the menu illustration.  The ones I got, though, appeared to have been 
sautéed for about ten seconds and then placed in a steamer.  They were thick and chewy, and honestly not pleasant at all.  The ground 
mystery meat filling had almost no flavor at all.  I suppose you’re supposed to get that flavor from sauces, but it would be nice to have 
some inside the dumpling, instead of just outside. 
 
 I didn’t care for the dumplings, but the sesame pancake was excellent.  “Pancake” really doesn’t describe it.  It’s a fried flatbread 
with the texture of Indian fry bread.  You can get it filled with various meats and vegetables, but I chose plain, which means just topped 
with sesame seeds ad chives.  That was delicious, and it alone made the trip to Vanessa’s worth it.  The pancakes are $1.29, and they’re 
big enough for a big snack or a small meal.  They’re probably the best food bargain in the city. 
 
 A problem at Vanessa’s was that there was literally nowhere to sit.  The restaurant has exactly five tables, each of which can 
seat four customers.  While about half of the chairs were empty, all the tables were full.  The place was doing a brisk business, and I was 
certainly not alone in wishing I could sit down.  I stood over a trash container to eat my dumplings, and then I took the pancake out to the 
sidewalk to eat it.  It was interesting that a storefront next door was vacant and appeared to have been unoccupied for some time, yet 
they seem to have no plans to expand the restaurant. 
 
 After dinner I had a quick walk through the neighborhood.  The most interesting thing in the area is Theodore Roosevelt’s 
birthplace, which is yet another National Historic Site.  They were closed for the evening, but it was interesting to see the rowhouse where 
he lived as a child. 
 



 
Walloon Settlers Monument – Battery Park, New York 

 

Monday, August 7, 2017 
New York City and Hoboken & 

Weehawken, New Jersey 
 

 It was not yet raining when I got up this morning, so I decided to get a bit of walking 
in while I could.  I left the hotel and walked east through the Park Slope neighborhood, one 
of the most expensive and desirable areas in the city.  The buildings here are almost 
exclusively brownstones, which is to say they are rowhouses built of brownish-red 
sandstone.  These were built in the late 1800s as inexpensive housing for the masses, and 
by the middle of the 20th Century, many had fallen into disrepair.  They’ve been lovingly 
restored, though, and at least on the outside they do look gorgeous.  They should.  I checked 
the real estate listings, and a the few brownstones that are for sale around here go for 
anywhere  from  $1,500,000  to  $2,700,000.   That’s  almost  three million dollars for a row 

 I walked to 23rd & Broadway 
(Madison Square) and caught an R-train 
down to South Ferry.  I surfaced and 
made my way back to Battery Park.  This 
time my plan was to find the Walloon 
Monument, come hell or high water.  I 
was successful this time, too.  It turns 
out I’d seen the monument earlier, but I 
hadn’t noticed what it was.  That’s 
because all I saw was the back, which 
looks quite nondescript.  The front faces 
the bike path (which pedestrians aren’t 
supposed to use), and it looks quite 
handsome with gilded lettering on 
granite.  This monument would have 
very little significance to most tourists.  
In fact a few passersby seemed 
confused to see me taking a picture of it.  
The monument is important to my family 
history, though, and I was very glad to 
have finally found it. 
 
 The sun was setting as I made 
my way back to South Ferry station, and 
that marked the end of my sightseeing 
for the day.  I spent quite a while looking 
for an entrance that would lead me to the 
R-train, but none of the subway 
entrances was labeled that way.  
Eventually I went into the 1-train station, 
and from there an underground transfer 
to the R-train was clearly marked.  Why 
they don’t have that labeled above 
ground, I have no clue.  I’m glad I was 
able to find it, though. 
 
 I went back to Union Street and 
pretty much collapsed at the hotel.  The 
weather forecast for tomorrow was not 
good, calling for heavy rain pretty much 
all day long.  My original plans for the 
day had involved a lot of walking, so I 
scrambled to change them so I could 
minimize my time outdoors.  I spent 
quite a lot of time at my computer, 
mostly going through the NYC transit 
website.  I did manage to figure most 
things out, but I still hoped the weather 
gods might cooperate. 

 
Park Slope 

Brooklyn, New York 

house.  Some of them have been subdivided into upstairs and downstairs units, much like the nice homes around Wrigley Field in Chicago.  
The apartments in those are $800,000 to $1,500,000.  I do wonder just how much people here earn to be able to afford such expensive 
homes. 
 



 It started to sprinkle as I made my way through the eastern end of Park Slope.  The neighborhood takes its name from Prospect 
Park, Brooklyn’s answer to Central Park.  I was glad to see the trees ahead and know I wouldn’t get totally soaked. 

 

 At the north end of Prospect Park is Grand Army Plaza, a 
big traffic circle with Brooklyn’s version of the “Arc de Triomphe”.  
The Soldiers and Sailors Arch is a very impressive monument, but 
it sounds less so when you hear it spans Flatbush Avenue rather 
than the Champs Elysees.  Flatbush is by far the most important 
thoroughfare in Brooklyn, but its name just doesn’t roll from the 
tongue quite so easily as the grand avenue in Paris. 
 
 I snapped the obligatory picture and then made my way to 
the subway.  This time I took the Q-train on a very slow trip through 
southeast Brooklyn.  The Brighton line of the subway runs mostly in 
an open cut with far too frequent stops.  The fact that there are stops 
at Avenue H, Avenue J, and Avenue M tells you just how ridiculously 
close those stops are.  The train barely speeds up leaving one 
station before hitting the brakes for the next one. 
 
 I got off at Avenue M, which is in the neighborhood called 
Midwood, which looks rather down at the heels but is extremely 
lively and bustling.  The people come from a weird mix of 
backgrounds:  Caribbean Blacks, Middle Easterners, South Asians, 
and Orthodox Jews. 
 
 I was in Midwood for breakfast.  My destination was one of 
the last shops in what was once a large chain:  Chock Full ‘o’ Nuts.  
You may have seen “that heavenly coffee” on grocery store shelves, 
but the brand started as a chain of coffee shops.  Back in the ‘50s 
and ‘60s there were hundreds of Chock Full ‘o’ Nuts locations in 
New York City and all over the eastern seaboard.  For decades it 
was where all the old people in New York went to have coffee and 
gossip. 
 

 I first became aware of the Chock Full ‘o’ Nuts chain while 
reading biographies of legendary athlete Jackie Robinson.  After he 
retired from baseball, Robinson became the Chief of Personnel for 
the coffee shop company.  He had no formal qualifications for that 
position, but by all accounts he did a very good job at it. 
 
 I thought it might be fun to check out Chock Full ‘o’ Nuts, 
and indeed it was.  Today most of their menu echoes what you’d 
find at Dunkin’ Donuts, but I opted for a more old-fashioned option.  
Back in its heyday the dish everyone’s grandma ordered here was 
a sandwich of date nut bread and cream cheese, and that’s what I 
had with my coffee.  While the so-called heavenly coffee only made 

 
Grand Army Plaza – Brooklyn, New York 

 
A tree grows in Brooklyn … 

outside Chock Full ‘o’ Nuts on Avenue M 

it to purgatory, the sandwich really was excellent.  The date nut bread reminded me of the dense brown bread my Aunt Jin used to make 
at Thanksgiving.  The cream cheese added a nice tanginess to the sweet bread, and the proportions of both were exactly r ight.  If this 
sandwich were available anywhere close to me, it’s an item I’d have for breakfast fairly often. 
 
 I took the Q-train north to Prospect Park station.  There I transferred to the S-train.  “S” in this case stands for “shuttle”, with 
short trains that run just a few stops north to Franklin Avenue.  I transferred again at Franklin, this time to the C-train, which I took to the 
end of its line at Euclid.  There I had a long wait to transfer to the A-train.  While I waited firefighters came into the station.  They didn’t 
signal an evacuation or anything, but I did get a whiff of electrical smoke.  I was glad when the train came and even more glad when we 
emerged from the tunnel and onto an elevated structure. 
 
 The A-train, the longest line in the NYC subway, actually has three different terminals in southern Queens.  The train I had 
boarded didn’t go to where I actually wanted, so I had to get off at Rockaway Parkway and transfer yet again.  It had started raining fairly 
heavily by now, so it was really no big deal to ride the train all morning. 
 
 My fifth train in this part of the trip took me south past Kennedy Airport and then past the houses on stilts at Broad Channel in 
Jamaica Bay.  Beyond there we turned east and headed down the Rockaway Peninsula.  This area has been through several cycles of 
boom and bust over the years, going from a seaside resort to one of the worst slums in the city.  Today Far Rockaway is definitely headed 
back toward boom.  All along the beach new condo developments have sprung up, and there’s still construction going on.  Developers 
(apparently among them our President’s company) realized that Far Rockaway was one of the few places around with undeveloped 
beachfront land, and they snapped it up.  They’re marketing them as affordable, and they do cost less than half of those brownstones in 
Park Slope. 
 



 The new development stops just short of the end of the line, around Beach 30th Street.  For a short distance there’s nothing at 
all, just empty, overgrown blocks between the train line and the beach.  After that is the heart of Far Rockaway itself, which is a decaying, 
but busy neighborhood that looks much like Midwood. 
 
 While I’d been to Rockaway Beach before, I’d never been to Far Rockaway itself.  Today I went to the end of the line at Mott 
Avenue.  I don’t’ really know that I’d go there again, there was a sense of accomplishment in finally getting to the place.  Away from the 
beach Far Rockaway has a very gritty feel to it.  It’s an area that’s well past its prime.  It tells you something when White Castle goes out 
of business in an inner city neighborhood, but there’s an abandoned White Castle just down the street from the subway termina l.   
 
 Mostly because I wanted to use the restroom, I made my way to the fast food place that is still going in Far Rockaway, a very 
seedy McDonalds.  When the McD’s in Algona was closed for renovation a couple years ago, we were told that the chain was in the 
middle of a plan to modernize all 14,000 of their U.S. restaurants.  The Far Rockaway location must be #13,999 on that list.  It looked like 
nothing but the prices had changed there since the ‘70s. 
 
 I bought an Egg McMuffin and a yogurt parfait.  While I was munching on them in the dining room two people came by to annoy 
me.  One was begging for change, and the other was trying to get people to by CDs that I’m sure were not legally produced.  It’s rare that 
you even see CDs in stores these days, so I wondered if this guy got any business at all.  Nobody bothered kicking either of these guys 
out, though I’m pretty sure McDonald’s corporate policy forbids soliciting. 
 
 I was pleased to see there was a code to use the restroom on my receipt.  Unfortunately when I tried to use it, the door wouldn’t 
open.  I don’t know if the code was wrong or if someone was in there semi-permanently.  Either way, it was clear I wouldn’t be using that 
toilet any time soon. 
 
 Fortunately when I made my way back to the subway station I found there was a public restroom there.  That’s quite rare, but it 
does make sense at the end of a long train line.  I wasn’t expecting much from a public toilet in a marginal neighborhood, but this one 
was actually pretty decent.  I did my business and then headed out again on the train. 
 
 I took the A-train back along the Rockaway coast and past Broad Channel and the airport.  Eventually I made it to Broadway 
Junction, a massive junction of numerous train lines at the eastern edge of Brooklyn.  I transferred there to the J-train, an elevated line 
that slowly wends its way across Brooklyn and Queens.  Eventually I ended up at Sutphin Avenue in Jamaica, quite near where I’d stayed 
the last time I went to New York. 
 
 It was raining again in Jamaica, so I was glad that I could quickly transfer to a bus.  This time I took bus Q-44-SBS, another of 
those “select” express buses.  The Q-44 connects Jamaica and Flushing, the two most densely populated parts of Queens.  It then 
continues north to the Bronx Zoo, ending quite near that Spanish colonial subway station I was at the other day.  The bus goes quite 
quickly through Jamaica, but the further north it went, the slower it got.  Flushing is one of the most densely packed areas in America.  
Not only is it heavily populated, but its narrow streets are clogged with cars, trucks, and pedestrians.  The SBS buses don’t have any 
special control over traffic signals, and when the bus stops to pick up passengers, and it seemed as if there were lights at every block 
that were all red.  Almost the whole way through Flushing pedestrians on the sidewalk were traveling faster than the express bus. 
 
 I left the bus at Elder’s Lane and then explored more of Flushing on other buses and on foot.  I’ve noted on previous visits that 
Queens was one of the most diverse places on earth.  Flushing has houses of worship for pretty much every faith on earth, many of which 
are quite historic.  Today I tried to see as many of those as I could.   

   
LEFT:  Guan Yin Buddhist Temple 

CENTER:  Amitabha Buddhist Center 
RIGHT TOP:  Kissena Jewish Center 

RIGHT BOTTOM:  Temple Ganesh – Hindu Temple Society of America 
 

 Historically Flushing was a heavily Jewish area, so it’s no surprise that I saw 
synagogues representing both Orthodox and Reform Judaism.  I saw one synagogue 
that offered services only in Spanish and another that  had closed  and been converted  

 

 
into a wedding venue.  Today the majority of Flushing’s residents are of Asian origin, and the houses of worship reflect that.  I saw 
numerous Buddhist temples, which I think represented different branches of that religion.  Most of them were in storefronts or minimalls, 



but they were decorated with Asian designs.  Flushing also has the headquarters of the Hindu Temple Society of North America.  They 
operate the enormous Temple Ganesh, which a boxy building from the ‘60s topped with ornately carved towers. 

 
ABOVE:  Asian Baptist Church 

RIGHT:  Asian Reformed Church 
 

 There are also lots of Christian churches with primarily Asian 
congregations.I  saw Baptist,  Methodist,  Presbyterian,  Episcopal,  Lutheran,  

Reformed, and Catholic churches with signs in Korean, Chinese, and other Asian languages.  I’m used to seeing Spanish signs on 
churches, but all the Asian languages were new and different. 

 
 I made my way northward toward the 
oldest and most historic part of Flushing.  One of 
the most historic churches in Queens actually 
belongs to my own denomination, the United 
Church of Christ.  Originally founded as the 
Reformed Church of Flushing, it dates to the 
congregation dates to the original Dutch settlers.  
The current building dates to 1898, which makes 
it significantly newer than my church.  It is a 
beautiful building, though, and it’s listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  The church 
has been part of the U.C.C. since the 
denomination was formed in the late ‘50s, and it 
changed its name to Bowne Street Community 
Church around the year 2000.  Today they offer 
weekly services in English, Spanish, Korean, 
two different Chinese dialects, and Arabic.  In 
back of the Bowne Street Church they have a 
Peace Pole.  We have one at our church, too, 
but the choice of languages is very different.  
There’s   no   English   on   the   Peace  Pole   in 

  
Bowne Street Community Church and its Peace Pole 

Flushing, but they do have Hebrew, Chinese, Korean, and Arabic. 

 
Bowne House – Flushing, New York 

 One block north of the Bowne Street 
Community Church is the namesake of the 
street, which is one of the most historic 
buildings in New York.  The John Bowne House 
was built in 1661 by an early settler.  It was 
important for establishing the precedent of 
religious freedom in America.  In Dutch North 
America the only legal church was the Dutch 
Reformed Church.  Bowne had neighbors who 
were Quakers, and he allowed them to hold 
their meeting at his home.  He was arrested by 
the Governor of New Netherland, Peter 
Stuyvesant, and sent back to Europe.  Bowne 
managed to appeal his case to the Dutch West 
India Company, and he won the appeal.  From 
that point on, all religions were free to worship 
as they wished in the Dutch colony, a freedom 
that continues to this day—though the mix of 
religions has changed quite a bit since the 
1600s. 

 



  
Old Quaker Meeting House – Flushing, New York 

 

 Just a few blocks away from the Bowne House the Quakers established the Flushing Meeting House, which is now the oldest 
house of worship in New York and one of the oldest in America.   A simple wood building covered in shingles, it was built in 1694 and has 
been in continuous use ever since.   
 
 I’ve always thought it would be interesting to go to a Quaker meeting.  One of my co-workers at Garrigan taught at a Quzaker 
school when he lived in Washington, and he attended their services regularly.  He has positive memories of the experience, and the 
whole concept of the friends meeting has always seemed kind of interesting.  It’s so completely different than anything I’m used to, though, 
that I think I’d be a bit timid to attend one. 

 
 After checking out the Friends meeting, I caught another couple of 
buses and made my way up to Whitestone at the far north end of Queens.  
My destination was one more house of worship I’d read about.  In one article 
the place was described as the spaceship church, and another called it “the 
electric plug that landed in the middle of Whitestone”.   
 
 St. Nicholas is a Russian Orthodox Church.  It used to be housed in 
a traditional building, but they chose to build a new and very modern building 
in the ‘70s.  The blue onion dome is about the only thing that would tell you 
what’s inside.  The rest of the building is silver and grey and features strange 
modern curves that might indeed be mistaken for something from outer 
space.  Apparently the inside of the place is surprisingly traditional, but on 
the outside it’s very striking indeed. 
 
 I’d done pretty well with the rain while seeing all the religious sites, 
but  I got  thoroughly soaked  again once  I  was finished  with  St.  Nicholas. 

 
St. Nicholas Church – Whitestone, New York 

There was no covered bus stop nearby, so I started walking down the street trying to find one.  It started absolutely pouring as I walked, 
and I ended up looking like I’d been swimming with my clothes on.  It certainly didn’t help that I made a wrong turn, so I spent about twice 
as long walking as I needed to.  Eventually I did once again find bus Q-44-SBS, and while I shivered in its air conditioning, that did at 
least dry me off a bit. 
 
 My intent was to exit the bus at Main Street and Roosevelt Avenue, which is where the terminal of the 7-train on the subway is.  
The select buses have recorded announcements of the upcoming stops, so I figured this would be easy.  Unfortunately there’s no stop 
actually called “Roosevelt”, nor did I note the subway among the connections.  I noticed a stop for connecting to the Long Island Railroad, 
and apparently that’s the one I should have gotten off at.  I stayed on the bus too long, though, and I ended up going about half a mile 
south of where I should have. 
 
 I had to make my way back north, and that was easier said than done.  That’s because of all the umbrellas.  While the rain had 
mostly let up again, pretty much everyone in Flushing seemed to be out walking with an umbrella.  These were not just any umbrellas, 
but some of the biggest umbrellas I’ve ever seen.  I couldn’t begin to count all the elderly Chinese people who were shuffling along holding 
umbrellas that were wider than they were tall.  The men had golf umbrellas that would bump each other as they walked, and the women 
had big clear plastic bubble umbrellas like the things you see protecting Queen Elizabeth from the rain.  There were also teenagers of 
both sexes who were testing their acrobatic skills by walking in the rain with an umbrella in one hand and a cell phone in the other, 
oblivious to everyone else on the sidewalk.  Each time they’d try to text, their umbrellas would become weapons—smacking passersby 
without warning. 
 



 I decided it was prudent to use the restroom before another long subway ride, so I popped into an extremely busy McDonalds 
on Main Street in Flushing.  The place was fascinating because the customers were mainly Asian, the counter people were exclusively 
black, the kitchen staff was Hispanic, and the manager was an elderly white woman (Frieda) with far too much make-up.    I ordered an 
ice cream cone and then made my way up to the second floor of the restaurant.  A sign on the men’s room door said that I was supposed 
to have gotten a token when ordering.  None was given nor offered, and I really didn’t want to stand in line again to get one.  Fortunately 
a janitor (Pedro) saw me there, and he took a token out of his pocket to open the door for me.  When I finished I let a kid who was waiting 
outside in, and I think that chain continued with three or four people using the toilet on the same token. 
 
 I boarded the 7-train and rode it for its entire length.  This is actually one of the more interesting lines to ride, since most of the 
way the train travels on elevated tracks over Queens.  I far prefer looking out at neighborhoods than just seeing the walls of a tunnel. 
 
 I rode all the way to Hudson Yards, this time going up the escalator to the exit.  There I transferred to bus M-34-SBS.  This is 
one of the few buses that actually seems to have some sense to its numbering, since for most of its length it runs along 34 th Street in 
midtown Manhattan.  The bus moves slowly, though faster than it does in Flushing.  I took the bus over to Second Avenue, where I had 
to transfer to bus M-34-A-SBS to reach my destination.  That’s one of the things I hate about buses.  The routes always seem to have 
little suffixes that send them off in unusual directions, so it can be hard to tell which bus goes where. 
 
 I rode south past the famous Bellevue Hospital to 23rd Street and then east past the brown towers of Peter Stuyvesant Town, a 
huge residential complex that looks like public housing but rents market-rate apartments for many thousands of dollars a month. 

 
Sign at Waterside Plaza – New York 

 
View of Waterside Plaza in the rain 

from a bus at 23rd Street & FDR Drive 

 
 My ultimate destination was another housing development, a tower 
complex called Waterside Plaza that has a fascinating bit of history.  The land 
on which Waterside Plaza is built is completely artificial; it’s all landfill that 
was placed in the East River.  The rubble itself is interesting, though, since it 
all comes from Bristol, England.  During World War II American ships headed 
to England filled with supplies for the war-torn country.  The ships docked 
and unloaded at Bristol, which had been heavily bombed by the Germans.  It 
would have been unsafe for the ships to return to America empty, so they 
loaded rubble from the bombings to use as ballast in the ships.  The rubble 
was dumped in the East River when they got back to New York, and enough 
of it accumulated to become the land where Waterside Plaza is today.  
There’s apparently a walkway along the river with a historical marker that 
explains all this.  It was pouring again, though, and I didn’t feel like a need to 
find a sign that explained  
 
 At least on the outside Waterside Plaza looks nicer than Peter 
Stuyvesant Town.  It’s still just apartment towers, but Waterside has a bit of 
architectural design.  Prices at the two places are almost identical, though.  
These are rentals, not condo units, so you pay by the month.  Studio 
apartments go for $2,500 – $2,900 at Waterside, and you’ll pay $5,400 for a 
three-bedroom unit.  A two-bedroom slightly smaller than my place goes for 
$4,400 a month—or eleven times what I pay in Iowa.  I’m sure it’s a nice 
apartment, but it’s hard to imagine anything being worth that much. 
 
 There are two bus stops at Waterside Plaza, and basically all I did 
there was to walk from one stop to the other.   There was a canopy covering 
my whole walk, so I didn’t even get wet in the process.  I had to get a new 
select bus permit to leave, but with the unlimited Metrocard there was no 
additional cost.   
 
 The select buses have about a fifteen-minute layover at Waterside 
Plaza, so I ended up taking the exact same bus westbound that I’d come on 
eastbound.  One nice thing about being able to board at any door is that I 
didn’t have to embarrass myself by walking past the same driver again. 

 
 I rode back west to Penn Station.  On my way from the bus stop to 
the subway entrance I passed the New Yorker Hotel.  I recognized this from 
a biography of Nikola Tesla I’d read last year.  The great physicist lived at 
that hotel and nearly blew the place up with some of his experiments.  It was 
interesting to see the place. 
 
 I caught a C-train and went back south to 23rd Street.  I surfaced 
and walked east about a block to my next destination, the Big Booty Bread 
Company.  I’d come here pretty much exclusively because of the silly name, 
but it turned out to be a nice little place to eat.  The place is owned by a 
Colombian  immigrant couple,  and while they push things  like  gourmet cup- 

cakes and cookies, their real specialty is South American cuisine.  On the savory side they specialize in arepas, which are corn flatbreads 
somewhat similar to Mexican sopes.  I had a cheese-covered arepa, and it was excellent.  I also had a guava-filled “booty bun” (essentially  



 

a Danish), and that was tasty as well.  The place also markets clothing and souvenirs that say 
“I LOVE BIG BOOTY” in huge letters, with “Bread Company” in much smaller type below.  It 
might have been fun to get one of their T-shirts.  I was trying to keep things cheap, though, so I 
passed. 
 
 I walked over to Sixth Avenue and 23rd Street and made my way into the PATH train 
station there.  It was the start of rush hour now, and the train I caught to New Jersey was 
extremely crowded.  I came close to getting squashed, but I did make it over to Hoboken without 
a problem. 
 
 At Hoboken I transferred once again to the Hudson—Bergen Light Rail.  The 
destination of my train was Tonnelle Avenue.  Seeing that name, I’d figured it was pronounced 
in a vaguely French manner, something like tuh-NELL.  I have no clue how actual people 
pronounce  the place,  but the electronic  voice on the train said  something quite different.  The 

train said the destination was “TUH-nuh-lee”, which I imagined to be an adverb that meant in the manner of a tunnel.  I’d never have 
imagined pronouncing the word that way. 

 
 The reason I’d taken this train was to see one more place that’s 
vaguely associated with history.  The light rail runs north from Hoboken 
through the city of Weehawken, which was the site of the famous duel 
between Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton.  There’s some argument as to 
exactly where that duel took place, because the surrounding area has 
changed a lot since the early 1800s.  The duel either took place at the foot of 
a cliff or at the top of it.  There’s a park at the top of the cliff, and Weehawken 
has installed a plaque there about the duel.  Most people, though, believe it’s 
more likely that the duel took place at the bottom of the cliff, next to the 
Hudson River.  That land became a rail yard in the second half of the 19th 
Century, and the light rail line goes through there today.  It’s very likely the 
duel took place very near what is now Port Imperial station, so I snapped a 
picture there.  Either way the gunfight was in Weehawken, New Jersey.  It 
had to take place there, because dueling was outlawed in New York.  Given 
the popularity of the musical Hamilton, I’m sure I’m not the first to venture 
over to Weehawken in search of the dueling ground. 
 
 I  took the  train  to the underground  Bergenline station  and turned  

 
Port Imperial light rail station 

(essentially the Hamilton—Burr dueling ground) 
Weehawken, New Jersey 

around there after briefly checking out the area.  This is where my ancestor Diana Riker grew up, though as far as I know there’s nothing 
here today from the era when she lived here.  Today Union City and North Bergen are mostly Hispanic suburbs with old brick buildings 
in various levels of decay.  The area around Bergenline reminded me of Cicero, the suburb just west of Chicago that has some of the 
best Mexican food in the Midwest. 
 
 I made my way back to New York and took the subway back to the hotel.  I’d be leaving tomorrow, so it was time to pack things 
in my suitcase.  In the process of cleaning out the storage cupboard by the bed, I managed to knock my electric shaver on the floor.  It 
had never been a good razor, but now it was completely unusable. 
 
 There was little choice but to replace the shaver, so I took the subway up to Atlantic Avenue and made my way to the Target 
store there.  I found the shavers quickly and decided on one I wanted.  Like a lot of stores, though, this Target locked up its shavers. 
While I can’t imagine a $50 shaver would be a high theft item, they seem to think it merits extra security.  I went to the next aisle and 
found a girl in a red Target T-shirt who was just standing there drinking a soft drink.  I asked her if she could help me with a shaver, and 
she just said “someone will be there”.  I went back to the shaver aisle and waited … and waited … and waited.  After about ten minutes I 
found the same girl, who was now standing around chatting with another employee.  She again assured me that someone would be there 
to help, and I went back and waited by the shavers.  Five minutes later, still no one had come.  I went off in a different direction this time.  
I came upon a red phone that said customers could use it to call for assistance.  I picked up the receiver, but unfortunately got a dial tone, 
followed by a click and silence.  No one answered.  Eventually I found another employee (a middle aged woman) who asked if she could 
help me.  I explained I needed help with a shaver, and she said she’d check on it.  About ten minutes later yet another employee did 
appear in the shaver aisle, and she hesitantly asked if I needed help.  She was apparently the one and only person in the store with the 
magic key that would unlock the shaver case, and she had been on break for the past half hour. 
 
 The woman’s main job was working as a cashier in the jewelry department, and she could only check me out there.  As we 
walked clear across the store to jewelry.  During our long walk I suggested that perhaps while she was on break she could give her keys 
to someone else, so that they’d be available if customers need to be served.  She looked aghast that I’d that I’d even sugges t such a 
thing and grunted that store policy forbid it.  Once she had signed out keys, only she could touch them.  I suggested that she might point 
out to her manager that changing this policy might better serve customers.  That was impossible, she said.  Employees were not allowed 
to make suggestions about store policies. 
 
 I put the shaver on a credit card, and of course I had to sign my name to do so.  Like most department stores, Target had an 
electronic credit card station with a screen on it.  The pen attached to that station had been broken off, though, and I asked the girl how I 
was supposed to sign my name.  She looked at me like I was a moron and sighed, “with your finger”.  I made a scrawl on the screen, and 
the pressure made a mark on the screen that looked more like a straight line than my name.  She of course didn’t bother to check the 
signature on the card and couldn’t have cared less about what I wrote.  She was far from the only person who ignored the signature pad.  



Earlier in this trip I was in line at an ice cream place behind someone who paid by credit card.  They were asked to sign their name, and 
I clearly saw that all they did was make a smiley face on the pad.  The transaction went through with no problem.  It’s no surprise that 
there’s so much credit card fraud, when no one ever checks for the validity of the cards. 
 
 I encountered another beggar on my way back to the subway.  There are some beggars I feel sorry for, but this guy was definitely 
not one of them.  First he was smoking, and he had a half full bottle of beer beside him.  He also had a dog with him, and the sign he had 
scrawled said he wanted money for dogfood.  If he has enough money to drink and smoke, he should be able to eat—and it’s certainly 
not my business to take care of his dog. 
 
 Someone had littered a fabric shopping bag on the subway platform, and I picked it up.  The bag had the slogan “A tower grows 
in Brooklyn.”  This is obviously a take-off of the book and movie A Tree Grows in Brooklyn.  I watched that movie before making this trip, 

and I must confess that the tale of a girl growing up with an alcoholic father was one of the dullest films I’ve ever seen.    The bag was an 
ad for a luxury apartment tower in downtown Brooklyn called the Ashland.  It’s an ultra-posh place with prices to match.  Every size of 
apartment at the Ashland goes for about $1,000 more than its equivalent at Waterside Plaza.  Mind you, the Ashland does offer such 
amenities as an on-site yoga studio and a public room to store baby strollers.  Residents of the Ashland also get a 10% discount at a 
nearby organic grocery store.   
 
 I’ve pointed out examples of extremely pricey lodging in New York, but there are some more affordable alternatives.  The trick 
is to find neighborhoods that are distant and unpopular.  Most of Queens, for instance, has one-bedroom apartments for $1,000 or less, 
and you can buy a halfway decent home for $250,000.  There are also bargains to be had in the Bronx and on Staten Island.  Places that 
are close-in or trendy, though, tend to be very expensive. 
 
 Back at the hotel I took a few minutes to go to a website listed on my receipt and complete a survey from Target.  I’m sure they 
didn’t want to hear what I had to say, but my experience in Brooklyn certainly made me less likely to want to shop at any of their stores. 
 
 It was no surprised that in packing my stuff up I found the Metrocard I’d lost on Sunday.  It was in the pocket of the shorts I’d 
worn the previous day.  It was an expensive lesson that I need to be aware of putting things away when I go to bed. 
 

Tuesday, August 8, 2017 
New York City to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

“The Happy Journey to Trenton and Camden” 

 
Ruins of Smallpox Hospital 
Roosevelt Island, New York 

  
 I was up around 6:00 this morning and left about 
6:30 for one last New York sightseeing trip.  This time I 
took the R-train to Jay Street/MetroTech and transferred to 
the F-train, which I rode to Roosevelt Island.  I’d been to 
Roosevelt Island years ago when I took the quiz bowl team 
to New York, and it was interesting to go back there.  
Technically part of Manhattan, Roosevelt Island is a long 
narrow island in the middle of the East River between 
Manhattan and Queens.  In the past the island was mostly 
used for institutional purposes—multiple hospitals, a 
mental asylum, a prison, and later public housing.  The 
island has changed over time, and now much of the island 
is filled with residential developments similar to Waterside 
Plaza. 
 

 Today it seemed like everything on Roosevelt 
Island was under construction.  There were projects all 
over the island, and everything seemed to be blocked off 
with yellow tape.  I don’t’ know what they’re doing exactly, 
but they’re certainly working hard at it.   
 
 There’s a very nice walkway along the  riverfront,  

and   spent  some time hiking  along it.  It’s pleasant and uncrowded, and there are lovely views of the Manhattan skyline.  I also walked 
past the ruins of the old smallpox hospital that closed in 1956 after a century in service.  Today those ruins are on the National Register 
of Historic Places, and they do look both stately and a bit creepy. 
 
 The thing I was primarily hoping to see on Roosevelt Island was a new monument to FDR’s Four Freedoms in the island’s South 
Point Park.  Unfortunately the monument is open only during business hours, and it’s closed all together on Tuesdays.  The problem is 
it’s technically a private facility rather than a city park, so they can set the hours they choose.  I got a very distant view of the thing, but I’ll 
have to wait for another trip to see it up close. 
 
 I’d arrived at Roosevelt Island by bus, and you can also get there on city buses (though only by way of Queens).  By far the most 
picturesque means of public transport on the island, however, is the areal tramway.  Opened in 1976, the tramway looks like it should be 
a theme park attraction.  The big boxy cars can theoretically carry 110 passengers each.  I’d hate to be in one with that many people.  



There were about f50 in the car I took (about 15 seated and the rest standing), and that was more than crowded enough.  The cars are 
suspended  from cables, and a big  mechanical  crank pulls the cable to move the tram car over the  East River.   The tram connects the 

  
Roosevelt Island areal tramway 

center of Roosevelt Island with 60th Street and 2nd Avenue on the Upper East Side of Manhattan.  It takes less than five minutes to make 
the crossing, but the tram only runs every fifteen minutes.  While the tram is technically privately run, they use the same fare structure as 
the MTA and offer free transfers to subways and buses.  I enjoyed my ride on the areal tramway.  It provides a unique perspective on the  

city. 
 
 From the Manhattan terminal it was just a short 
walk to the subway.  I took the Q-train back to Atlantic 
Avenue and then the 2-train to Clark Street in the area 
called Brooklyn Heights.  Just west of downtown Brooklyn, 
Brooklyn Heights is near the eastern end of the Brooklyn 
Bridge.  It’s one of the oldest parts of the city, and it’s filled 
with beautifully renovated rowhouses that look a lot like 
those in Park Slope. 
 
 My primary destination here was one of 
Brooklyn’s historic churches.  This was another time I tried 
to use Google Maps to help me find a place and another 
time that feature backfired.  When I asked for the location 
of “Plymouth Church” the result that came back was an 
exclusively residential area next to a freeway.  My common 
sense  told me that  couldn’t  possibly be right.  I did some  

 
Plymouth Church of the Pilgrims 

Brooklyn, New York 

 
Location of Plymouth Church  

vs. where Google Maps thinks it is 



more searching and found the church’s address (57  Orange Street), and a location about four blocks away showed up.  Why they have 
they have the wrong location listed under the church’s name, I have no clue. 
 
 Plymouth Church of the Pilgrims was founded in 1849 by Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, the brother of Harriet Beecher Stowe.  
Beecher was one of the strongest abolitionist voices before the Civil War, and Plymouth Church was a major terminal on the Underground 
Railroad.  Their courtyard features a statue of Abraham Lincoln, who worshipped and was invited by the congregation to give an anti-
slavery speech.   
 
 The church retains a strong social justice focus today.  They run a network of soup kitchens all over Brooklyn including one just 
a block away from the hotel where I was staying.  The have also campaigned for just wages, affordable housing, and a more open 
immigration policy. 
 
 Plymouth Church has a lovely courtyard with displays on their history.  I made the rounds of the exhibits and then headed back 
toward Clark Street station.  I paused on the way at a nice little restaurant called the Plymouth Café, which I’m pretty sure has no 
relationship with the church.   I had a quick bite of breakfast and then went down to the subway. 
 
 I had some entertainment in my subway car on the way back to Atlantic Avenue, though I don’t know that it’s the type I’d normally 
choose.  An old man had a karaoke machine with him and was singing opera in German.  He didn’t sing all that badly, but it’s neither the 
style nor language I’d prefer. 
 
 I got back to the hotel and gathered my suitcase.  I’d worked hard to get all my stuff to fit in one bag.  Fortunately I’d bought 
almost nothing on this trip, so it did all fit fairly easily.  It’s much easier to handle a single bag on public transportation than to try to manage 
more than one. 
 
 I made sure to request a copy of the folio when I checked out of the hotel.  Fortunately everything was in order.  It showed the 
charge that had been made to my credit card back in winter, and there was no additional balance due.  I still wonder what went wrong 
with their records that caused them to bill things when they did. 
 
 I made my way back to the subway and again purposely took a local train with my luggage.  I took the R-train to Cortlandt Street, 
which is right next to the World Trade Center.  I exited there and walked over to the Oculus, where I caught a PATH train to Newark.  
Newark is a much easier station to deal with than New York’s Penn Station, and as a bonus the fares are cheaper from there.  Even after 
accounting for the PATH fare, I saved about $3 by traveling by way of Newark. 
 
 I had about half an hour before my train would leave Newark, and I spent some of that at Zaro, an elegant bakery that happens 
to have a location in the station.  They had a sign advertising free coffee with the purchase of any pastry.  When I attempted to make 
good on that, the clerk pointed out that there was an asterisk that limited that offer to commuting hours.  She said that just this once she’d 
give me that offer, too.  Given that the almond croissant I ordered cost $3.80, it’s not like they were losing any money on the deal.  I think 
she was trying to get me to put something in the tip jar, but her huffy attitude didn’t persuade me. 
 
 The next leg of my journey would take me from Newark to Trenton on the Northeast Corridor.  Had I taken Amtrak on this leg, 
I’d have paid a minimum of $59 (about a dollar a mile), a ridiculous amount given that I could book a coach fare all the way to Chicago 
for about double that.  The same trip on New Jersey Transit takes about fifteen minutes more, but it costs just $12.50. 
 
 The trains NJ Transit uses on the Northeast Corridor are kind of weird.  They look similar to the double-decker commuter trains 
that many cities use on commuter trains.  They actually have seats on three different levels, though.  In addition to upstairs and downstairs 
seating, in the middle of every car (by the entry doors) there are seats at the same level as the train platforms that are designed for 
handicapped passengers.  I sat there with my suitcase, which was much easier than going up or down seats.  I had a view of pretty much 
nothing, but for just a little over an hour it really didn’t matter if the trip was boring. 
 
 It got to Trenton right around noon.  The New Jersey legislature obviously pumped a ton of money into their state capital’s train 
station.  It’s small, but it has every amenity you could possibly want.  I used a spotless restroom, bought the local papers at a newsstand, 
and got a smoothie at a Dunkin’ Donuts.  I pondered that if I come out east again, I just might buy an Amtrak ticket to Trenton and take 
commuter trains from there.  The station is clean and well organized, and it seems much calmer than the big city stations nearby. 
 
 The big headline in the papers, by the way, was that New Jersey was now officially the Garden State.  They’ve actually been 
using that nickname for a century and a half, and it’s been on the state license plates for more than fifty years.  Just yesterday, though, 
Governor Christie signed a law that designated “Garden State” as New Jersey’s official nickname.  I was glad there wasn’t more important 
news to worry about. 
 
 Few things could be more different than the feeling inside and outside of Trenton Transit Center.  I walked out to the street for 
the next leg of my journey, and it was almost literally like walking into another world.  Apparently parts of Trenton are wealthy and nice, 
but those areas are nowhere near the train station.  As I walked across the street to a light rail platform I had to dodge four very aggressive 
beggars.  The other people on the platform dressed in rags, and they spoke some of the most vulgar language I’ve heard in a long time.  
I did my best to ignore it all and chalked it up as a “colorful experience”. 
 
 I could have easily avoided this experience if I’d wanted to.  There are many options to get between Trenton and Philadelphia .  
In addition to Amtrak, SEPTA (Philly’s public transit agency) runs commuter trains about every two hours.  Normally the fare for that train 
would be $16, but with a pass I’d already bought I would have just had to pay a $5 supplement for crossing the state line.  There are also 



frequent buses, which cost anywhere from $10 (for a glorified city bus) to $30 (for Greyhound).  I’d chosen a far cheaper option than any 
of those, though I’d picked it not because it was cheap, but rather because it was different from any public transit I’d ridden before. 
 
 For the next leg of my journey I’d be taking a train called the River Line.  This is considered light rail, but it’s actually a single-
car diesel unit that runs on what are mostly freight tracks.  The vehicle is pretty much the same as what I’d taken a few years back in 
Austin, but the route is very different.  I remember hearing my mother talking about taking the interurban back when she was a girl, and 
that’s probably the closest analogy to what the River Line is.  It runs mostly through rural areas along the east side of the Delaware River.  
It connects Trenton in the north to Camden in the south, stopping in a number of smaller towns along the way.  The route is 34 miles 
long, and it takes just less than an hour and costs $1.60 to travel from end to end. 
 
 You may have noticed that in the heading for today’s write-up I put a subtitle:  “The Happy Journey to Trenton and Camden”.  
You may not know that is the title of a fairly well-known one-act play by Thornton Wilder, who is much better known for Our Town.  We 
did Happy Journey as a readers’ theatre at Garrigan years ago, and I’ve seen it done by college performers on stage.  Wilder’s play 
describes a car trip from Newark to southern New Jersey that would parallel almost exactly the route I followed by train.  I’d actually 
thought of including Wilder’s title in this travelogue ever since I’d decided I’d be taking the River Line.  Before the trip I figured the reference 
would be sarcastic.  After all, the train connects a poor black city and a poor Hispanic city via a rather apocalyptic post-industrial landscape.  
If you google the River Line, a lot of the results that come up involve drugs.  A lot of suburban New Jerseyites are addicted to opioids.  
Many of them take the River Line into Camden and Trenton, hoping to score heroin, which is far cheaper than prescription painkillers. 
 
 Looking back on the actual trip, though, it really could be described as a happy journey—without any sarcasm at all.  The 
obnoxious people waiting on the platform in Trenton were gone after the first two stops.  (I suspect most of them didn’t bother buying 
tickets, either.)  The first stop serves the Mercer County Jail, and a shopping center and major sports complex are by the second stop.  
Beyond there the stations were suburban, and the area between them was rural.  There are some absolutely gorgeous views of the river 
and some very stately old homes in the small towns.  There is some abandoned industry along the way, but most of it is well shielded by 
forest.  Once the jail visitors left, the passengers on the train were not particularly memorable.  What did stand out was that pretty much 
everyone in Trenton was black, the suburban areas were a wide mix of races, and the riders in Camden were mostly Mexican.  The ride 
overall was perfectly pleasant, and I wouldn’t hesitate to do it again. 
 

 I left the River Line in downtown Camden, about 
three stops from the south end of the line.  NJ Transit calls 
this station the Walter Rand Transportation Center, 
apparently in honor of a politician who pushed for the train.  
The “transportation center” is place you transfer to PATCO 
(the Port Authority Transportation Company) subway to 
Philadelphia.  PATCO calls the station Broadway, though 
they’ve added little stickers that say “Walter Rand” at the 
bottom of their signs.  It’s literally just a few steps to 
transfer from the River Line to PATCO, and I only had to 
make my way past one panhandler this time. 
 
 The PATCO fare from downtown Camden to 
Philadelphia is $1.40.  That means, adding up all the fares 
I pad, it cost me $18.25 to get from New York City to 
Philadelphia.  That’s a fairly common trip for business 
travelers, many of whom will pay around $150 for the Acela 
($275 first class) or more than $400 to fly.  I had fun on this 
trip, and I certainly had no problem spending less than 
twenty bucks on transportation. 

 
River Line at the Walter Rand Transportation Center 

Camden, New Jersey 

 
 PATCO uses old, old, old subway cars.  They were apparently built in 1968, but they look even older.  The Wikipedia article on 
PATCO describes them as “retro”, and that’s probably being polite.   The interior walls have that institutional green porcelain that was 
everywhere in the ‘50s, and the seats are padded and upholstered in a combination of dark green corduroy and light green vinyl that 
looks like it belongs on an old Buick.  Then there’s the “doors closing” signal, which is a bell that sounds like it’s the end of the day at 
school.  PATCO probably won’t win any style awards, but it did the job.  The trip to 11th & Locust in Philadelphia was quick and uneventful. 
 
 I walked about two blocks from the subway to my hotel, the Rodeway Inn—Center City, which is at the south end of downtown 
Philadelphia.  My room was not yet ready, but a very pleasant desk clerk processed the paperwork to check in and then let me store my 
luggage until I returned.  I left my bag and then set out exploring. 
 
 I first walked up to Reading Terminal Market, where I intended to have a late lunch.  I’d read about a small chain called Meltkraft 
that does gourmet grilled cheese sandwiches.  They have a location at the market, and I thought I might check out the place.  I saw 
dozens of other places to eat, but I never did find Meltkraft.  Nothing else sounded particularly good, so I went on my way. 
 
 Reading Terminal Market is right next to SEPTA’s Jefferson commuter train station.  (The station used to be called Market East, 
and the new name refers to a hospital that paid for sponsorship rather than our third President.)  I stopped briefly at customer service to 
make sure that the SEPTA pass I had was good.  I’d bought it online a couple months ago, and in the meantime they’d increased fares.  
The same pass now costs a dollar more, and I wanted to make sure the one I’d bought would still work.  The agent assured me it would, 
which was definitely a good thing. 
 



 The pass I had was called SEPTA’s Freedom Ticket.  Now $13 (and I just paid $12), it allows unlimited access to the entire 
SEPTA network.  That means I could ride SEPTA subway and ‘L’ trains (though not PATCO, which is a separate company), SEPTA 
trollies, and SEPTA buses.  Lots of cities have a pass that does that.  What makes Philadelphia different, though, is that SEPTA’s Freedom 
Ticket also allows unlimited rides on the commuter trains (except that you pay $5 extra if you cross the state line into New Jersey).  A 
single commuter rail ride costs anywhere from $5.25 to $8.00, so it doesn’t take long to add up to thirteen bucks.   
 
 I had a lunch of sorts at Jefferson station.  I happened to see a pretzel stand, so I bought one of the big soft pretzels for which 
the city is famous.  I can’t say I really cared a lot for it, but it did fill my stomach. 
 
 To board commuter trains in downtown Philadelphia, you first have to present your ticket to a guard at the entrance to the 
platform.  The guard seemed surprised that in the afternoon my pass had not yet been validated, but he was happy to punch it with 
today’s date.  I went down to the platform and boarded a Paoli—Thorndale train.  We headed underground to two other downtown stations.  
Once we passed 30th Street (the station that Amtrak serves) we made our way to ground level.  Then a conductor came around to check 
everyone’s ticket.  The guard just cared that we had some ticket, while the conductor was concerned about where everyone was going.  
With my pass that didn’t matter, and after looking at it he just moved on. 
 

 
David Burrow at St. David’s station 

Wayne, Pennsylvania 

 The train headed northwest over the same Main Line tracks I’d 
come in on a few days ago.  In honor of my name, I chose to get off at St. 
David’s station, which happens to be about halfway up the Main Line in the 
town of Wayne.  St. David’s station is named after St. David’s Road, which is 
in turn named after St. David’s Episcopal Church a few miles west of here.  
Much of the area northwest of Philadelphia was settled by Welsh people, so 
it’s not really a surprise that the patron of Wales left his mark. 

 
 Quite a few other people also exited at St. David’s.  Most went to a 
park-and-ride lot adjacent to the station, and a few made their way to some 
nearby apartment buildings.  I walked quite a bit further than everyone else, 
getting a grand tour of suburban Philly in the process.  I’d scoped things out 
ahead of time and knew where I was going, but I ended up walking about two 
miles on a very hot afternoon.  I passed apartments and mansion-like homes, 
shopping centers, office parks, and the local high school.  Eventually I made 
it to King of Prussia Road and Radnor station on the Norristown High Speed 
Line. 

 
 Before this trip about the only thing I knew about Radnor was that it 
was the headquarters of TV Guide.  I don’t know that I know much more 
about the place now.  Radnor station is in the middle of an office park that 
could be suburban anywhere.  There’s little about it with any local feel at all. 

 
 If it hadn’t been built half a century ago, the Norristown High Speed Line would be called a suburban light rail line.  They don’t 
call it that because it’s much older than anything with the name light rail (dating back to 1907) and because it gets its power from an 
electrified third rail like a subway rather than through overhead trolley wires.  Single cars run up and down a line that roughly parallels the 
Main Line.  Most of my fellow riders were people of color, and I got the feeling they live in the city and work at service jobs in the northwest 
suburbs. 
 
 The NHSL runs a very complex schedule of express and local trains.  About every half hour they run both kinds of train from 
each end of the line, but by the time they reach the opposite end the express is about ten minutes ahead of the local.  Even on the locals, 
though, you have to signal like you would on a bus, or the vehicle won’t stop at intermediate stations.  To me that seems to defeat a lot 
of the advantage trains have over buses, but of course they didn’t ask me for advice in running their system. 
 
 I rode to the south end of the line, which is the 69th Street Transit Center in the inner suburb of Upper Darby.  Sixty-ninth street 
is also a terminal on the subway, on several trolley routes, and on most of the city and suburban buses that serve the western part of 
Philadelphia.  It looks a lot like Jefferson Park station in Chicago.  I made my way out to the busway and caught city bus #65, a route that  

 
Typical rowhouses – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

mostly runs along the northwest edge of the city.  As far as 
I know I’d never been to this particular area before, though 
it looked quite familiar.  Residential Philadelphia has a very 
distinctive look.  It’s almost all made up of boxy two-story 
brick rowhouses.  They look completely different than the 
brownstones in New York, even though they’re essentially 
the same thing.  There are good and bad neighborhoods 
all over the city, and the level of repair of the rowhouses 
tends to reflect the income level.  The prices are all over 
the place, though it’s much cheaper overall than New York.  
You can buy a fixer-upper in a questionable area for under 
$50,000, and you could pay about $400,000 for a 
completely renovated rowhouse in a trendy neighborhood.  
In northwest Philly they go for around $150,000, and they 
have a rather middle class look about them. 



 I was on the bus for about fifteen minutes and pulled the cord to exit when I was in front of St. Joseph University.  I walked a 
couple long blocks east of there to the place I actually intended to get off, 54th Street.  My next stop was a chance to have an early dinner.  
I walked into Larry’s Steaks, one of dozens of family-owned restaurants that specialize in the famous Philly cheesesteak.  I ordered a 
steak with provolone cheese, onions, and peppers—which is more or less the traditional mix.  I waited almost fifteen minutes for my food 
and eventually got an enormous sandwich that I couldn’t finish.  It also really wasn’t that good.  I’ve had good cheesesteaks on multiple 
occasions (oddly the best one I had was not in Philly, but from the food court at Merchandise Mart in Chicago).  The meat on Larry’s 
steak was dry and tasteless, the bread was soft and spongy, and they seemed really skimpy with the cheese.  I’d read good reviews of 
this place online, but I don’t know that I’d head back there. 

 
 This part of Philadelphia is definitely not on the tourist radar.  It’s 
about as far from Independence Hall as you can get and no easy task to 
get to.  I was here in search of another of the ancestors Margaret had 
come across, and one that opened up the longest branch in the family 
tree—going back to William the Conqueror.  Dr. Thomas Wynne was 
born into a prominent family in Wales.  He married a Quaker woman, 
which is how he came to know William Penn.  He became Penn’s 
personal physician and came to the New World with him.  He first lived 
along the Delaware River, but then Penn granted him land in what would 
become known as the Welsh Tract, a swath that also includes the area 
around St. David’s. 
 
 You may notice that Wynne is an alternate spelling of Winn, a 
name that came up in the line I traced from Jesse DeForest earlier.  
Thomas Wynne is an ancestor of Nancy Winn, though oddly that 
ancestry is on her mother’s side.  The line goes Thomas Wynne  Mary 
Wynne  Evans Jones  Mary Jones  James Phoenix  Lana 
Phoenix  Nancy Winn  Reuben Burrow  William Burrow  Leo 
Burrow  George Burrow  me. 

 
Wynnestay, from a 2008 article in Philadelphia magazine 

 In his later years Wynne built a large home on the land Penn 
had given him.  The estate was called Wynnestay, and today it is the 
oldest surviving home in Philadelphia.  The place dates to 1689, and it’s 
located just a few blocks south and east of St. Joseph University and 
Larry’s Steaks in a very suburban neighborhood of big homes on large 
lots. 
 
 I’ve included a picture of Wynnestay that I found doing an image 
search on Google.  While I did get there, I certainly can’t vouch that the 
place looks like it does in the picture.  As with the Riker house in New 
York, you’ll notice this picture was taken in fall when the trees were bare.    
In summer the place was almost completely overgrown.  I could barely 
see that there was a house there.  There’s also a very tall fence that 
keeps people from just casually observing the place.  They apparently 
do occasional tours of the place, but all I saw on this trip was the roofline. 

 
Wynnefield neighborhood sign 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

 
Cover of a book on Thomas Wynne 

 
 The surrounding neighborhood of Wynnefield is named after Dr. Wynne.  Today this is a very wealthy area, with single family 
homes that mostly date to the ‘50s and ‘60s.  It reminded me of the Westwood area of Mt. Pleasant, the nicest part of the town where I 
grew up.  Wynnefield is very different from Westwood, though, in that the Philadelphia neighborhood happens to be almost entirely black.  
Aside from Wynnestay and some street names, there’s certainly no trace of the Welsh heritage of the area. 
 



 Just a couple blocks southeast of Wynnestay is SEPTA’s Wynnefield Avenue train station.  Wynnefield is on the Cynwyd Line.  
The name is pronounced KIN-wood, and the town it’s named after takes its name from a village in Wales.  The Cynwyd line is SEPTA’s 
shortest and least used regional rail line, serving just three stations outside of downtown.   
 
 I lucked out and arrived at Wynnfield station just a couple minutes before a train pulled in.  Service is infrequent on this line, and 
even at rush hour there can be a forty-five minute wait.  I boarded a nearly empty inbound train, and about fifteen minutes later I got off 
at 30th Street station.  I then transferred to the subway and rode east eight stops, getting off at Girard station. 
 
 The area around Girard station (the Fishtown neighborhood) is rapidly gentrifying, and it’s filled with the type of businesses that 
wealthy young people would patronize.  I was here to check out one of those businesses, a trendy ice cream shop called Wecker ly’s.  
You can get cones and dishes at Weckerly’s, but their specialty is ice cream sandwiches.  Some of them are traditional (vanilla ice cream 
and chocolate chip cookies), while others are most unusual.  I had their sandwich of the day, which was sugar cookies filled with lemon 
verbena ice cream and a ribbon of raspberry swirl.  It was flavorful and refreshing, a really delightful dessert. 
 
 I’d intended to include yet another mode of transportation by taking a trolley for the next leg of my journey.  For some reason 
the trolley wasn’t running, though, so I ended up on yet another replacement bus.  I rode that bus west to Broad Street, where there is 
another subway station also named Girard.  I took the Broad street line south to Walnut, and once again made my way past a line of 
beggars to get to my hotel. 
 
 Since I’d already done the paperwork, check-in took almost no time.  I got my key and made my way up to Room 307.  This was 
a point redemption stay, and I could have selected any room in the hotel if I’d wanted.  I actually chose their cheapest room type, mostly 
because it was unique.  The Rodeway Inn—Center City is the only place I know of in America that offers rooms that have detached 
bathrooms.  The bathroom isn’t shared (like you’d find in some European hotels), but it’s in a separate room that in my case was across 
the hall from the main room.  This building had been converted for use as a hotel, and I assume here were some awkward spaces for 
which splitting up the room was the easiest solution.  While I couldn’t just go parading around in my underwear, there really wasn’t 
anything wrong with the set-up.   
 
 I’d stayed at a Rodeway Inn once before in my life, at a location on Northeast 14 th Street in Des Moines.  The Des Moines 
Rodeway is no longer an option when searching on Choice Hotels, and that’s probably a good thing.  That hotel was filthy, noisy, and 
unpleasant in just about every possible way.  After my stay there, I’d purposely avoided Rodeway Inns for years, and I wasn’t  really 
expecting much from their Philadelphia location. 
 
 The Philadelphia Rodeway is certainly not a luxury hotel, but I’d definitely stay there again.  The room was much more spacious 
than what I’d had in Brooklyn, with a large desk and two end tables in addition to a double bed.  The room itself was adequately clean, 
and the bathroom was spotless.  Their wi-fi kept cutting in and out, but I’ve had that problem at many hotels.  The only other problem was 
that the TV remote control didn’t work.  The desk clerk had to come up and re-program it, and even then I had to point it right at the 
receiving target on the TV to get it to register. 
 
 Just as in Brooklyn, there were no vending machines in this hotel.  There was however a Wawa convenience store a couple 
blocks away, so I went there and picked up some drinks.  I’m not sure what urban hotels have against vending machines. I’d think they’d 
want to make a profit off snacks and soft drinks.  I’d far prefer just going down to the lobby to making my way past all the panhandlers to 
a convenience store, and a vending machine would also be a way to get rid of some of my change. There was no vending on site, though, 
so I had to go out. 
 
 I spent much of the evening watching a documentary on Hurricane Katrina.  It’s sad that among today’s news stories was severe 
flooding in New Orleans that was largely due to pumps that had not been fixed since that storm.  Infrastructure is a real problem throughout 
our country.  We’re forever patching things, but no one wants to spend the money to do things right. 
 
 I also watched the evening news on TV.  The big story was about a businesswoman who was threatening to file suit against an 
IHOP restaurant.  The woman had treated an indigent person to a pancake breakfast, and when the bill came, her dining companion was 
identified as “HOMELESS”.  While the person she was treating didn’t seem to care much, the woman found that offensive.  I’ve read a 
number of articles about people who have found various slurs on restaurant checks; indeed “homeless” is one of the tamest among them.  
This invariably appears in a name field, and it happens often enough that I’d think restaurants would remove that field from the systems 
the waiters use to enter orders.  Customers could be easily identified as “Table 5, Seat 2”, and no one is going to raise a stink about that.  
I even wonder about fast food places that ask for customers’ names.  I’ve heard people (among them some of my students) give fake 
and sometimes vulgar-sounding names at fast food counters, and I’ve also seen people complain because their names were misspelled 
on receipts.  They could easily solve those problems by just calling out receipt numbers. 
 
 Before long I called it a night.  I’d read reviews where people complained about the beds at this hotel, but I found mine quite 
comfortable.  I got to sleep quickly and had a good night’s sleep. 
 

Wednesday, August 9 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to the Appalachian 

Mountains in West Virginia and Kentucky 
 

I’d set the alarm feature on my phone each day on this trip, but this morning was first time it actually went off before I was already 
up.  The alarm sounded at 6:15, and I quickly showered, shaved, and brushed my teeth.  Rodeway Inn doesn’t serve breakfast, so I was  



 
30th Street Station – Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

checked out and on my way at 6:45. 
 
 The beggars were already out in full force, and I 
made my way past them to the subway station at 13th and 
Market streets.  My pass was now expired, so I had to buy 
a single-ride ticket ($2.50).  That was a bit of a challenge.  
SEPTA’s vending machines use touch screens, but the 
sensitivity isn’t good.  There was a long series of choices, 
and I had to press long and hard each time in order to get 
the machine to recognize what I wanted. 

 
 I rode just a couple stops west to 30th Street and 
made my way up to the beautiful old train station.  30th 
Street Station was built in 1933, and its design is 
assertively art deco, It’s Amtrak’s third busiest station (after 
New York and Washington), and it provides a bit of a feel 
of the grand old days of railroads. 
 

 I’d gotten my ticket months ago as an Amtrak Guest Rewards redemption.  Normally when you buy Amtrak tickets these days 
they send to your phone as a QR code that the conductor can scan.  I’d gotten a confirmation by e-mail, but I’d not gotten anything about 
this trip on my phone.  Just to be on the safe side I stopped by the ticket counter as soon as I got to the station.  It turns out they don’t do 
point redemptions through the phone app, though the document I was e-mailed when I ordered the ticket would have sufficed.  Since I’d 
bothered going to the counter, though, the clerk printed out an old-fashioned tagboard ticket, which she stapled to a document envelope 
like the ones you used to get with airplane tickets. 
 

I had about half an hour to kill before they’d be boarding my train, so I had breakfast at a Dunkin’ Donuts in the station.  While I 
did actually order a doughnut (a Boston crème), my main meal was ham, egg, and cheese on a croissant.  I also had coffee, of course, 
and that got me ready for the day. 

 
I spent most of my wait on an old wooden bench in the station’s main hall.  I happened to be next to a pretzel stand, and I was 

interested to notice that their prices were significantly higher than what I’d seen at Jefferson station yesterday.  I paid three dollars for my 
pretzel, and the equivalent here would have been $4.95.  The prices at Dunkin’ Donuts seemed pretty standard, so I’m not sure why they 
were jacking up the cost of pretzels. 
 

The train I was boarding was the Cardinal, a train Margaret and I had taken twice in the past.  That train actually originates in 
New York, but there are several reasons I’d chosen to board it in Philadelphia.  First, the train leaves New York at 6:45am, which would 
mean I’d have had to leave my hotel in the five o’clock hour to get there on time.  The Cardinal leaves Philly at 8:15, a much more 
reasonable hour.  Second, Penn Station in New York is a madhouse.  It’s easier to board a train almost anywhere else.  Finally, the 
number of Guest Rewards points required was slightly less from Philadelphia—enough less that I could also get a free ride in business 
class from Chicago to Princeton. 

 
They board Amtrak trains very efficiently in Philadelphia, much more so than at other busy stations.  The platforms are divided 

into lettered sections.  Guards at the top of the steps check each passenger’s ticket and say exactly where to go to wait for the train.  The 
guard for Platform 5 told me to wait between posts F and G, which put me right by the door of the business class car when it pulled into 
the station.  Sleeping car and coach passengers to various destinations were given similarly specific places to wait.  Since everyone was 
where they needed to be, the train only need to stop a couple of minutes before heading out again.  They’d do well to replicate that 
boarding method elsewhere. 

 
Only two other business class passengers boarded at Philly, and there were about a dozen already in the car from points further 

north.  They were using the same type of car I’d had on the Pennsylvanian, so far more seats were empty than full.  I intentionally chose 
two seats in the very back row.  While that put me next to the restroom, it meant I could recline my seat as much as I wished without 
disturbing anyone else.  No one joined me in the other seat, and I don’t’ think the car was more than half full all the way to Chicago.  They 
made frequent announcements that implied the coach seats were sold out, and it was nice not to have to worry about the crowd. 

 
The first stop beyond Philadelphia is Wilmington, Delaware, which has to be one of the dumpiest cities in America.  I e-mailed 

my brother Steve while we were stopped there and told him I was in “the Waterloo of the East Coast”.  Those from Iowa know Waterloo’s 
reputation as a dirty, crime-ridden city, and that was certainly the way Wilmington came across.  I’m sure there are nice areas in 
Wilmington (as there are in Waterloo), but they’re nowhere near the train tracks. 

 
SEPTA trains serve Wilmington, and they have commuter buses that serve destinations in Maryland and New Jersey.  What I 

mostly saw from the train, though, were local buses marked DART.  I pondered while looking at them just how many cities use “DART” 
as the name of their transit system.  I first encountered that name in Dallas, and not long ago Des Moines renamed its bus system DART.   
I’ve seen the same name used in half a dozen other places, many of which have no association with the letter “D” (which I assume in 
Wilmington stands for “Delaware”).  With the possible exception of MTA, it’s got to be the most common name around for transit systems. 

 
A couple more people boarded in business class in Wilmington.  One was an aloof, well-dressed gentleman with a very haughty 

air about him.  He was headed to Washington, and I wondered why he’d chosen to book a long-distance train (which is much more likely 
to run late) rather than the Acela or the Northeast regional service. 

 



 
There was a tiny bit of rural space in western Delaware and eastern Maryland, and then the development started again.  An 

almost endless chain of condos and McMansions cut through the woods east of Baltimore.  I have no idea what these places cost, but I 
can’t imagine that right next to a high-speed rail corridor is the most desirable place to build a house. 

 
There was a lot of traffic through the business class car all day long.  The car was located in front of the sleepers and behind 

the lounge and diner (one car on the Cardinal).  That meant all the sleeping car passengers had to go through our car to get to their 
meals.  It was also the last car that coach passengers were allowed to access, so people who stretched their legs by walking the train 
had to turn around in our car and walk back to the front.  I actually rather liked the traffic, because people watching made the time pass 
more quickly. 

 
There was track work east of Baltimore and again in the D.C. suburbs.  Some of this was really quite nasty.  We crawled through, 

with the train leaning to a severe angle that made me wonder if we weren’t going to tip over.  We did make it through, of course, though 
we arrived in Washington forty-one minutes late. 

 
I used the toilet as we were leaving Alexandria, and I was amazed at what bad shape it was in for no longer than this train had 

been in service.  It’s remarkable just what slobs some people can be.  I spent a bit of time picking up paper towels that had been littered 
on the floor and mopping up what I hope was water that had splashed from the sink.  The place looked much better when I finished, but 
it was nasty again the next time I needed to use the restroom. 

 
Part of the problem is that the business class toilet doesn’t just get used by passengers in that car.  A lot of the sleeping car 

passengers also use that restroom.  On single-level trains like the Cardinal they don’t have communal toilets in the sleepers.  Each 
roomette has its own facilities, and you’re supposed to do your duty there.  A toilet next to your bed might be a good idea i f nature calls 
in the middle of the night, but few people want to be right next to the thing in the daytime.  A lot of those sleeping car passengers were 
children, and they’re probably who made the mess in our restroom. 

 
I looked at the lunch options, but they all seemed severely overpriced.  Lunch is always the worst meal in Amtrak diners, where 

$14 would have bought me a salad or a personal pizza.  In the lounge they were offering ham sandwiches for $10 each, which was also 
more than I wanted to pay.  So I passed on a real lunch and just snacked on some candy that was left from what I’d bought in Chicago. 
 

Business class was still about half full when we left the D.C. area, but I think I may have been the only person in the car who got 
on north of Baltimore.  They obviously turn over most of these seats fairly frequently and don’t expect people to ride in the car all the way 
from the East Coast to Chicago.  That’s interesting, because the business class supplement (whether in cash or points) isn’t much different 
whether you travel a short distance or a long one. 

 
I spent much of the day working at my computer.  I did the calendar for the school website, responded to a couple of e-mails, 

and wrote out the first part of this travelogue.  I also went to the TripAdvisor website and wrote reviews of the hotels and restaurants I’d 
been to on this trip.  The Cardinal has free wi-fi now, as do all of Amtrak’s Eastern trains.  The wi-fi is run via cell networks, so there can 
still be some connectivity problems in the mountains.  It’s a huge improvement from what they had a few years ago, though. 

 
We were about an hour late at Manassas and Culpepper, and slightly more than that at Charlottesville.  Central Virginia is mostly 

rolling hills, with a mix of farmland and forest.  It looks a lot like eastern Iowa. 
 
We made a long stop at Charlottesville and then waited even longer past there.  Normally the reason for delays on Amtrak is 

interference with freight trains.  This time, though, we parked on a siding waiting for the eastbound Cardinal.  That train would have been 
close to on time, and I suppose it makes sense to give it the right of way to keep it on schedule.  We ended up waiting a full half hour 
before the eastbound Cardinal passed, though, which made me wonder just how long this single-track section was. 

 
Before long we were in the real mountains.  If I wanted to I could say I was looking for more ancestors on this train journey, since 

many on the Miller side of the family lived in the Appalachian region before they came to Iowa.  The trip I really associate with my mother’s 
side of the family was the first train trip I made, though, when I went out to Plymouth, Massachusetts.   
 

As we entered West Virginia the tracks got extremely rough.  I 
remembered that from the last trip Margaret and I made out east.  I saw a 
woman carrying a cup of coffee from the lounge to a sleeper, and I think she 
ended up spilling about half of it along the way.   
 
 I went to the lounge myself and got a free can of ginger ale.  I also 
bought a cheese and cracker tray , which would be my dinner for tonight.  I 
really like Amtrak’s cheese tray.  The price is now $5.50, but you get five 
different kinds of cheese and five individual packages of snack crackers.  It’s 
a nice variety, and not severely overpriced. 
 
 There are many places in America that are beautiful, but it’s hard to 
think of anywhere more striking than the mountains of West Virginia.  I’ve 
been through here on the Cardinal in both winter and summer, and it seems 
to be gorgeous year-round.  If the train is still operating after I retire, I’d love 
to see West Virginia in fall.  I’d imagine all the trees must be breathtaking as 
their  leaves change color.  The  strains  of John  Denver’s  “Country Roads” 

 
New River valley – West Virginia 



went through my head as we made our way west through the Mountain State.  West Virginia is certainly not my home, and politically it’s 
about as far from my beliefs as could be.  It really is a place of spectacular beauty, though. 
 
 Evening turned to night as we made our way across West Virginia, It was pushing 10:30 by the time we got to Charleston, about 
two hours behind schedule.  I declared it night there, so I took off my glasses and put away my computer.  I reclined the seat to its 
maximum extent and placed my jacket against the window like a pillow.  I was still awake when we got to Huntington (just east of the 
Kentucky/West Virginia border), but I was fairly groggy. 
 

Thursday, August 10 
The Appalachian Mountains to Chicago, Illinois 
 
 I’d hoped business class would provide for a more restful night than coach.  I can’t say I slept well, but it wasn’t a bad night’s 
sleep.  It got more than a little chilly during the night, and I was aware each time someone used the bathroom.  I wasn’t aware of all the 
stops, though.  In particular, the train went through Cincinnati in the wee hours, but you couldn’t prove that by me. 
 
 We reached Connellsville, Indiana around 6am, still about two hours behind schedule.  It was still quite dark out, since Indiana 
is at the far west edge of the Eastern Time Zone, but I decided it was an appropriate time for the day to begin. 
 
 Freight trains caused more delays before we reached Indianapolis, and we had a surprisingly long stop there.  Two elderly 
couples boarded in business class at Indy, and they’d make themselves known for the rest of the trip.  The wives wouldn’t shu t up with 
their yakking, and they were LOUD about it.  I felt like I should tell them to use their inside voice.  The husbands mostly slept, but when 

they were awake they talked politics.  Indiana is a very conservative state, so it’s unsurprising that their views were quite different from 
mine.  Even when I disagree with people, I can usually appreciate their point of view.  At times with these guys, though, that was a 
challenge.  They used phrases like “dirty Mexicans” and “stupid Obama” that I just tried to ignore.  One of the strangest parts of their 
discussion came when we passed a bunch of wind turbines, and they made it very clear that they had no time whatsoever for wind energy.  
About the only reason I could get for their opinion was that wind is not coal, and somehow only coal is good.  I have a feeling the only 
real reason for their opposition is that liberals like renewable energy.  As with so many things today, it bothers me that people see this as 
an either/or choice.  There’s nothing wrong with continuing to use coal, but realistically, shouldn’t we be developing other options for the 
long term?  I stayed out of their conversation, though, and just busied myself at my computer. 
 

Before the trip Amtrak had notified me that there was an important change of schedule in my itinerary.  It turned out that the new 
schedule meant that the Cardinal was supposed to get into Chicago five minutes earlier than my ticket said.  I joked at the time that I’d 
be lucky if the train arrived even within an hour of the scheduled time, and I knew it was unlikely to be early.  My intuition was correct.  
We made another stop in the middle of nowhere north of Indianapolis.  That prompted me to look up the on-time performance of the 
Cardinal, which happens to be at 34% this year.  That’s bad, even for Amtrak.  There is some padding built into the end of the schedule, 
so we got into Chicago at 11:49am, an hour and forty-nine minutes late. 

 
View from the 24th floor 

Comfort Suites—Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 

 
Since I was in business class, I could again drop my bag in the 

Metropolitan Lounge.  I made my way to the ‘L’ and set out exploring.  Today 
I rode far north, up to Granville on the red line.  I had lunch there at a place 
called Flaco’s Tacos, which is one of the trendiest places in a city known for 
authentic Mexican food.  I had two tacos—one with ancho chili chicken and 
one al pastor (chunks of pork marinated with pineapple).  They were both 
excellent 

 
Amusingly next to Flaco’s is an ice cream shop named Gordo’s.  

“Flaco” basically means “skinny” in Spanish, and “gordo” means “fat”.  They 
suckered me in with their gimmick, so I had some ice cream.  Gordo’s 
specializes in ice cream bars.  They dip various flavors of ice cream in your 
choice of coatings to order and then cover them with assorted crunchy 
toppings.  I got a bar with dulce de leche ice cream, covered with dark 
chocolate, and then coated with almond slivers.  It was outstanding. 

 
I bummed around a bit longer and then made my way back to the 

station.  There’s not really a good way to get from Union Station to the hotel 
I’d booked, so I walked more than I was on the train.  Eventually I made my 
way to Michigan Avenue and the Chicago River, and I made my way inside 
the Comfort Suites.  Check-in was easy, and I even got two free bottles of 
pop for being a Choice Privileges member. 

 
Once again I had a freebie room on a point redemption.  I’d originally 

booked a different hotel, but I saw shortly before I left that Choice had a 
promotion at this particular hotel that allowed me to book a room for just 8,000 
points (nearly the minimum amount).  That turned out to be an incredible 
value.  Not only is this a very nice hotel, but the room I got was almost 
indescribably nice.  I was on the 24th floor (the top floor, except for the 
penthouse),  and my enormous suite  overlooked Michigan Avenue.    There  



were windows everywhere through which I had excellent views of the lake and landmarks like Tribune Tower and the John Hancock 
Building.  There was even a huge balcony where I could enjoy fresh air with a view.  The Comfort Suites is just a block away from 
Chicago’s Trump Tower, and on my balcony I could almost imagine our President’s lifestyle. 
 
 The room itself was enormous, several times larger than what I’d had in Brooklyn.  The hotel was originally built as a college 
dormitory, and the room was an apartment that likely housed at least four students.  I had a bedroom with a king bed and plenty of space 
surrounding it, a living room with a sofa sleeper and two chairs, an office area, a full kitchen, a bathroom, and a laundry room.  The washer 
and dryer were free, though I didn’t bother to use them.  Others might complain that the furnishings were a bit worn.  They were perfectly 
serviceable, though, and in a room that size with that kind of view, there’s no reason to complain. 
 
 Guests aren’t normally supposed to know how much hotels are reimbursed when they do point redemptions.  Through 
someone’s mis-programming on the Choice Hotels website, though, I saw the folios that were submitted to the corporate office for my 
stays.  The Comfort Suites got $89 from Choice, which is about half the cash price of this room.  (The place is a good deal, but that ’s 
more than I can usually afford.)  The Rodeway Inn in Philadelphia did even better.  For a notably inferior room, they were reimbursed 
$95.  Their bathroom down the hall rooms normally go for $125, so percentage-wise they got a much better deal from the company.  I 
have no idea how the reimbursement amount is determined (particularly since both were 8,000-point stays), but it was interesting to see. 
 
 I rested a bit, showered, and changed into clean clothes.  When I’d planned this trip I’d planned to wear the polo shirts I’d brought 
for two days each, changing the T-shirt I wore beneath them.  With the hot, wet weather that didn’t work as well as I’d thought, and I really 
needed another polo shirt to finish the trip.  With that in mind, I headed to Milwaukee and Western.  I knew there was a huge thrift store 
there where I could get what I wanted cheaply.  I spent quite a while searching through the menswear racks at Village Discount Outlet.  
Eventually I found a maroon UnderArmour polo shirt that was exactly what I wanted.  The shirt was probably $25 new, but I paid just four 
bucks. 
 
 I caught a bus down Milwaukee Avenue and stopped next at a Taco Bell.  I had authentic Mexican food for lunch, so I figured 
chain Tex-Mex was acceptable for supper.  Sometimes fast food can be more expensive in big cities, but Taco Bell in Chicago had the 
same value menu they do everywhere.  I got two spicy tostadas and a caramel apple empanada, which came to a total of just $3.  That’s 
$3.41 by the time you add all the different taxes they have in the Windy City, but it’s still an affordable dinner.  Service was slow, even 
though they seemed to have more employees than customers.  I wasn’t in any great hurry, though, and I enjoyed my tostadas. 

 
 I made my way back to the hotel, but I had quite a wait to 
get upstairs.  There are only two small elevators at the Comfort 
Suites, and with twenty-five floors, they both keep busy.   This 
afternoon there was really only one usable elevator, because the 
other kept slowly heading downward, one floor at a time.  I thought 
that perhaps some annoying kid had pressed every button as a joke, 
but it turned out that a janitor was going from floor to floor collecting 
trash.  It was prime check-in time, which wasn’t a wise time for the 
janitor to be doing that.  Eventually I was able to go upstairs, and 
when I made my way back down again, the line had dwindled. 
 

 Whenever I’m in Chicago, I always check to see what plays 
are on.  Besides Hamilton (which is nearly as expensive in Chicago 
as it is on Broadway), the main option this time was An American in 
Paris.  Tickets could be had for just $25 (plus all the annoying fees, 
of course), so even if I didn’t care for the show, I wasn’t out too 
much. 
 

 I left the hotel at 6:50 and got to the Oriental Theatre just 
as they were opening for the 7:30 show.  That gave me a bit more 
time than I cared to read through the playbill, but at least I wasn’t 
late.  It looked like the floor of the theatre was nearly full, but there 
were lots of available seats up in the balcony where I was.  I was on 
an aisle, and with no one next to me I could stretch out as much as 
I wanted. 
 
 I  liked An American in Paris, but it’s  kind of a weird show.  

 It’s a modern musical based on a 1950s film, which is based on a ballet from the ‘30s, which is in turn based on an orchestra composition 
from the ‘20s by George Gershwin.  It includes familiar show tunes like “I Got Rhythm” and “S’Wonderful”, but mostly the focus is on 
dance.  The show really comes across as a ballet that happens to have some spoken word accompaniment.  The athletic dancing really 
was spectacular, and certainly more memorable than the music.  The lead (presumably the role Gene Kelly played in the movie) was 
played by the lead dancer of the National Ballet of Canada, and he was outstanding. 
 
 The plot struck me as very contrived and convoluted.  The show is set in Paris, shortly after World War II and it mostly revolves 
on the romance between a former GI who stayed in Europe after the war and French dancer.  It goes way deeper than that, though.  
Many stories involve love triangles, but this one had at least a love rectangle and possibly a pentagon or hexagon.  Pretty much everybody 
was in love with everyone else, and there were complications with all the various romances.  Honestly the plot almost seemed to get in 
the way of things.  If I just thought of it as a song and dance show, it was more enjoyable. 
 



 The show got out around 10:15, and it was still quite lively on the streets at that hour.  I made my way back to the hotel and 
watched a bit of TV.  Then I purposely opened the curtains and gazed out at the city lights before calling it a night. 
 

Friday, August 11 
Chicago, Illinois to Bettendorf, Iowa 
 
 I was up around 6:30 this morning.  That sounds early, but of course it would have been 7:30 Eastern Time, which is what my 
body was used to. 
 
 The Comfort Suites had one of the best hotel breakfasts I’ve ever had.  They featured what they called scrambled eggs, but the 
eggs appeared to actually be baked and then topped with lots of cheddar cheese.  I also had crispy bacon, a cinnamon roll, a croissant, 
and yogurt—not to mention the usual juice and coffee.  If I’d wanted, I could have had almost any kind of fruit, and they also had pancakes 
in addition to the ubiquitous waffles.  I took my breakfast to go and went back upstairs to enjoy it on the balcony.  That was a delightful 
way to ease into the morning. 
 
 I re-packed and checked out of the hotel.  Then I caught Bus 151, which goes directly from Michigan Avenue to Union Station.  
I left my stuff in the lounge and headed out for the day. 

 

 My main activity today was hiking the 
Bloomingdale Trail.  Also called the 606 (after the area’s 
zip code zone), this is Chicago’s answer to New York’s 
High Line.  Like the High Line, the Bloomingdale Trail is a 
former freight line that was abandoned and has been re-
invented as a park overlooking the city.  There are some 
differences, though, and I really like Chicago’s trail better.  
Since it’s on the northwest side rather than right downtown, 
the 606 is much less crowded than the High Line.  It’s also 
longer (about three miles total), and there’s more variety in 
the landscaping.   
 
 Getting to the 606 trail I saw an unfortunate side 
of the city.  The east entrance to the trail is located near 
the Kennedy Expressway and Ashland Avenue.  I made a 
wrong turn and ended up hiking under the expressway, 
which at that point happens to be used as a camp for a 
dozen or so homeless people.  They actually had tents and 
lawn chairs set up right underneath the freeway.  Anyone 
who was there was asleep as I passed by, and I certainly 
didn’t go out of my way to disturb them. 

 
David Burrow, on the Bloomingdale (606) Trail 

 
 At the west end of the trail I had a long wait for a bus.  I have CTA’s app on my phone and checked their “next bus” feature.  The 
first time I checked it told me a bus was 8 minutes away, and that time gradually counted down tow 1 minute, and then “DUE”.  No bus 
showed up, but the time countdown re-set to 7 minutes.  A minute or so later it simply said “DELAYED”.  A bus finally came about twenty 
minutes after I’d originally shown up at the stop. 
 
 I took the bus over to the six-way intersection of Armitage, Western, and Milwaukee and stopped briefly at Margie’s Candies, a 
place I’ve written about in several previous travelogues.  This time I just picked up a box of English toffee and was on my way again.   
 
 Next I took a long ride on the blue line, going past downtown and all the way out to Harlem Avenue in the western suburb of 
Forest Park.  The ride was memorable because for most of the way the car I was in was empty.  The Forest Park branch of the blue line 
always carries fewer passengers than the O’Hare branch, but this time after I passed the UIC—Halstead stop (just west of downtown) I 
was the only person left in the car.  I stayed on for nine more stops after that, and no one boarded the whole way. 
 
 I’d come out to Forest Park to visit the Ferrera Pan outlet store.  Fererra Pan makes cheap candy—stuff like Lemonheads, Red 
Hots, and Boston Baked Beans.  Candy like that isn’t expensive in stores, but it costs practically nothing at the factory store.  Boxes of 
candy go at five for a dollar.  The store is run by two friendly old Mexican women, and it mostly caters to poor Chicagoans who are looking 
to treat their families on the cheap.  It’s a fun place to visit, and I picked up a bunch of candy that I’ll probably be snacking on until 
Christmas. 
 
 Lunch today brought back more memories of Margaret, because the place I chose to eat was Nando’s.  I’d eaten at the South 
African chicken chain with Margaret in London, and we also ate at Nando’s locations in Canada and here in Chicago.  There was a long 
line at the Nando’s on Wabash Avenue today, but as a party of one I was seated a bit quicker than most of the others.  I had their country 
salad with spicy chicken, plus a blood orange lemonade and two coconut macaroons.  The service was anything but great at Nando’s 
today.  I got the lemonade and macaroons quickly, but I waited forever for the salad.  When it came, they didn’t bring a fork with which to 
eat it.  Once I finally had everything I needed, the meal was very tasty.   
 



 After lunch I went back to Union Station, and I spent most of the afternoon in the Metropolitan Lounge.  This time of year there’s 
always tons of work to do on the school website, and I spent a lot of time working on that.  I also read through the travelogue my brother 
Paul had written from his recent trip to Branson.  Then I began reading through another Kindle book I’d downloaded, a modern etiquette 
guide called That’s So Annoying. 
 
 They called the Illinois Zephyr for Boarding at about 5:30, and I quickly made my way to Track #18.  I was glad I rushed, because 
business class was entirely sold out.  I did manage to get one of the singleton seats, though. 
 
 We left Chicago right on time at 5:55pm, and except for a short delay waiting for a Metra to clear the tracks by Aurora, the trip 
was uneventful.  I was interested when we stopped in Mendota that we were blocking an intersection.  An ambulance was at that 
intersection with its lights flashing.  There’s not much a train can do to get out of the way of an ambulance, and hopefully the delay didn’t 
matter. 
 
 I picked up another cheese tray in the lounge, and I also got free coffee and cranberry juice.  I couldn’t help but think whi le 
sipping the coffee that I could tell I was in the Midwest again.  The East likes its coffee quite a bit stronger, and the coffee tonight seemed 
really watered down. 
 
 When we stopped at Princeton they had the business class passengers come forward to the coach section so they could just 
open one door.  They announced this several times before we stopped.  I heard the message and came up with no problem.  There were 
two elderly women in business class, though, who either didn’t hear the message or were just extremely slow.  The train was stopped in 
Princeton for nearly ten minutes before they finally got off the train.  I couldn’t get to the parking lot until the train left, so those ladies 
definitely annoyed me. 
 
 My car started up with no problem, and I quickly got up to I-80.  The interstate was surprisingly busy tonight.  I’m not really sure 
why that was, but traffic was solid all the way from Princeton to the Quad Cities.  It moved right along, though, and before long I turned 
onto I-74, crossed the bridge into Iowa, and made my way to my hotel.  I got there precisely at 9pm. 
 
 I had a reservation (paid this time) at the Econolodge in Bettendorf.  Margaret and I had stayed here before heading out to Los 
Angeles last summer.  It’s a perfectly decent hotel, though no one will ever call it luxurious.  The biggest quirk was that the hotel had a 
digital TV, but only an analog remote.  That meant I couldn’t enter stations like “73–4”.  In fact the only way to change the channel was to 
start where it was and use the up and down arrows to go one at a time through every other channel.  Eventually I got bored with that and 
went to sleep. 
 

Saturday, August 12 
Bettendorf, Iowa to Algona, Iowa 
 
 I’ve noticed over the years that cheap hotels often have good beds, and that was certainly the case here.  It wasn’t overly padded 
or soft, and I got a good night’s sleep.  The Econolodge also had a good shower, the best pressure of all the places I’d stayed on the trip.  
What they didn’t have was a good breakfast.  Absolutely nothing on the spread looked remotely appetizing, so I just got a quick cup of 
coffee and left. 
 
 I drove across the interstate and found a Panera restaurant.  I really like Panera’s breakfast, and I enjoyed a ham soufflé and a 
second cup of coffee.   
 
 Next I drove on to Cedar Rapids.  I bought gas there (which was a mistake, since it was 15¢ more expensive than in the Quad 
Cities) and also stopped at a Wal-Mart.  I almost never go to Wal-Mart (seriously, it’s not much more than once a year), and I was 
surprised that the one on Blair’s Ferry Road was less intimidating and more manageable than most.  What I bought was two cheap 
wristwatches that I should get lots of use out of during the school year. 
 
 I drove up to Waterloo and stopped there at the Shoe Carnival near Crossroads Mall.  I go there about once a year as well, 
though it’s usually a more pleasant shopping experience than Wal-Mart.  As much as I walk, I tend to wear out shoes, and the ones I’d 
taken to New York had barely any soles left.  Shoe Carnival always had “buy one, get one” sales, and I found two nice pairs of shoes I 
liked. 
 
 I followed highway 20 west from Waterloo, making one more stop in Parkersburg.  There’s a truck stop there with an Arby’s in 
it, and I stopped to use the toilet and enjoy two ham sliders for lunch.  Then it was back to Algona and home. 
 
 Aside from the genealogy angle, there really wasn’t anything unique or outstanding about this trip, but I thoroughly enjoyed it.  I 
liked almost everything I saw and did.  I had some meals that were outstanding and some others that were interesting.  I enjoyed traveling 
in business class on the train, and I’ll definitely consider that again if I’m making an overnight trip on Amtrak. 
 
 Something else I thoroughly enjoyed was the great diversity of the people and places I saw on this trip.  That’s been driven home 
in light of what happened since I got back.  In the past week the news has been dominated by a white supremacist rally in Charlottesville 
where a young woman protesting against the Ku Klux Klan and neo-Nazis was killed.  Even more shocking and sickening was that our 
President actually said that the white supremacists and those protesting against them were equally wrong.  That’s just wrong.  As Mitt 
Romney said in response to the President, “No, it’s not the same.  One side is racist, bigoted, Nazi. The other opposes racism and bigotry. 



[These are] morally different universes."  There’s just nothing right about white supremacy, and by not calling them out the racists, the 
President is essentially supporting them. 
 

I’m proud of my heritage.  I was delighted by the genealogy work Margaret did, and I’m proud to have ancestors from Holland, 
Great Britain, and all over Western Europe.  I’ve always thought of my family mostly as American, though, and I’m very proud to be 
American.  There are also lots of proud Americans whose ancestors came from Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Pacific Islands, 
though, and there were Americans whose ancestors were here long before anyone in Europe was even aware this continent existed.  No 
group of Americans is better than the others, and it’s just plain wrong to think that one group is superior.  As I look forward to the new 
school year, if there’s one thing I hope I can teach my students—aside from math, of course—it’s that the strength of our country is in its 
diversity. 


